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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the bond behaviour of Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP)

reinforcing bars in concrete elements both analytically and experimentally.

Two series of experiments were conducted. In the first series, more than 100

cube specimens were tested in direct pullout. The mode of bond failure of FRP bars in

the pullout tests was found in most cases to differ substantially from that of deformed

steel bars. Within this series the parameters that influence bond development were

examined. The bond strengths developed by CFRP and GFRP bars appear to be very

similar, and just below what is expected from deformed steel bars.

In the second series of experiments, nine beams were tested in four-point

bending to examine the bond splitting behaviour of FRP single anchorages and splices.

CFRP bars develop higher bond splitting strength than respective GFRP bars, which

contradicts the findings of pullout tests. The lower elastic modulus of GFRP bars is

thought to play an important role to their lower bond splitting strength. For this reason,

the suitability of the cube tests for measuring the bond strength ofFRP bars for practical

purposes is questioned. Spliced bars appear to develop similar bond splitting strength to

single bar anchorages. The distribution of bond stresses along the anchorage length and

the effect of flexural cracks on the bond development were also examined. The thesis

also discuss other parameters that influence bond splitting such as transverse

reinforcement, concrete cover, and support action.

An analytical study was conducted to enhance further the understanding of the

bond behaviour of FRP bars. Both the pullout and beam tests were modelled by using

FE packages. Non-linear springs describing the bond behaviour of short embedment

lengths were chosen and used for predicting the behaviour of longer embedments. The

influence of flexural cracking was also considered in the case of beams. The analytical

results showed a good correlation with the respective experimental.

Finally, some important issues regarding the design of anchorage lengths for

FRP reinforcing bars were addressed and a method of working towards the formulation

of design recommendations is suggested.
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NOTATION

Area of the bar cross section

Area of transverse reinforcement passing through the splitting plane

Smallest concrete cover to reinforcing bar

Concrete covers to reinforcing bar parallel to x, y-axis

Diameter of bar

Young's modulus of reinforcing bar

Young's modulus ofCFRP bar

Young's modulus ofGFRP bar

Concrete tensile strength

Concrete cube compressive strength

Concrete cylinder compressive strength

Splitting stress induced in the surrounding concrete by the

reinforcing bar

fy = Tensile strength of steel bars

fyd = Design tensile strength of steel bars

L, Is = Anchorage length

s = Spacing of transverse reinforcement

Greek Symbols

a. = Inclination angle of the resulting force induced in the surrounding
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

In construction, steel reinforced concrete is the most widely used structural

material in the world. However, it is well known that, under certain environments, the

corrosion of steel reinforcement can lead to the deterioration or even collapse of

structural elements and, hence, imposes a major maintenance and strengthening

financial penalty. In an attempt to increase structural durability, thick concrete covers

and highly alkaline concretes have been widely adopted by the world's construction

industry at considerable expense. Other more modern solutions to the durability

problem include epoxy coated steel reinforcement, stainless steel reinforcement and

cathodic protection, all of which add further costs or complicate construction. Billions

of dollars are spent every year world-wide in repairing and strengthening concrete

structures, whose reinforcement has deteriorated due to corrosion and this has

contributed for research to focus on alternative solutions (Pilakoutas, Achillides and

Waldron, 1997a).

In the past five to ten years, a considerable amount of research has been taking

place, in an attempt to investigate an alternative solution for using continuous Fibre

Reinforced Polymers (FRP) in concrete construction and repair. There is a great

enthusiasm and expectation amongst many engineers that the use of advanced

composites will mark the first major change in structural materials for nearly a century

(Pilakoutas et al, 1997b).
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FRP materials offer a promising solution since many types of them have been

successfully used for many years in other industries (such as the automobile and sports

manufacturing industries) and more recently in construction (figure 1.1). There are

many examples of structural applications that have demonstrated that the speed and

convenience of strengthening and repairing concrete structures using advanced

composites produce cost effective solutions (Head, 1996). In addition, structures

reinforced with FRP bars have been in service under aggressive environments in

various parts of the world, for more than 15 years, without any structural problems

(AC! Committee 440 (1996), Seible and Karbhari (1996), Rostasy (1996)).

Figure 1.1: Examples of application of FRP reinforcement in tunnels and bridges in
Japan

Nevertheless, before FRP materials are widely accepted in construction industry,

research has to be done on all aspects of their structural behaviour. One of the

fundamental aspects of structural behaviour is bond development, since bond is the key

for the "co-operation" of reinforcing bars and concrete. An adequate level of bond is

required between reinforcement and concrete to transmit forces from one to another

(Achillides and Pilakoutas, 1996).

Bond of steel reinforcement to concrete has been studied extensively in the last

40 years and a huge amount of experimental and analytical work has been published on

this subject (CEB Bulletin 151, 1982). However, the design formulae of the various

design codes of practise, do not incorporate any provisions for the use of alternative
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reinforcing materials other than steel. In the most extreme cases some provisions for

epoxy coated bars are considered. The introduction of FRP reinforcing bars had created

the necessity for the development of design specifications that will allow engineers to

use these materials as reinforcement in concrete structures.

In order to overcome this problem, engineers and researchers round the world are

currently intensifying their efforts to understand how these new materials actually

interact with concrete, in order to be able to contribute towards the formulation of

design codes of practice. A part of this research effort was the EUROCRETE project

(Clarke and Waldron, 1996) and currently the CONFIBRECRETE network.

EUROCRETE was a 4-year research project, which investigated the use of non-

ferrous (FRP) reinforcement in concrete structures. It involved both academia and

industrial partners across Europe. The Centre for Cement and Concrete of the University

of Sheffield was the main academic research centre in the project and significant amount

of experimental and analytical work was undertaken here. The EUROCRETE project

was successfully completed in May 1997 and an exploitation company aiming to supply

FRP reinforcement is currently being established (Pilakoutas et al, 1997b).

Recently, the FIB (Federation International du Beton, formerly CEB) established

a Task Group aiming to develop guidelines for design of concrete structures reinforced

with FRP materials. The European Union is funding a Network of researchers

(CONFIBRECRETE), co-ordinated by Dr. Pilakoutas at the University of Sheffield, to

assist in that task.

This study forms a part of the research effort undertaken by the EUROCRETE

project and the CONFIBRECRETE network, hoping that its contribution will help to

the faster introduction of the FRP materials in the codes of practice. During the progress

of this work the author also made contributions and benefited from the work of Party 8

oifib Task Group 4.2 on Bond of Non-metallic Reinforcement.
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The main aim of this study is to investigate and understand the various aspects of

the bond behaviour. of FRP reinforcing bars in concrete elements and arrive at some

conclusions that will help the development of design guidelines for use of FRP

reinforcement. In order to achieve this aim. various objectives were identified as

presented below:

• Review the literature on the bond behaviour of deformed steel bars to concrete in

order to understand the various parameters that influence bond characteristics and

identify current practices dealing with the various problems associated with bond of

steel bars.

• Understand the difference In bond characteristics between FRP and steel

reinforcement.

• Investigate experimentally the parameters that affect bond development on FRP bars.

• Examine the influence of the various experimental conditions on bond development

and mode of bond failure.

• Assess the importance of bond splitting in FRP anchorages and splices.

• Develop a modelling procedure to simulate the bond behaviour of FRP bars.

• Examine the various analytical approaches to bond splitting failure developed for

steel bars. and try to modify then to incorporate the effect of FRP bars.

The above objectives are addressed in the subsequent chapters. following the

layout given below.

1.3 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS

In chapter 2, a literature survey on the bond behaviour of steel and FRP bars in

concrete is presented. The chapter begins with an overview of the most relevant
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literature examining the bond behaviour of steel bars. Emphasis is given on the factors

that influence bond, the splitting mode of bond failure, as it is observed in spliced

reinforcement, and the approach of various codes of practice on bond. An overview is

then presented on the current studies investigating the bond behaviour of FRP bars.

Finally, the author identifies aspects of the subject that have not been adequately

covered and where this study is likely to contribute.

The description of two experimental series that were conducted to investigate the

bond ofFRP bars is given in chapter 3. In the first series, more than 100 cube specimens

were tested in direct pullout, whereas in the second, nine beams reinforced with single

anchorage bars and splices were tested in four-point bending. This chapter mainly

presents the parameters under investigation, the preparation of the specimens and the

experimental procedure followed.

In chapter 4, the experimental results are reported and analysed. The mode of

bond failure of FRP bars in the case of pullout tests is examined and compared with the

respective failure of steel bars. The influence of various parameters on the bond

development is also evaluated. In the case of beam tests, the splitting mode of bond

failure in single bars and splices is investigated. The strain and bond stress distribution

over the anchorage length is reported, as well as the contribution of the shear links on

the bond splitting strength of reinforcing bars. The bond splitting strength developed in

single anchorages and splices are calculated and discussed.

Chapter 5 reports mainly on the analytical part of this study. Two FE packages

are used in modelling the bond between FRP bars and concrete in both cube and beam

tests. For the pullout cube test modelling an elastic approach is used, where only the

bond interaction is simulated with non-linear springs. The spring characteristics are

taken form experimental results. In the beam models, different modes of bond failure

are studied. The flexural cracking behaviour of concrete is considered in this case and

the bond interaction is simulated by using non-linear springs. The results of all models

are compared with the experimental ones and relevant conclusions are drawn.

In chapter 6, the experimental and analytical results are further compared and

discussed. The discussion is focused on both the pull-through and splitting modes of

bond failure. A theoretical model describing the FRP bar-concrete interaction is

introduced. The suitability of the pullout cube tests for measuring the bond strength of
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FRP bars is then assessed, by considering the influence of the experimental conditions

on bond development. The discussion then focuses on the splitting mode of bond

failure, which is considered to be more critical for structural purposes. The bond

splitting strengths developed by different types of FRP bars are compared and the

importance of the modulus of elasticity on the bond splitting behaviour is highlighted.

Various analytical approaches to calculate the bond splitting failure of single anchorage

and spliced bars are applied in the case of FRP bars and relevant conclusions are drawn.

The importance of flexural cracking on bond development is, also, further discussed.

Finally, some thoughts are presented regarding the design of anchorage lengths for FRP

reinforcing bars in concrete structures. Other important issues are addressed and a

method of working towards the formulation of a design guidelines is suggested, based

on the experience gained from this work.

In the final chapter, the general conclusions from the present study are drawn,

together with recommendations for further research in the subject.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE BOND

BEHAVIOUR OF DEFORMED STEEL AND

FRPBARS

This chapter presents some of the most relevant literature available on the bond

behaviour of steel and FRP bars in concrete. In the first section, the bond behaviour of

steel bars is examined, with the main emphasis being placed on the factors that

influence the bond development and the splitting mode of bond failure as it is observed

in spliced reinforcement. In the second section, a general presentation of FRP materials

used as reinforcement in concrete members is given. In the third section, a brief

description of a number of various studies investigating the pullout and splitting mode

of failure of FRP bars in concrete is presented, together with the first design guidelines

for the evaluation of anchorage lengths for FRP reinforcing bars. Finally in the last part,

the author identifies areas on the bond behaviour of FRP bars that need further

investigation.

2.1 BOND OF STEEL BARS

2.1.1 General

Composite structures such as RC elements are able to resist externally imposed

loads only if their constituent components interact adequately. The interaction between

reinforcing bars and concrete in RC members takes place through bond stresses. When

the bond strength and stiffness is adequate, the compatibility of deformations between

the two materials is secured without substantial slip between them.
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A vast amount of experimental and analytical work has been published in the

last forty years investigating the bond behaviour of steel reinforcing bars in concrete.

The whole effort was pioneered by names like Rehm (1961). Ferguson (1965), Goto

(1971), Tepfers (1973), Tassios (1979), Eligehausen (1983) and others, whose work

established the foundations for understanding the interaction between steel

reinforcement and concrete.

In the following, a brief survey of the up to date literature on bond behaviour of

steel reinforcing bars will be presented, without of course, being able to cover all the

aspects and all the authors who contributed in the investigation of the subject (for an

extensive literature survey on bond see for instance the literature review by the CEB

Bulletin No. 151 (1982) and the Proceedings of the International Conference on Bond in

Concrete, in Riga (1992)). Special consideration will be given to the splitting mode of

bond failure of steel deformed bars as single anchorages and in splices. Finally, an

overview of the main codes of practice in the area of bond will be presented.

2.1.2 Steel bar - Concrete interaction

CEB Bulletin 151 (1982) describes the interaction mechanism between a steel

bar subjected to a pullout force and the surrounding concrete which is based on the

theoretical model of bond stress - slip behaviour introduced by Tassios (1979), shown in

figure 2.1.

C
local 'tu .

bond
'tr

deformed barsplain bars..
,_ - - -

', complete
, splittingO'~--------~F~------------------------------~

local slip s

Figure 2.1: Theoretical model of local bond-slip relationship, Tassios (1979)
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According to the Bulletin, for small values of bond stress (up to point 'to in figure

2.1) there is no slip between bar and concrete and the resistance mechanism depends

mainly on the chemical adhesion between the steel bar and concrete.

As the pullout force increases, the chemical bond breaks down and a very

different mechanism builds up depending on the type and characteristics of the

irregularities of the surface of the reinforcing bar. This type of bond can be called

mechanical bond. The ribs of the bar induce bearing stresses in the surrounding concrete

(figure 2.2) and when the principal tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the

concrete, transverse microcracks originate at the tips of the rips (point A in figure 2.1)

allowing the bar to start slipping.

.: Concrete Microcracks.:; .--
Steel bar

.• _9 ••••

• _ cracks
•

•••

•

Figure 2.2: Forces between deformed bar and concrete, CEB Bulletin 151 (1982)

The formation of microcracks modifies the response of concrete to loading. The

concrete stiffness diminishes and, therefore, larger slip increments are needed for further

bond stress increments than before cracking (AB segment in figure 2.1). The radial

forces induced by the ribs of the bar on to the concrete are balanced against rings of

tensile stresses developed in the surrounding concrete (figure 2.3 by Tepfers, 1979).

When the value of the tensile hoop stress exceeds the tensile strength of concrete,

splitting cracks are initiated along the length of the reinforcing bar. These cracks start as

internal longitudinal cracks which can not be seen on the surface of the concrete until
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the load capacity of the concrete ring surrounding the bar is achieved (point B in figure

2.1).

r=-----·
_._J' ..

~. .._A~··_·-)L-·'_~·_'_~_==.__ -::-_-r-1-j' ;tt~~
(:: : 0 ---.--

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of how the radial components of the bond forces

are balanced against tensile stress rings in the concrete in an anchorage zone

(Tepfers, 1979)

When longitudinal cracks (splitting cracks) break through the whole cover of the

pullout bar, the bond fails in a sudden mode without warning of ductile deformation

(point F in figure 2.1). This type of bond failure is quite common in concrete structures

reinforced with deformed steel bars.

However, if the splitting resistance of the surrounding concrete is high enough

(thick concrete cover or sufficient amount of transverse reinforcement), the pullout load

can be increased further. When approaching the maximum bond resistance (point C in

figure 2.1) shear cracks initiate along a part or the total length of the concrete corbels

between the ribs (figure 2.2). The eventual shear failure depends on the relation between

the rib height and the clear distance between ribs.

After this stage, the only mechanism left is the frictional resistance (t.) between

the bar and the rough concrete at the cylindrical surface where the shear failure

occurred.

2.1.3 Factors that influence bond behaviour

The bond behaviour between concrete and steel reinforcement depends on many

factors which influence the bond strength of anchored bars in concrete. It is important to

understand the effect of these factors first, on steel bars so that comparisons can be
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made when dealing with the bond behaviour of FRP bars to concrete. In the following,

the main factors are presented and discussed:

2.1.3.1 Concrete strength

According to CEB Bulletin 151 (1982), the strength of concrete in tension is of

major importance when bond failure is caused by splitting. Splitting failure will only

take place when the tensile hoop stresses (figure 2.3) reach or exceed the tensile strength

of the surrounding concrete. This, generally, happens at a much lower load than the

pullout mode of failure (see figure 2.1, 'tu> "Cb) and the bond stress in the bar is lost

abruptly. In addition, the residual bond strength, after splitting, is practically zero which,

also, underlines the importance of avoiding this kind of failure.

For the above reasons, the tensile strength of concrete is the main factor which

determines the ultimate load of anchorages. The tensile strength is indirectly included in

the anchorage length equations of most codes of practice including the ACI Building

Code (1995), Eurocode 2 (1989) and British Standards 8110 (1985).

2.1.3.2 Bar diameter

Studies conducted by various authors (Soretz (1972), Kimura and Jirsa (1992),

De Larrard (1993» showed that the size of bar diameter influences the bond strength

with bars with bigger diameters developing less bond strength than smaller bars. The

ACI Building Code (1989) acknowledges this influence by including the cross section

area of the bar in the calculations of the development length. The more recent ACI

Building Code (1995) also acknowledges the influence of the bar diameter but in a more

general and simplified form, by suggesting a reinforcement size factor in its

development length formula (see section 2.1.7.3). Eurocode 2 (1989) takes the influence

of bar diameter into consideration, only for bars with diameter greater than 32 mm

whereas BS 8110 (1985) does not have any special provisions for this parameter.

2.1.3.3 Transverse pressure

Transverse compression influences the bond behaviour of a reinforcing bar in

two ways according to CEB Bulletin 151 (1982). It delays the onset of splitting failure
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in a plane perpendicular to the direction of compressive stress and it increases the

frictional force on the steel/concrete or concrete/concrete failure surface. The presence

of transverse pressure results in higher ultimate bond stresses and in reduced values of

slip at a particular load.

Experimental work by Gambarova et al (1992), confirmed that concrete splitting

makes bond behaviour very sensitive to confinement. A special experimental

arrangement for pullout testing was introduced in which the bond behaviour on steel

bars was studied under controlled crack opening or confinement. The test results

showed that at variable crack opening and roughly constant confinement, the bond peak-

strength is adversely affected by crack opening, and that bond stiffness decreases rapidly

at increasing crack opening. On the other hand, the test results at constant crack opening

and variable confinement confirmed that bond peak-strength is definitely a linear

function of the confinement stress.

In USA, Malvar (1992) contacted a series of pullout test of steel bars embedded

in pre-cracked cylindrical concrete specimens. Various levels of confinement radial

pressure were applied to the specimens during testing. The results indicate that bond

stresses increase significantly with confining stress and that the maximum bond stress

could be increased almost threefold by increasing the confinement stress from 500 to

4500 psi (3.5 to 31 MPa) at the bar level. In addition, he obtained consistent local bond

stress versus slip relationships for various degrees of confining pressure that can be used

for the development of "configuration-independent" models.

From the codes of practice, only EC2 (1989) considers the case of transverse

pressure to the possible plane of splitting. In this case, the suggested design bond values

are increased by a factor directly dependent on the value of transverse pressure.

2.1.3.4 Transverse reinforcement

The importance of transverse reinforcement in controlling the splitting mode of

failure of deformed steel bars in concrete members has been studied extensively by

various researches. Eligehausen at al (1983) investigated the influence of transverse

reinforcement on bond behaviour. He concluded that the bond strength could be

significantly improved by the presence of reinforcement transverse to the splitting crack.

Their experimental results also showed that an upper limit might exist beyond which the

12



bond behaviour cannot be further improved by additional transverse reinforcement.

Giurianni et al (1991) verified the above results with their experimental work and

introduced a theoretical model for predicting the effect of transverse reinforcement on

the bond behaviour of reinforcing bars. In a step further, the work of Plizzari et al

(1996) introduced a maximum value of transverse reinforcement (stirrup index of

confinernent-O) beyond which no significant increase of bond strength occurred.

CEB Bulletin 151 (1982) suggests that transverse reinforcement crossing the

splitting crack is effective in improving the bond behaviour when the bond failure is

associated with splitting of the concrete cover. The transverse reinforcement, in this

case, restrains the opening of the crack although it does not influence the initiation of

splitting cracks due to the low strain at which tension cracks form in concrete.

The importance of transverse reinforcement is also underlined in the codes of

practice EC2 (1989) and BS8110 (1985). Both codes indicate a minimum amount of

transverse reinforcement essential in the region of anchorage length of the main

reinforcing bars. It may be assumed that the bond stresses suggested for design purposes

in these codes incorporate the positive influence of this transverse reinforcement in their

values.

2.1.3.5 Bar spacing and concrete cover

The bond behaviour of deformed steel bars is affected by the detailing of

reinforcement in concrete members. The formation of splitting cracks and the respective

bond strength are directly relevant to the arrangement of reinforcement in the cross

section as shown in figure 2.4 adopted from Nagamoto and Kaku (1992).

Side splitting V-notch splitting Comer splitting

Figure 2.4: Formation of splitting cracks for single bars
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The three codes of practice CACI,EC2 and BS8110) have special provisions for the

proper arrangement of reinforcement in a concrete member. Special consideration is

given to the detailing of spliced reinforcement where the formation of splitting cracks is

crucial to the integrity of structural members.

All the above parameters and others that are less relevant to this research,

influence the bond resistance of steel reinforcing bars in concrete members, in case of

either a splitting or a pullout mode of failure. The need for understanding and

quantifying the influence of those parameters on bond, led engineers to adopt various

test procedures for investigating the bond behaviour of steel embedments in concrete.

The most commonly used and easily adopted test arrangement is the Pullout test, of

which variations are presented in the following section.

2.1.4 Pullout tests

Pullout test specimens are used for the evaluation of the bond performance of

steel reinforcing bars. During the last 40 years, a vast number of different pullout test

specimens has been produced by various researches to investigate the factors that

influence bond behaviour of steel reinforcing bars embedded in concrete.

One of the first set-ups, proposed by Rehm (1961), is shown in figure 2.5. This

test arrangement has been adopted by many researches in the years to follow with minor

changes in order to eliminate its weak points. These relate to the friction developed

between the concrete specimen and the bearing plate that provides additional

confinement to the bonded area and can also assist the development of the arch-effect in

the centre of the specimen during the test.
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Figure 2.5: Pullout tests

For the above reasons, the RILEM/CEB/FIP standard pullout test arrangement

(figure 2.5) moved the bonded length of the bar away from the centre of the specimen

and introduced a rubber plate between the concrete block and the bearing plate to

minimise the friction effects.

A different approach of test pullout test arrangement is adopted by the British

Standard (Cairns, 1995). The test method uses a bar cast into a square prism (figure2.6).

Cover to the bar is 2.6 or more times the bar diameter and a confining helix of 6mm

diameter mild steel at a pitch of 25 mm is provided to resist splitting. The length of the

embedment length is specified as f/d/28. The test bar is required to sustain a load equal

to the characteristic strength of the bar for a period of 2 min and with free end slip not

exceeding 0.2 mm, in order to be classified as type 2 deformed bar. This load is

equivalent to an average bond stress of 7 MPa.
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Figure 2.6: Standard bond pullout test specimen specified in BS4449 (1988) for 20 mm

diameter steel bar

Cairns (1995) compared RILEM and BS tests and concluded that maximum

bond strength values measured in both tests are considerably in excess of those used in

design. However, when the bond strength was measured for specific free end slips, the

tests provided a reasonable indication of bond strength where a splitting failure mode

occurred.

2.1.5 Analytical approach to bond splitting failure

A reinforcing bar subjected to pullout load may either fail in a pull-through or a

splitting mode of failure. In practice, the splitting mode is the most common type of

bond failure in a structural member (e.g. beams, columns and slabs). In addition,

splitting failure is more critical than pull-though failure, since it happens at a much

lower stress level and the residual bond stress is practically zero. For the above reasons,

engineers have concentrated their efforts in understanding the mechanisms that lead to

the splitting mode of failure in concrete members.

Tepfers (1973) in his studies on the bond behaviour of steel deformed bars

investigated the formation of splitting cracks in the concrete cover along anchored bars.

According to Tepfers, the compressive stress induced by the ribs of the reinforcing bar

to the concrete corbels (figure 2.2) subtends an angle a. with the bar axis. The horizontal

component (t) of this stress represent the bond stress developed on the bar whereas the

radial component (fsp)represents the splitting stress induced in the concrete (figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: Stresses induced to the concrete

The radial stresses are balanced against rings of tensile stress in the concrete

(figure 2.3). When the ring is stressed to levels beyond its tensile capacity, longitudinal

cracks appear. To model this behaviour, Tepfers introduced the idea of a thick-wall

concrete ring subjected to internal radial pressure, as shown in figure 2.8.
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Cy i
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\ ff-\ 'Yr1t._ .. )

Cy \ \ ~ r ,
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CX d

Uncracked elastic Partly cracked elastic Uncracked plastic

Figure 2.8: The distribution of tensile stresses for the three theories

The thickness of the ring is determined by the smallest possible dimension of the

concrete covers (c., c.) of the reinforcing bar. Tepfers used three theories to determine

the cracking resistance of the ring with regard to the distribution of stresses; the

uncracked elastic, uncracked plastic and partly cracked elastic theories (figure 2.8).

The analysis resulted in three equations, one for each theory, for the calculation

of the splitting bond strength, as shown below:

Uncracked elastic:
i: (cy +d 12)2 -Cd 12)2

r = -- *____::__-------.:.--_:_-
tana (c, +d 12)2 +(d 12)2 (2.2)
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Partly cracked elastic: r=~* Cy +d 12
tan a 1.664 * d (2.3)

Uncracked plastic: r = fel * 2 * c.v 1(d * tan a) (2.4)

where,

a : angle of bearing stresses induced by the ribs of the bar to the concrete as

shown in figure 2.7.

Experimental results verified the suggested model since the bond values

occurred between the partly cracked elastic and plastic stages, just as they were

expected. According to Tepfers (1979), the partly cracked elastic stage gives values of

the developed bond stresses just on the safe side of experimental results. In the above

approach, Tepfers assumed that the value of angle a should be taken equal to 45° since

the properties of concrete are equal in tension and compression before the initiation of

the first cracks in concrete. The results of various finite element analysis elastic bond

models confirmed his assumption. However, after the formation of the first cracks,

Tepfers noted that the value of angle a is likely to change and will be dependent mainly

on the geometrical configuration of the ribs of the steel bar.

A different kind of relationship between bond stresses (t) and splitting stresses

(fsp) was proposed by Cairns and Jones (1995,1996). They suggested that t is not

directly proportional to fspas equation 2.1 implies, and that Tepfers' "hydraulic pressure

assumption" (angle a = 45°) is not valid. In order to support their view, they conducted

a series of experiments with spliced steel bars embedded in concrete cubes as shown in

figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Details of test specimens (Cairns and Jones, 1996)

Their main idea was to impose lateral confining force vertical to the expected

failure plane and investigate the change in the developed bond strength at different

confinement levels. In addition, they pre-cracked some of the cube specimens along the

expected failure plane before testing them, in order to examine the contribution of the

tensile strength of concrete to the splitting resistance. Based on their experimental

results and the experimental work of other researchers, Cairns and Jones (1996)

suggested a new form of relationship in which the bond strength (fb) is regarded as a

sum of non-splitting (fnsp)and splitting (fsp)components (eq. 2.5).

(2.5)

The non-splitting component was amounted to be around 67-70% of bond strength (fb)

and was assumed to depend on the cohesive strength of concrete whereas the angle a.

was estimated around 72°. The importance of the above approach lies in the fact that

bond strength appears to be less dependent on the splitting resistance of concrete cover

and confining reinforcement than is currently assumed. Cairns and Jones (1995) also

suggested a new form of force equilibrium between reinforcing bar and surrounding

concrete to identify the mechanism through which the non-splitting component arises

(figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Forces associated with splitting bond behaviour (Cairns and Jones, 1995)

They introduced a fourth component Fv' in the equilibrium of forces (b)

suggested by Tepfers (1973), representing the shear stress in the concrete on the inclined

bearing surface of the rib. This shear stress is believed to entail the effect of concrete

cohesion and the friction between bar and concrete. The suggested equilibrium (a)

reduces the value of splitting force Fspwhereas a possible increase in the bond force F,

is not necessarily accompanied with an increase in Fsp'The author believes that Cairns

and Jones forces approach might be useful to the understanding of the bond behaviour

of FRP bars, and it will be discussed at a later stage of this study. The different material

properties ofFRP reinforcement comparing to the traditional steel reinforcing bars (such

as the lower shear strength and elastic modulus of FRP bars in the transverse and axial

direction) might playa significant role in their bond splitting behaviour to concrete.

Recently, some more models have been developed in order to predict the bond

capacity of short anchorages and evaluate the pattern of splitting cracks during pullout

tests. These models (such as Rosati and Schumm (1992), Van der Veen (1990), Den Uijl

and Bigaj (1996)) are based on the splitting models of Tepfers. However, they take into

account the crack cohesion along the radial splitting cracks, which is related to the

softening behaviour of concrete in tension.

In the model of Den Uijl and Bigaj (1996) the ribbed bar is conceived as a

conical bar (figure 2.11). The bond mechanism is assumed to be based on dry friction

which makes the bond stress ('tb) directly proportional to the radial compressive strength

(c.), (equation 2.6 in figure 2.11).
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cotS: coefficient of friction

<p angle between cone
surface and bar axis

Figure 2.l1: Bond model by Den Uijl and Bigaj (1996)

The most important aspect of this model is that it connects the slip of the bar (8)

with the radial displacement of the interface (equations 2.7 and 2.8).

(2.7)

(2.8)

where,

Er. rs : radial concrete strain at concrete-bar interface

rs : bar radius

F1(8, Es) : function of bar slip and bar normal strain

The first equation is valid for the case of splitting mode of failure where the

most important influence is the wedging effect connected with the rib bearing

mechanism. The Poisson effect is assumed to be small in this case and is therefore

neglected. On the contrary in the second equation, suggested for a pullout failure, a

number of factors are taken into account such as the Poisson effect of the bar, the

compaction and the progressive smoothening of the sliding plane during pullout.

The relationship for Er in either case is taken from a concrete confinement model

suggested by Den Uijl and Bigaj (1996) in the same study. This model calculates the

radial strains in the concrete surrounding the reinforcing bar. Although the model is

primarily based on Tepfers partly cracked splitting model, it includes the effect of

concrete softening behaviour after the formation of cracks in its calculations. In contrast

to Tepfers model, Den Uijl and Bigaj model considers the contribution of the cracked

part of the concrete cylinder to the overall splitting resistance of the concrete (figure

2.12)
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Tepfers Den Uijil, Bigaj

Figure 2.12: Partly cracked thick walled-cylinder

The splitting resistance found with this model falls between Tepfers lower and upper

bounds for bond strengths and, generally, shows good agreement with the experimental

results.

2.1.6 Splices

2.1.6.1 Crack patterns

The theories on the splitting mode of failure presented above are also used to

describe the behaviour of splices. It is known from experiments that with normal

concrete covers reinforcement fails mostly by splitting. Such failure is sudden and

brittle for splices without transverse reinforcement whereas in the presence of stirrups

splices usually fail in a less brittle manner. The most common splitting crack patterns

that are developed during the failure of lapped splices are presented in figure 2.13.

~l ~
Side split Face and side split

br cp]
i
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Corner split V-type split

Figure 2.13: Ultimate splitting failure crack patterns (adopted from CEB Bulletin 151)
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The failure patterns are valid both for splices with and without transverse reinforcement

and depend mainly on the arrangement of reinforcement in the cross section. For

example, splices at large spacing away from the corners fail, most commonly, in a V-

type failure whereas closely spaced splices show a side split crack pattern. The corner

pattern is usually observed for splices positioned close to the corners of structural

elements.

2.1.6.2 Forces induced by splices in the surrounding concrete

When the splices are axially loaded, they impose radial pressure to the

surrounding concrete that can lead to splitting. This radial pressure is proportional to the

bond stress developed on the reinforcing bars, similar to single bar anchorages (see

section 2.1.5). In order to understand the splitting action it would be useful to examine

the distribution of the radial stresses around the spliced bars. The most known

distributions were proposed by Tepfers (1973) and are shown in figure 2.14.

Tepfers 1 Tepfers 2 Reynolds

Figure 2.14: Possible distribution ofradial stresses in splices

In the first one, the radial bond stress components for the spliced bars are of the

same magnitude (P) in all directions, similar to independent single anchorages, which

results to a 2p total splitting stress at the plane passing through the centre of the two

bars. In order to form the second distribution, Tepfers assumed that the slip between the

bars is double than that between an individual bar and the surrounding concrete. For this

reason, he suggested that the bond at the interface between the two bars would
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practically be destroyed. This assumption leads to a uniform splitting stress distribution

around the group of spliced bars having twice the value of the radial stresses produced

by single anchorages, as shown in figure 2.14 (Tepfers 2 distribution). In both Tepfers

assumptions, the bond stresses generated by the spliced bars have the half value of the

bond stresses generated by the same bars in single anchorages.

However, the creditability of the Tepfers assumptions appears to be questioned

by the experimental work of various researchers around the world. Reynolds and Beeby

(1982) examined the above models and commended that for both models the forces

developed in a lap are considerably higher than those developed in a single anchorage

and that bond strength should therefore be lower. They added that the orientation of the

lapped bars in the first model would have a major effect on bond strength. In order to

examine the validity of these models Reynolds (1982) contacted a large experimental

series of spliced reinforcing bars embedded in beam elements. The results of this work

showed that steel bars in splices or in single anchorage develop similar bond strengths

and that the orientation of the lap has no effect on the formation of splitting cracks. The

first conclusion was in agreement with the work of Orangun, Jirsa and Breen (1977)

who were unable to detect differences in bond strength between laps and single bars.

Based on his experimental results, Reynolds (1982) suggested a third

distribution of radial bond stresses around the lapped splices, shown in figure 2.14,

which gives splitting stresses equal in all directions similar to the distribution of stresses

around a single bar. In order to derive this distribution, Reynolds idealised the action of

the concrete corbels around the spliced bars in the two transverse planes AA and BB, as

shown in figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Reynolds (1982) model of concrete-bar interaction system

He assumed that a point X on the spliced bar subjected to a pullout load, would

undergo the same axial deflection either been examined in AA or BB plane direction.

He idealised the action of the concrete corbel force system on the bar, as shown in figure

2.15, and he assumed that both systems would undergo the same deflection. By solving

the two systems, he found a relationship between forces PI and P2. In this relationship,

when the distance between the spliced bars, a, tends to be zero, PI has double the value

of P2. So, he resulted that the distribution of stresses around the spliced bars should be

similar to the one shown in figure 2.14. However, the author believes that a significant

drawback of Reynolds approach is that he ignored the influence of any side deflection of

point X in the calculation of PI force. The contribution of this side deflection of the

force system to the bond behaviour of spliced bars might be significant and it has to be

examined in more detail.

A more recent model of stress distribution around spliced bars was proposed by

Cairns and Jones (1996). The model was based on an experimental series of testing

lapped splices conducted by the authors and is shown in figure 2.16. The model

suggests that a pair of lapped bars generate splitting force, vertical to the plane passing

through the centres of spliced bars, only 30% greater than that generated by a single bar.
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Figure 2.16: Proposed model of splitting stresses around single bar and lapped spliced.

2.1.6.3 Equations for calculating the bond strength of splices

All the above models are used in the formulation of equations for calculating the

bond strength of lapped splices in concrete members. A number of equations to estimate

the strength of splices are proposed by various researchers, as reported in CEB Bulletin

151.

Tepfers (1973) derived analytical expressions for the strength of splices failing

by splitting, by equating the splitting forces to the tensile resistance of concrete. He

assumed that the radial bond stress components causing splitting in the failure plane are

constant along the lap length and of equal magnitude to the tangential bond stress, "C (see

figure 2.7). He also assumed a uniformly distributed tensile stress along the concrete

failure surface, because of plastification of concrete (figure 2.17). It is proposed that the

failure pattern with the lowest splitting resistance will determine the anchorage capacity

of the lapped splice, depending on the geometry of the cross section (cover and spacing)

and on the development of splitting cracks. Tepfers' analytical predictions were

compared with 193 experimental beam test results (according to CEB Bulletin 151) and

an acceptable agreement between them was observed.

~I
Figure 2.17: Typical splitting failure patterns with splitting stress models
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Orangum, Jirsa and Breen (1977) employed an empirical approach to derive a

predictive equation for the bond splitting strength of lapped bars. They suggested that

the difficulties reported by various researchers in estimating the value of angle c,

between bond and radial stress (figure 2.7, see also sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6.2), made an

empirical approach to look more promising than a theoretical one. The constants of this

equation were obtained from a non-linear regression analysis of a vast amount of

experimental results of beam tests performed by various researchers. For splices without

transverse reinforcement, the equation has the following form:

(2.9)

whereas, for splices with stirrups the value of u, given below is added to equation 2.9:

(in psi, in., in') (2.10)

where,

ucal = bond splitting strength of splices without stirrups, psi

~ = contribution of stirrups in the bond splitting strength of splices, psi

~ = the yielding stress of stirrups, psi

and the other symbols according to the general notation.

The above researchers suggested the same equation for single bar anchorages

failing in splitting since similar behaviour with splices has been observed. It has to be

noted that the ACI Building Code (1995) formula for calculating development lengths

for single anchorages and splices is based on equation 2.9 (see section 2.1.7.3).
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A more theoretical approach was used by Eligehausen (1979), according to eEB

Bulletin 151. He calculated the distribution of bond stresses and splitting forces along

the splice length by solving the differential equation of bond for splices for realistic

bond stress-slip laws by stepwise iteration. A relationship shown in figure 2.18, between

the inner radial pressure and the bond stress, was assumed.

~p/_1__ ~ __ -, --r---1
1.0

0.2o 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
S/SmClX

Figure 2.18: Ratio inner pressure, p to bond stress, r as a function of slip, s to slip Smax at

failure for actual specimen. Internal bond cracks are assumed but not shown.

(Eligehausen, 1979. Adopted from CEB Bullettin 151)

It is obvious from this relationship that the value of angle ex is around 26° at the

beginning of cracking and increases with increasing slip up to 45°. According to eEB

Bulletin 151, "Eligenhausen calculated the splitting forces induced in the concrete with

finite element analysis assuming elastic material behaviour. Failure was assumed when

the mean tensile stress in the concrete averaged over a length of half a diameter,

reached the tensile stress of concrete. By varying the model parameter (e.g. cover,

spacing, bar diameter, area of transverse reinforcement) and comparing the

corresponding relevant tensile stress with each other, the influence of the investigated

parameter on the splice length was found and expressed analytically by fitting curves to

the calculated values. In this way the study yielded equations for the calculation of the

strength of splices". Although the equations had a quite complicated form, they

appeared to be reliable when compared with experimental results. The validity of

equations was checked against 396 tests of spliced failures from 15 different resources,

according to eEB Bulletin. An example of these equations is shown in the following

figure:
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Figure 2.18: Equation for calculating the average strength oflapped splices.

Eligehausen (1979)

Finally, the equation for calculating the bond strength of splices and single bar

anchorages according to BS8110 (1985), is based on the experimental work of Reynolds

(1982). Reynolds tested thirty-nine beams in order to measure the bond strength (fbs)of

steel reinforcing bars in splices and in single bar anchorages. He proposed equation 2.11

for anchorages and splices without transverse reinforcement:

I; = 0.25K. (0.5+ c I d) (in Nrmm', mm) (2.11)

This equation was initially derived from Tepfers partly-cracked bond stress

equation 2.3. Reynolds assumed that the tensile strength of concrete is proportional to

the square root of the compressive strength and rewrote equation 2.3 in a more general

form (eq. 2.12).

I; = KK.(O.5+c I d) (in Nzmm', mm) (2.12)

Based on his experimental results and by considering the existing work of various

researchers, Reynolds suggested the value of 0.25 as the most conservative value for the

constant K, which results to equation 2.11.
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The effect of transverse reinforcement was taken into account by adding the

value of expression 2.13, in equation 2.11. In this expression, the stress in the transverse

bars was taken well below the yield stress of steel. Since the lowest value of transverse

steel stress observed in Reynolds experiments was 70 Nzmm', it was assumed to be a

conservative stress value for stirrups for design purposes.

22A, I (sd) (inmm, mm') (2.13)

The above mentioned experimental and analytical investigations for evaluating

the bond splitting strength of steel deformed bars in concrete members, formed the basis

for the various formulas for calculating the anchorage length in most commonly used

codes of practice, which are briefly presented in the following section.

2.1.7 Codes of practice

2.1.7.1 British Standard 8110 (1985)

BS 8110 introduces equation (2.14) from where the values for design ultimate

anchorage bond stress, fbumay be obtained.

(2.14)

In this equation feu'is the compressive strength of a 100 mm concrete cube and ~, is a

coefficient dependent on the bar type. For tension reinforcement in slabs or beams,

where minimum links have been provided, the code gives a table of values for the bond

coefficient ~. For the most commonly used steel deformed bars, ~ is equal to 0.5

whereas for plain steel bars ~ takes the value of 0.28. The values of bond strength

obtained from equation (2.14) incorporate a partial safety factor equal to 1.4. The code

also underlines that in beams where minimum links have not been provided, the design

bond stresses should be those appropriate to plain bars irrespective of the type of bar
used.

The design bond stress values are introduced to the fundamental anchorage

length formula (2.15), in order to calculate the basic design anchorage length, lb.
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(2.15)

In the case of tension splices, the code introduces multiplication factors on the

value of design anchorage length formula (2.15). These factors are shown in the table

2.1 depending on the arrangement of splices in the cross section of a structural member.

The lap values introduced by table 2.1 must always be greater than 15 times the bar size

or 300 mm, which ever is greater.

Tension lap lengths
Bars intop Corner bars not in

section as cast top of section Otherwise
with cover < 2d with cover < 2d

~75 mm lA l, lA r, 1.01b
Clear distance and ~ 6d
between laps Otherwise 2.0 lb 1.41b 1.4 l,

Table 2.1: Multiplying factors for lap length

In addition, the code recommends minimum values for cover and spacing of

reinforcement for single anchorages and splices; the cover to main reinforcing bars must

not be less than the bar diameter whereas the minimum spacing of reinforcement for

single anchorages and splices is shown in figure 2.19.

o
o ~'.'.'.'.'.'.'r] ~(2/3) hagg

'---_~___;_, _ _..;...~_" _.·.·_.·.·.·---'.\t ;,_ h.
gg
+ 5

:<
~ hagg + 15

where, haaGis the maximum size of aggregate00 0

Figure 2.19: Minimum spacing of tension reinforcement



2.1.7.2 Eurocode 2 (1989)

In Eurocode 2, the design values for the ultimate bond stress, fbd of tension

reinforcement are given in a tabular form (table 2.2), for "good" bond conditions which

apply to most common conditions in practice. "Bad" bond conditions take into account

mainly the top bar effect and reduce the design bond strength by 30%.

Concrete compressive 12 16 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
strength, fck(Nzmrrr')

Plain bars 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
High bond bars with 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.3
diameter <t>~ 32 mm

Table 2.2: Design values fbd(Nzmrrr') for good bond conditions

The above design bond values derived from formulas depending on the concrete

strength of the structural member and incorporate a safety factor equal to 1.5. The code

also takes into account the possible presence of transverse pressure, p in Nzmrrr', to the

expected plane of splitting. In this case, since the bond strength is favourably influenced

(see section 2.1.3.3), EC2 code suggests an increase of the bond strength values by

multiplying them by the factor l/(1-0.04p).

According to EC 2, the required anchorage length, lb.Det may be calculated from

the relationship:

(in mm, mm') (2.16)

where,

l, = basic anchorage length =(d/4) (fyjf~

Ib,miD = Minimum anchorage length = 0.3 l, (c-LOd)

aa = I,for straight bars

As•req, As.proy = the area of reinforcement required by design - and actually provided

EC2 also recommends the use of a minimum amount of transverse reinforcement

In the region of the anchorage length. The minimum total area of transverse

reinforcement must be 25% of the area of one anchored bar and should be evenly

distributed along the anchorage length.
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For the case of splices, the required lap length, Is (eq. 2.17) is the product of Ib,net

with a factor (Xl according to figure 2.20.

(I) (Xl = 1.0: For laps in tension where less than 30% of the
bars in section are lapped and where a > 10d and b > Sd

cc o:J

<E----7 <: )
b a

(II) (Xl = 1.4: For laps in tension where either
(i) 30% or more of the bars at a section are lapped
or
(ii) a < 10d and b < Sd

(III) at = 2.0: W11en(i) and (ii) are both satisfied

(2,17)

Figure 2.20: Values for cct coefficient in lap splices

In all cases the required lap length must be greater than the minimum lap length, ls.min

calculated according to the relationship:

(2.18)

The code also recommends a minimum amount of transverse reinforcement for the

spliced region. When the diameter of the lapped bars is less than 16 mm, or if the

percentage of lapped bars in any section is less than 20%, then the minimum transverse

reinforcement provided for other reasons (e.g. shear reinforcement, distribution bars) is

considered as sufficient. Otherwise, the code recommends additional transverse

reinforcement to be used,

2.1.7.3 ACI Building Code 318 (1995)

In the ACI Code, the concept of "Development Length" for anchorage of

reinforcement is mainly used. This concept is based on the attainable average bond

stress over the embedment length of the reinforcement. The main idea of the code

results from an attempt to avoid the possibility of highly stressed bars to split thin

sections of restrained concrete (ACI 318 Building Code Commentary, 1995). There are

no provisions in the code for single bars embedded in a mass of concrete. No strength

reduction factor is used in the relationship of calculating the development length since

the relationship itself includes an allowance for understrength. It is also useful to note
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that the endorsed development length values are still based on the general equation for

development length suggested in the study of Orangun, Jirsa and Breen (1977).

According to the code, the development length, Id of a deformed steel bar in

tension is calculated in terms of the bar diameter, db from the relationship (2.19):

(2.19)

where,

a = reinforcement location factor

For reinforcing bars placed horizontally and more than 12 in. (30.5 mm)

of concrete is cast in the member below the reinforcement the factor is

equal to 1.3, otherwise 1.0

13 = coating factor

For epoxy coated bars with cover less than 3db, or clear spacing less than

6db the factor is 1.5. For all the other epoxy-coated bars the factor is 1.3

and for uncoated reinforcement is 1.0

However, the product of (al3) need not be taken greater than 1.7.

y = reinforcement size factor

For No.6 (db=19 mm) and smaller bars the factor is 0.8, whereas for

larger bars it is 1.0

')...= lightweight aggregate concrete factor

For normal concrete the factor is 1.0.

c = spacing or cover dimension, in.

It is defined as the smaller of either the distance from the centre of the bar

to the nearest concrete surface or one-half the centre-to-centre spacing of

the bars.

K, = transverse reinforcement index =Atr fyt/ (1500 s n) ~ 2.5

where,

AIr = total cross sectional area of all transverse reinforcement which is

within the spacing s and which crosses the potential plane of

splitting through the reinforcement being developed, in?
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fYI= specified yield strength of transverse reinforcement, psi

s = maximum spacing of transverse reinforcement within lb' in.

n = number of bars being developed along the plane of splitting

However, the code permits K, to be taken equal to zero as a design simplification even

if transverse reinforcement is present. A limit on the term (c + Kn) / db of 2.5 is also

included to safeguard against pullout failures, according to the Code Commentary. In

addition, the code underlines that the development length shall not be taken less than 12

in. for safety reasons.

Finally, in the case of tension lap splices the, ACI Code suggests a minimum

length oflap according to the Class ofthe splice (A or B Class) as follows:

Class A splice .......... Splice length = 1.0 Id

Class B splice .......... Splice length = 1.3 Id

but not less than 12 in. for each case. The classes of splices are shown in table 2.3:

As provided /
As required •

Maximum percent of As (area of
tension reinforcement) spliced within

required lap length:
50 100

Equal to or greater than 2
Less than 2

Class A
Class B

Class B
Class B

Table 2.3: Tension Lap Splices

• Ratio of area of reinforcement provided to the area of reinforcement required by

analysis at splice locations

2.1.7.4 Commentary on codes of practice

Although an overall comparison of the above codes of practice would be a quite

interesting task, the author intents in this section to highlight only some general aspects

of the codes which will be discussed or analysed at a later stage in this study.

Firstly, it is important to realise that the above codes are basically made for steel

reinforcement. In some cases, epoxy coated steel bars are considered, which still have

the same Young's modulus as normal steel bars. There are no provisions for
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incorporating in their anchorage or development length formula materials with different

modulus of elasticity, such as Fiber Reinforced Polymers. Therefore, it is possible that

the bond formulas recommended by the codes may not be safe to be used in their

existing form, for evaluating the anchorage length of FRP reinforcing bars. The same

thing also applies in the case of the transverse reinforcement necessary to resist the

splitting bond failure of the main reinforcing bars, since there are no provisions that will

allow the engineer to use alternative types of materials.

Secondly in all the codes, design bond values, either defined explicitly (EC2 and

BS8110) or implicitly (AC! code), are given without the use of a proper pullout or beam

test that will generate these values. The recommended by the codes standardised tests

develop bond values significantly different from the suggested design values. Until now,

this did not create serious problems since all the codes based their design bond values

on a large number of beam tests conducted by various researches who tested the same

type of reinforcing material (steel) having similar cross-section shape and similar types

a surface deformations. By considering all these experimental results and applying a

conservative safety factor, the codes of practise produced reliable bond strength values

for practical applications.

Unfortunately, this is difficult to be done in the case of the new reinforcing

materials. The new FRP reinforcing bars can have variable material properties, cross-

sectional shapes and surface deformations (see next section for more details). It would

be impossible to conduct sufficient number of tests (similar to the number of tests

conducted for steel bars) for all the kinds of the existing FRP bars in the market in a

relatively short period of time. So, either the manufacturers of FRP bars will have to be

constrained to produce only certain types of bars - which is unacceptable since it will

kill any innovative new ideas - or the engineers will have to introduce in their codes a

standardised test which will measure reliably the bond behaviour of any reinforcing bar.

This test must be able to define which of those materials have the necessary bond

properties to be used as reinforcement, otherwise the introduction of FRP reinforcement

in the construction market will be significantly delayed.

A third point that is quite interesting to note in the above codes of practice is

their different approach regarding the anchorage length of spliced reinforcement. EC2

and BS8110 appear to be much more conservative than the ACI Code. The Europeans

believe that spliced bars develop significantly lower bond strength than the single bar
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anchorages whereas the Americans, influenced by the work of Orangum, Jirsa and

Breen (1977), believe that spliced bars and single anchorages develop similar bond

strengths.

The importance of bar diameter on the development of bond strength is also

differently expressed in the above codes of practice. 'Whereas the ACI Code suggests

that bars with diameter greater than 19 mm develop less bond than smaller diameter

bars, EC2 believes that this is applied only in bars with very large diameters (>32 mm).

On the other hand, BS8110 does not have any provisions for various diameter bars. In

the case of FRP reinforcing bars, the diameter is believed to play an important role in

the bond behaviour of FRP bars to concrete because of the lower shear stiffness of FRP

bars in the longitudinal direction (see section 4.1.3.4).

In the following section, a brief introduction to FRP bars will be presented as

well as the experimental effort of various researchers around the world to understand

and measure the bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars in concrete. Towards the end

of the section, some the first published design codes of practice and recommendations

relating to the bond performance of FRP bars will also be presented.
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2.2 FRP REINFORCEMENT FOR CONCRETE

STRUCTURES

2.2.1 General

In the last ten years, a considerable amount of research is taking place

investigating the alternative solution of using of non-ferrous materials, known as Fibre

Reinforced Polymers (FRP), as concrete reinforcement in concrete structures. These

materials appear to be a promising solution to the problem of corrosion of steel

reinforcement since many types of them have been successfully used in demonstrating

structures world-wide, until now (see Introduction).

The first thing someone will notice about these materials is that they are

completely different than steel. Different texture, weight, flexibility, colour and many

more other parameters which introduce a new image for reinforcement in concrete

structures. A closer look in their properties will highlight their strengths and weaknesses

comparable to conventional steel reinforcement. Pilakoutas et al (1997b) presented their

main advantages and disadvantages against steel as shown in the following table:

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

•

higher ratio of strength to
self weight (10 to 15 times
greater than steel)
carbon and aramid fibre
reinforcement have excellent
fatigue characteristics
excellent corrosion resistance
and electromagnetic neutrality
low axial coefficient of
thermal expansion.

• higher raw material cost•

• • lower elastic modules
(except some Carbon FRPs)

• • Glass FRP reinforcement
suffers from stress corrosion

• lack of ductility

Table 2.4: Main advantages/disadvantages ofFRP materials

There are currently a number of manufacturers who are developing non-ferrous

reinforcement as an alternative to the conventional steel in traditional structures, so, a
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variation in the nature of end products is expected (Clarke, 1993). Usually, most of the

FRP products consist of continuous glass, carbon or aramid fibres impregnated in a

resin matrix (e.g. epoxy, polyester, vinyl ester). The fibre volume ratio of the most

commonly used reinforcing bars is around 70%.

FRP materials are manufactured using several techniques (Bakis, 1993)

including manual lay-up, FRP molding, tube rolling, filament winding, braiding,

pultrusion and many others. Pultrusion is the most common method used for

manufacturing of FRP rods in Europe and America. The pultrusion process is similar to

that shown in figure 2.21, adopted from Ehsani (1993):

Fibre spools Resin bath Forming and
curing die Cut off sawGuide

, ]'------ EJ
Preformer Pull blocks

Figure 2.21: Pultrusion process

The process starts with several spools of fibres in the form of strands. The fibres

are pulled through a series of guides where they are formed into the desired shape. Next,

they pass through a resin path for impregnation. During the last stage, the resin/fibre

matrix is passed through a heated die where the excess resin is squeezed out of the bar

and the curing process initiates. A peel-ply may be added to the surface of the bar to

form deformations that will improve its bond characteristics. The completed bar is

pulled out of the die in a continuous process and is cut to the desired length.

FRP materials are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. Rods, plates, grids,

spirals, links are some common examples used in the construction industry. FRP can

easily be manufactured in any shape while the resin has not cured. After that stage, if

thermosetting resins are used their shape can not be changed and this creates a potential

problem in their use. Unlike steel, FRP materials with thermosetting resins can not be

bent in site. Attempts to bend a straight bar will result to a concentration of stresses at

the bending area leading to the fracture of the bar. In order to overcome this problem, a

different design approach must be adopted by the engineers taking into account the
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different material properties of FRP bars. FRP reinforcing bars made of thermoplastic

resins are currently being developed.

An additional characteristic of the commercially available FRP bars is that they

are produced having different kind surface deformations. The form of bar deformations

differs from manufacturer to manufacturer depending on the process used. These

deformations usually consist of resin or a combination of resin and fibre or even

additional sand particles attached to the surface of the bar during the curing treatment. It

is beyond the scope of this study to present in detail the different kinds of bar

deformations available in the market. Useful information on this subject can be found in

the recently published "Recommendation for design and construction of concrete

structures using continuous fiber reinforcing materials" by the Japanese society of Civil

Engineers (1997) and to the Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Non-

Metallic (FRP) reinforcement for concrete structures (1997). However, it is significant

to understand that the different kinds of bar surfaces have a direct influence on the bond

behaviour of these bars. Bond of FRP bars in concrete appears to depend mainly on the

mechanical interlock of bar deformations and the surrounding concrete (see sections

2.1.2 and 4.1.3.6). The load level where this interlock breaks (maximum bond strength

of the bar) is an important parameter that has to be assessed before using each bar in

structural applications.

FRP bars can also be produced in a variety of cross-sectional shapes, unlike

conventional reinforcing steel. The shape of the forming die used in the manufacturing

process (see figure 2.21) determines the cross-sectional shape of an FRP bar. The cross-

sectional shape is expected to influence to bond behaviour of the bar to concrete because

of the different distribution of normal strains and stresses over different shaped bar

cross-sections. This factor will be examined experimentally in another section of this

study (see section 4.1.3.5).

In the following, FRP mechanical properties will be presented with emphasis

being placed on the properties of FRP reinforcing bars.
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2.2.2 Basic mechanical properties

FRP bars, unlike steel rebar, are strongly anisotropic. Their mechanical

properties are different in the two transverse directions, having the longitudinal axis as

the stronger one. In addition, their mechanical properties vary significantly from one

product to another depending, mainly, on the nature and volume of fibres in the cross-

section, the mechanical properties of resin and the fibre orientation (Ehsani, 1993). For

these reasons, it is very difficult to specify universal values for the mechanical

properties of all FRP materials so, only indicative values can be given.

2.2.2.1 Tensile strength and elongation at failure

Generally, FRP bars develop much greater tensile strength than conventional

high strength steel depending on the nature of fibres. Glass FRP bars can develop more

than two times the tensile strength of steel whereas Carbon and Aramid bars more than

three times. A comparison of the tensile properties of FRP and steel bars is shown in

figure 2.22.

Prestress ing
Steel

Reinforcing
Steel

3 4 5 E%

Figure 2.22: Stress versus strain relationship for FRP and steel bars

(Pilakoutas et al, 1997b).

Ehsani (1995) suggests that the ultimate tensile strength of FRP bars, and

specially Glass FRP bars, is sensitive to the reinforcing bar diameter and decreases

rapidly with an increase in diameter. According to GangaRao and Faza (1993), the _',
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fibres located near the centre of the bar cross-section are not subjected to as much stress

as those fibres near the outer surface of the bar due to the resin dependent shear lag

phenomenon. The above observations were also confirmed by the author's experimental

work as will be presented in a following chapter.

The elongation of FRP bars (strain) also depends on the nature of fibres used.

Carbon FRP bars exhibit less maximum elongation than Glass and Aramid FRP bars, as

shown in the figure above. However, the ultimate strain values developed for all FRP

bars appear also to depend significantly on the diameter of the bar used as

reinforcement.

2.2.2.2 Modulus of elasticity

The Young Modulus of FRP bars is generally lower than that of steel. Glass

FRP, usually, have the lowest elastic modulus, around 20 - 30 % of that of steel, and

Carbon FRP the highest, between 50 - 70 % ofthat of steel, as shown in figure 2.22. It is

noted that the modulus remains, practically, constant up to the failure point (elastic

behaviour), unlike steel bars (ductile behaviour). This lower value of modulus of

elasticity is expected to play an important role to the deformability of concrete members

reinforced with FRP materials.

2.2.2.3 Shear strength

The shear strength of FRP materials is, generally, very low comparable to their

tensile strength. FRP bars, for example, can be cut easily with a simple saw in a

direction transverse to the longitudinal axis. This lower shear strength of FRP bars is

quite probable to influence their bond behaviour to concrete especially in the case of the

splitting mode of failure.
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2.3 BOND OF

CONCRETE

FRP REINFORCING BARS TO

2.3.1 General

Bond between concrete and FRP reinforcing bars is one of the fundamental

aspects of structural behaviour, which has to be examined before the wider acceptance

of FRP materials in the construction industry. An adequate level of bond is required

between reinforcement and concrete to transmit forces from one to another. Particular

areas of concern are the anchorages at the end of bars since bending of FRP bars is not

always possible, and the laps where high loads have to be transferred from one bar to an

adjacent one.

The bond behaviour of FRP bars to concrete is expected to vary from that of

conventional steel bars since various key parameters that influence bond performance

are different. Such parameters include:

• The lower FRP modulus of elasticity

• The much lower shear strength and stiffness in the longitudinal and transverse

direction

• The shear capacity of the resin matrix which is expected to control the strength of

any deformations on the surface (Nanni, 1995)

• The high normal strains expected at failure

The bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars is also expected to be influenced by

various other parameters such as creep, fatigue. temperature and environmental

conditions. Due to their different composition, bond performance of FRP bars is

expected to be more sensitive to the above parameters than bond of steel bars. Whilst

the author recognises the importance of investigating the effect of these factors on bond,

they do not form part of the scope of this study. Other researchers within the

EUROCRETE project have examined the above subjects in more detail although the

amount of work published is very limited until now. More information on the effect of
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these parameters can be obtained from: Hattori A. et al (1995, 1997), Faza S. et al

(1997) on bond creep, Takagi N. et al (1997), Shield C. et al (1997), Del Uijl (1995) on

bond thermal and mechanical fatigue, Gentry and Hudak (1996) on the influence on

bond of the thermal incompatibility of FRP bars and concrete, Al-Dulaijan et al, AI-

Zahrani et al (1996), Uppuluri et al (1996), Sheard P. et al (1997) on the influence of

environmental conditions on bond. However, this study will concentrate only on the

static short-term bond behaviour of FRP bars to concrete under various experimental

conditions.

Although many studies have been carried on this subject, the results obtained

were specific to the particular kind of bar tested (Clarke, 1996). In the following, a brief

description of a number of these studies from various parts of the world will be

presented, investigating mainly the pull-through mode of bond failure of different kinds

of FRP bars. In addition, some studies examining the splitting mode of bond failure of

FRP bars and studies on bond modelling will be reported. The literature review will be

concluded with a brief presentation of the existing codes of practice and design

recommendations on bond of FRP bars.

2.3.2 Experimental investigations on pullout bond behaviour of FRP

bars

2.3.2.1 USA - Canada

A systematic investigation of the bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars to

concrete was conducted in the USA only in the last seven years. One of the first

experimental works was published by Faza and GangaRao (1990) at West Virginia

University. In this work, a series of beam type pullout tests were conducted (figure 2.23)

in order to investigate the bond behaviour of Glass FRP bars (0'1 = 900 MPa, Eo = 48

GPa) in "high" strength concrete (fcy= 45-52 MPa).
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Figure 2.23: Beam type bond test arrangement by Faza and GangaRao (1990)

GFRP rough surface bars with diameters 9.5 mm (#3) and 25.4 mm (#8) were

tested. Longitudinal and transverse reinforcement was provided in the beam specimen.

The results showed that the #8 bars, having embedment lengths 406 mm (16d) and 610

mm (24d), developed maximum average bond strength values of 3.2 and 2.8 MPa

respectively. The #3 bars failed in tension, so their ultimate bond capacity was not

possible to be measured. Nevertheless, the authors suggested that the #3 bars could

develop more than 2.7 MPa bond strength in the worst case of 610 mm (64d)

embedment length. The authors did not mention in their report the mode of failure of #8

bars, but this is expected to be due to bond splitting.

The bond characteristics of four different types of GFRP reinforcing bars with

different surface deformations were analysed experimentally by Malvar (1994, 1995) in

University of California. The types of bars are shown in the figure below:

Figure 2.24: Bar types used by Malvar (1995)

Type A bars had an external helicoidal tow which both provided a protruding

deformation and small indentatio~ in the bar surface. The indentations on Type B bars

were obtained by a stressed surface tow during fabrication, Type D bars were

manufactured similar to type B but an outer resin layer was also added to the surface to
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protect the fibres. Finally, type D bars have a helicoidal tow glued to the surface to

provide only surface deformations.

A different experimental arrangement was adopted in this experimental series,

where a #6 GFRP bar (d=19 mm) was embedded in a 3in. diameter - 4 in. long, pre-

cracked concrete cylinder subjected to a controlled amount of confining axisymmetric

radial pressure. Only 67 mm of contact was allowed between the bar and concrete

(figure 2.25).

Radial stress applied via
confining ring

I. I \ I IY y y y y y y
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:a;:
I Pull-out

Force

•3 in.
FRP Rebar

Shear stresses applied
<J: ;_-. <J: t; <J: via split pipe
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Figure 2.25: Test specimen (lin. = 25.4 mm)

For each type of reinforcing bars, bond stress-slip and bond stress-radial

deformation relationships were obtained for five levels of confining pressure. The bars

had tensile strength between 450 and 710 MPa, and modulus of elasticity 28 to 48 GPa.

Malvar concluded that the bond strength of types A, Band D GFRP bars can be

increased by increasing the confining pressure, but only when splitting of the concrete

cylinder occurred. Small surface deformations, about 5.4 % of the bar diameter, were

thought to be sufficient to provide adequate bond behaviour similar to that obtained

from steel bars. The bond strength of steel bars was between 1.2 and 1.5 times the bond

strength of these types of GFRP bars for an identical amount of confinement. Type C

bars did not develop sufficient bond strength since the helicoidal tow was unglued at

low load levels.

Similar bond strength ratios were obtained in the experiments of Larralde and

Silva-Rodriguez (1993), at Drexel University at Philadelphia, although they used a

different test arrangement and a different type of bar.
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Another important series of investigations on the bond behaviour of FRP

reinforcing bars was contacted by the research team of Nanni at Minnesota University.

In the first series (Nanni et al, 1995), they have performed measurements on bond

strength using conventional direct pullout tests with embedment lengths of 5 and 10 bar

diameters. They tested both smooth and rough surface bars but special consideration

was given to the latter. Three types of rough bars with different fibre/resin configuration

were examined: glass-vinil ester (GV), carbon-vinyl ester (CV) and carbon-epoxy (CE).

The results showed that the bond strength of smooth bars (especially those with resin

rich surface layer) was very low. On the other hand, the rough FRP bars developed

bond strengths comparable to that of ste~l deformed bars. More specifically, GV and

CV bars developed average bond stresses of 13 and 14 MPa, respectively, whereas CV

bars developed bond strengths of 23 MPa. Steel deformed bars bond strength was

around 15-20 MPa. All machined (rough) rods exhibited the same failure mechanism:

shear off of lugs followed by sliding. Since the failure was controlled by resin, the

concrete strength appeared to have insignificant influence on bond strength, provided

the failure mode did not change (similar observations as Chaallal and Benmokrane,

1993). The height of bar deformations (height examined: 1.3 mm and 0.75 mm) had no

significant effect on the bond strength and failure mode.

In the second series (Al-Zahrani et al, 1996), the same kind of test arrangement

and materials were used. The only difference was the placement of a strain probe inside

the FRP rod to monitor internal strain distribution (axial and hoop directions), at the

region of embedment length, without affecting the FRP/concrete interface. Some

interesting bond stress and strain distributions were obtained along the embedment

length, similar to the distributions obtained in the analytical part of this study (see
section 5.1.2.2).

Jerret and Ahmad (1995) used a different arrangement to measure the bond

strength of 8mm CFRP bars ("Leadline", manufactured by Mitsubishi Kasei

Corporation, with crI = 2000 MPa, Ec = 147 GPa) with long embedment lengths (l9d,

38d, S7d). The specimens were cast vertically and were pulled-out from concrete slabs

(fey=45 MPa) as shown in figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.26: Indicative test arrangement

By using this test arrangement, the authors assumed that there would be no

effect of reaction stresses arising from the loading frame, on the bond behaviour of the

bar. The experimental results showed that the rough surface bars developed bond

stresses between 7.3 to 7.8 MPa. A visual examination on the under side and upper side

of the concrete slab was contacted after the pullout tests and no distress of the

surrounding concrete was found.

In Canada, Benmokrane and Chaallal at Sherbrooke University, conducted two

experimental series investigating the bond behaviour of GFRP bars, firstly in direct

pullout and then in beam tests. The GFRP bars, supplied by a Canadian manufacturer

(Pultrall Inc.), had a smooth surface on which deformations were added by helical

winding the same kind of fibers and by sand coating particles. Their tensile strength was

around 700 MPa and the elastic modulus around 45 GPa. Normal and high strength

concretes (fey=30 and 80 MPa) were used in both series.

In the first series (Chaallal and Benmokrane 1993), the GFRP bars were

embedded vertically in 150 x 300 mm concrete cylinders having anchorage lengths 5 or

10 times the bar diameter. Three bar diameters were tested (12.7 mm, 15.9 mm, 19.1

mm) in a large number of tests. The main conclusions from the tests were:

• The bond strength of glass-fibre rods in normal strength concrete varied from 11.1 to

15.1 MPa with average 12.9 MPa, which is 62% to 84% of that of steel deformed

bars.

• The bond strength of FRP bars did not depend on the concrete strength in the same

way as steel (for concrete strengths 30, 80 MPa).

• For reaching the ultimate tensile capacity of GFRP bars an anchorage length of 20d

1S necessary.
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In the second series (Benrnokrane, Chaallal and Tighiouart (1994,1996)), 20

beam tests were prepared according to RILEMICEB (1978) specifications. Four

different reinforcing bars diameters (12.7, 15.9, 19.1 and 25.4 mm) were examined and

the embedment length in all the specimens was kept equal to 10d. All GFRP specimens

failed by pullout and, in some of them, there was some evidence of the deformations of

the reinforcing bars being sheared and damaged. The main conclusions from this series

were:

• The maximum bond strength of GFRP reinforcing bars, varied between 6.4 to 10.6

MPa, which is lower than that of steel bars, approximately 60 to 90%, depending on

the bar diameter .

• The bond strength observed from pullout tests was 5 to 80% higher than that

obtained from beam tests, depending on the bar diameter.

• The distribution of bond stresses along the anchorage length of GFRP bars was found

to be non-linear and similar to that of steel. The maximum bond stress moved

progressively towards the free and of the reinforcing bar with increasing load.

2.3.2.2 Europe

In Italy, Rosetti, Galeota and Giammateo (1995) investigated the bond

relationship between GFRP bars with polyester matrix (crt = 450-490 MPa, EG = 31-40

GPa) and concrete (fcu= 50-70 MPa). They used the conventional pullout test

arrangement with embedment length 5 times the bar diameter. The experimental results

showed that rough surface bars developed bond stresses less than 4.2 MPa with a great

scatter of values. This does not seem to agree with results of other researchers and may

be due to inadequate surface shear strength of the bars. Nevertheless, the results

obtained were used to develop a model of the stress-slip relationship and to estimate the

anchorage lengths needed to embed these bars in concrete.

In Sweden, Tepfers and Karlsson (1997) conducted two series of pullout tests in

order to examine the bond behaviour of GFRP C-BARs to concrete (crt == 750 MPa, EG =

42 GPa). In the first one, the bar was placed centrally in a 200 mm cube whereas in the

second series, the bars were positioned eccentrically in a rectangular prism, as shown in

figure 2.27. The bars used had diameter of 12 mm and 15 mm.
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Figure 2.27: Pullout test specimens with central and eccentric placement of bar

In the first series, the embedment -lengths examined were 3, 5, 7 times the bar

diameter and the concrete compressive strength was between 25 and 55 MPa. The bars

developed average bond strength of 20 MPa and 15 MPa, respectively. The authors

concluded that the above bond values were similar to the ones developed by steel

deformed bars and that the shear off strength of the bar ribs governs the bond strength of

C-BARs at pullout.

In the second series of tests (eccentrically placed bars), the embedment length

was constant equal to 5 times the bar diameter. The concrete cover to the bar (c.) varied

between I and 2 times the bar diameter and the concrete strength varied between 25 and

55 MPa. All the specimens failed by splitting and the authors reported that the pressure

from the C-BAR cracks the concrete cover at a higher load than what is the case for

steel bars. This was attributed to the smoother and softer C-BAR surface, which causes

less stress concentration to the surrounding concrete.

2.3.2.3 Japan

In Japan, the research and development of FRP concrete structures started in the

1980's. Atshico (1993) summarised a vast amount of known experimental results from

pullout tests with FRP rods in concrete, published at the time. The tests were performed

in accordance with the JSCE (Japan Society of Civil Engineers) standards. Since there

were 13 makers of continuous fibre reinforcement using the three main kinds of fibres

for their bars until that time, according to Sonobe (1993), Atshico' s state-of the-art

report appears to give a very generalised summary of the existing results. It is not useful

to present this extensive summary of results here, since the recently published Japanese
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code for FRP reinforced concrete structures will be presented m detail later on in

chapter.

2.3.3 Splitting mode of bond failure of FRP bars

In practical applications, the splitting mode is the most likely bond failure in a

structural member, as it was mentioned in a previous paragraph. Splitting failure should

be avoided because it happens at a much lower bond stress level than pullout slip failure

and the residual bond stress of the reinforcing bar decreases rapidly to zero.

Having the above in mind, Fukuyama et al (1994) investigated the bond splitting

strength ofFRP-RC members and proposed a method for its evaluation. The importance

of their study was highlighted by the Japanese Ministry of Construction, which included

it in the draft Guidelines for Structural Design of FRP Reinforced Concrete Building

Structures (1995). Fukuyama et al (1994) conducted two series of tests shown in figure

2.28. The first series of tests was conducted with a simple type of bond test and the

second with a cantilever type of test which is very popular in Japan as a method to

evaluate the bond splitting strength of RC members, although much more difficult in

preparation. The test variables included the types of bar (carbon, glass, aramid bars

braided or spiral) and the lateral reinforcement ratio (Pw)' The concrete strength of the

specimens was around 34 MPa.

300
(Test region)

~
65 300 (Test region)

Loading
direction

c::j

~Steel plate

Cantilever type specimen
~ Casting
U direction

Simple type specimen

Figure 2.28: Test arrangement

The bond splitting strength was examined both for the case without lateral

reinforcement ('teo) and for the case with lateral reinforcement which results in higher

strength by an amount 'tst' The authors concluded that both bond splitting strengths are

influenced by the elastic modulus of the longitudinal bar. As the elastic modulus is
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lower, 'teois lower but 'tst is higher. The 'tst was not found to be influenced by the elastic

modulus of lateral reinforcement in this series of tests. The authors also suggested that

the bond splitting strength, 'teo' from the simple bond test arrangement showed good

agreement with the one from the cantilever type test. They proposed a formula to

calculate the bond strength due splitting ('tsp) of FRP reinforcing bars from the values of

'teoand 'tst' based on their experimental results:

(2.20)

where,

'teo= 0.313 (0.5 + 0.4 b) ~~ ...ffey ('t~oand feyin MPa) (2.21)

= reduction factor = 0.26 EO.29 $ 1 (E in GPa)

b, = normalised length of failure line with respect to a single

longitudinal bar = (b - N, d) / N, (b and d in cm)

b = Width of beam cross-section

N, = the number of longitudinal bars

o. and fe in MPa) (2.22)

= coefficient = 15.8 EoO·52 CE in GPa)

Pw = lateral reinforcement ratio = a, / (b s)

a, = sectional area of a pair of lateral reinforcement

s = spacing of lateral reinforcement

However, the authors suggested that more research is necessary in order to generalise

these formulas for other FRP bars.

In Germany, Faoro (1996) has underlined the importance of the elastic modulus

of the reinforcing FRP bars in the bond splitting mechanism. He contacted a series of

experiments in which coated and sanded GFRP bars and reinforcing steels of 8mm

diameter were tested in pullout, The specimens had identical dimensions and short

embedment lengths. According to Faoro, none of the GFRP bars failed due to splitting,

whereas the pullout samples from the reinforcing steels remained completely intact. He

presumed that the relatively low coefficient of elasticity and the higher deformability of

the FRP bars in the transverse direction played an important role in the splitting
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mechanism. He, also, suggested that it is not only the bond strength itself, but also the

displaceability of bond that is of significance.

An experimental series investigating the bond splitting behaviour of spliced

GFRP bars was conducted in Norway by SINTEF (1996), under the pan-european

EUROCRETE Project (Clarke and Waldron, 1996). Three medium scale concrete

beams (figure 2.29) were reinforced with 13.5 mm diameter GFRP spliced bars (crt =

1000 MPa, EG = 45 GPa) and Plytron links (crt =520 MPa, EG = 23A GPa) were

provided as shear reinforcement. All the specimens were cast using normal density

concrete C35 of high workability and the bottom and side concrete cover to the spliced

bars was 22.5 mm. The only variable in the test program was the splicing length.
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Figure 2.29: Specimens used in the experimental series

The results showed that the average bond strength developed in splices

decreased as the splice length increased. For splice lengths (L) 18.5d, 26d and 37d, the

bond stresses developed were 4.0,3.3 and 2.9 MPa, respectively. The authors suggested

that if a full utilisation of the tensile strength of FRP bars was requested, the

development length should be around 80 bar diameters.

In Sweden, Tepfers and Karlsson (1997) conducted a senes of splice tests

examining the splitting bond behaviour of GFRP C-BARs. Four beams were prepared

and tested. Four C-BARs were spliced in the constant moment region of the beam and

the bottom and side concrete covers were 30 mm and 45 mm, respectively. The splice

lengths examined were OA, 0.6 and 0.8 m which corresponded to 27d, 40d and 50d,

respectively (d = 15 mm). The concrete compressive strength was around 25 MPa in all

the beams. The results showed that C-BARs developed around 70% of the bond
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splitting strength of Swedish steel deformed bars. The absolute bond splitting values

developed were around 2.0, 1.7 and 1.3 MPa for the above splice lengths respectively.

In the University of Sherbrooke in Canada, Benmokrane et al (1997) tested 16

concrete beams reinforced with spliced GFRP bars. The bars were provided by Pultrall

Inc. and had 12.7 and 15.9 mm diameters (crt = 700 MPa, EG= 45 GPa). The test

arrangement used was the four-point flexural bending test similar to the one shown in

figure 2.29, but with different dimensions. They used conventional 11.3 mm steel

stirrups placed 80 mm c/c through the whole length of the beam and the side and bottom

concrete covers to the main bars were constant in all tests and equal to 30 mm. The

concrete compressive strength varied from 37 to 55 MPa. The authors concluded that a

splice length of around 100 times the bar diameter permits the development of the

complete GFRP bars tensile strength. This value of splice length corresponds to a value

of 1.75MPa ultimate bond splitting strength for the certain kind of bars.

2.3.4 Analytical approach of the bond behaviour of FRP bars

From a bibliographic search, it emerges that even though many experimental

programs have been conducted worldwide examining the bond characteristics of FRP

bars, very little work has been published on analytical modelling.

In investigations by Cosenza, Manfredi and Realfonzo (1995,1996), three

theoretical bond-slip relationships, by Malvar (1995), the Bertero-Popov-Eligehausen

(BPE) model and the CMR model by the authors, were examined. The CMR was based

on a modification of the BPE model, already used for steel, in order to model FRP-

concrete bond. The three models were evaluated against experimental results gathered

from various research projects. The analysis of the experimental data showed that:

• the bond performance of FRP bars depends on the characteristics of the outer surface

and, for the same type of surface, depends on the manufacturing process.

• it is generally possible to obtain bond strengths in FRP bars of similar or greater

magnitude than from steel.

• indented and grain covered bars seem to provide the best results in terms of bond
strength.
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The authors suggested that the Malvar model was able to reproduce the entire

constitutive bond-slip curve by means of a single equation but it seemed to be less

reliable than the modified version of the BPE model. The latter model represented the

ascending branch of the bond-slip relationship (s ~ srn)by the following equation:

(2.23)

and the softening branch (s > srn)by:

(2.24)

where, 1m is the peak bond stress and sm the respective slip, as shown in figure 2.30, and

a and p are parameters based on the available experimental data.

s

Figure 2.30: Modified BEP constitutive law

The value of parameter a is derived by equating the area, At' under the ascending

branch of the analytical curve to the area corresponding to the experimental curve as

shown below:

(2.25)

The value p is evaluated by a similar philosophy for the area underneath the

experimental and analytical (As) curves within the softening range. The authors also

introduced the following analytical expression for calculating the anchorage length L, tn'

based on the above model:
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LIII = (2.26)

A different approach for modelling the bond behaviour of FRP bars to concrete

was adopted by Uppuluri et al (1996). The overall aim of that work was to develop test

and analysis methods to predict the bond of FRP bars (Corrosion Proof bars and FRP

bars with machined indentations).

For the case of CP bars, they developed two axisymmetric finite element

models. The first model, which simulated the mechanical interlock between bar

deformations and surrounding concrete, was used to predict the load-slip behaviour and

the radial pressures induced during pullout. The second model simulated a smooth FRP

rod/concrete specimen that used the average radial pressure from the first model to

predict the load-strain behaviour of the bar.

For the machined bar, the FE model developed consists of a smooth rod in

concrete with five non-linear spring elements connecting the concrete to FRP to

simulate the five lugs on the machined rod. The characteristics of the springs were taken

from shear tests of a single lug bar.

According to the authors, both models worked satisfactory and predicted the

pullout behaviour of experimental specimens. However, no indication was given as to

the accuracy of their predictions nor as to whether the models predicted both the

branches (ascending and descending) of the experimental bond-slip curve.

2.3.5 Codes of practice and design recommendations

The first design guidelines for the use of FRP reinforcing bars in concrete

structures were produced in Japan. In 1995, the Building Research Institute of the

Japanese Ministry of Construction published draft Guidelines for Structural Design of

FRP Reinforced Concrete Building Structures in which there is a chapter dedicated to

investigations on bond. In this chapter, the experimental and analytical work of

Fukuyama et al (1994) on the bond splitting strength of FRP reinforcement is reported.

The draft code suggests the use of the experimental arrangement introduced by

Fukuyama et al (see section 2.3.3), for the calculation of the unconfined bond stress r
, co
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and of the increase in bond strength due to confinement, 'tst' In case when data on 'tst are

insufficient, the calculations for the design bond value should be made on the safe side

by simply ignoring 'tst' The code also utilises relationships (2.21) and (2.22) for the

evaluation of 'teo and 'tst' although it warns that the general applicability of these

equations has not yet been confirmed.

The Japanese Society of Civil Engineers has, also, published the

"Recommendation for Design and Construction of Concrete Structures using

Continuous Fiber Reinforcing Materials" (1997). The JSCE code suggests that the basic

development length of continuous fiber tension reinforcement should be obtained by

appropriate experiments. In the code 'commentary, appropriate experiments are

considered such test methods that reflect the actual bond characteristics within a

concrete member, such as methods using test beams or lap jointed test specimens. The

basic development length (IJ of FRP reinforcement may be calculated by using the

following equation when expecting bond splitting failure.

(2.27)

where,

Id = basic development length

fd = design tensile strength of reinforcement

fbod= design bond strength of concrete according to equation (2.28)

(2.28)

Ye = 1.3

U2 = modification factor for bond strength of continuous fiber

reinforcement; U2 = 1where bond strength due to splitting is equal to

or greater than that of deformed steel bars; otherwise u2 shall be less

than 1 according to bond splitting test results

fek = characteristic compressive strength of concrete

u, = {1.0 for k, ::;;1.0
{ 0.9 for 1.0 < kes l.5
{ 0.8 for 1.5 < k, s 2.0
{ 0.7 for 2.0< ~::;; 2.5
{ 0.6 for 2.5 < ~
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elSA, E,
k, = d +--;;J Eo (2.29)

Eo = standard Young's modulus (= 200 GPa)

and the other symbols according to general notations

According to the commentary of JSCE code, the above adopted approach for

calculating the basic development length is similar to the one used for steel deformed

bars. The difference in this case, is the ratio ElEo that is introduced when FRP bars are

used as transverse reinforcement. Another important difference is the modification

factor U2 (~ 1.0) in the equation (2.28), that calculates the design bond strength, which

applies when the bond splitting strength of FRP reinforcing bars is less than that of steel

deformed bars.

In the USA, although a code of practice has not been published yet, some studies

recommending design guidelines for the evaluation of the development length of FRP

reinforcing bars have been reported. A summary of these studies is reported in the state-

of-the-art report on Fiber Reinforced Plastic Reinforcement for Concrete Structures

(1996), published by the ACI Committee 440.

GangaRao and Fasa (1993) were among the first to propose design guidelines for

Glass FRP bars in concrete. They contacted a series of bond tests (see section 2.3.2) in

beam and pullout specimens and used the experimental results for the evaluation of a

development length (ldb)formula. In this formula a reduction factor equal to 0.75 is used

for safety reasons.

(in psi, in, in') (2.30)

where,

K = 0.06 (including the reduction factor 0.75)

fd = the design tensile strength of an FRP bar (psi)

If the maximum experimental bond stress value was used without the reduction

factor the equation constant K would become 0.0426 for #3 bars (d = 9.S mm) and

0.0465 for #4 bars (d = 12.7 mm).
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Pleiman (1991), after a series of more than 70 pullout tests for examining the

bond strength of Glass and Aramid FRP bars, concluded that the value of K in equation

(2.30) should be 0.05 and 0.055 for GFRP and AFRP bars, respectively.

A more extensive series of investigations which resulted m design

recommendations on the bond behaviour of GFRP reinforcing bars was contacted by

Ehsani, Saadatmanesh and Tao (1995, 1996a, 1996b). The authors contacted an

experimental series of 48 beam specimens, 18 pullout tests and 36 hooked bar

specimens, as shown in figure 2.31.
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Figure 2.31: Test specimens

The GFRP bars used were supplied by a US manufacturer (International Grating

Inc. Houston) and had standard diameters 9.5 mm (#3) , 19 mm (#6) and 28.5 mm (#9).

Their tensile strength was 931, 641, 531 MPa and the modulus of elasticity 46, 48, 50

GPa respectively. The tensile load was applied to the rebars in a gradual increment of

load level until splitting of concrete, rebar pullout failure or rebar fracture occurred. The

authors followed a similar procedure for the calculation of the development length as

proposed by the ACI Code and concluded the following for straight GFRP bars:

• The embedment length has little effect on the stresses attained by GFRP bars until

the loaded-end slip reaches 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) or the free-end slip reaches 0.064

mm (0.0025 in.). Therefore, it is recommended that the allowable slips at the loaded

end and free-end of GFRP bars be limited to the above values.

• The development length of GF~ bars (ldb) should be computed by equation (2.31)

multiplied by a modification factor of 1.25 for top bars (as defined in the ACI Code,

1989) and 1.5 for cases when concrete cover is less than or equal to one bar diameter.

This length shall not be less than that obtained from equation (2.32), which indicates
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an upper limit in bond stress of 4.9 MPa. Finally, a minimum development length of

381 mm (15 in.) must be provided.

ldb= 0.047 A fd/ ...Jfey (in psi, in', in) (2.31)

(in psi, in) (2.32)

where,

fd = the design tensile strength of an FRP bar (psi)

Finally in Canada, the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (1996) suggests

that the development length, Id' of FRP bars in tension shall be given by the following

expression:

k, *k2 F* fpu
1J = 0.4 5 -........:...____;=---- A

E frp fer
de., +K" E

s

(2.33)

where,

k, = Bar location factor

k2 = Bar surface factor, which is the ratio ofthe bond strength of

FRP bar to that of the equivalent ordinary deformed steel bar ~ 1

fbu = Tensile stress of a FRP bar (including a reduction factor = 0.9)

des = The smallest of the distance from the closest concrete surface to

the centre of the bar or two-thirds the centre-to-centre spacing of

the bars, mm

K, = Transverse reinforcement index (specified in clause 8.15.2.2 of

the Canadian code of practice), mm

Es, EfqI = Young's moduli of steel and FRP bars

fer = Cracking strength of concrete, MPa

F = A factor depended on the ratio R of the stresses due to factored

dead loads to the stresses due to factored live loads in FRP

reinforcing bars, according to the following table:
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R
0.5 1.0 2.0ormore

GFRP 1.0 0.8 0.7
F for: CFRP 1.0 0.9 0.9

AFRP 1.0 0.6 0.5

The code also suggests that the minimum acceptable cover for FRP bars should

be25 mm.
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2.4 NECESSITY FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It is obvious from the above study that a considerable amount of experimental

research has been conducted in the last ten years on the bond behaviour of FRP bars in

concrete members. However, many important aspects of the subject have not yet been

adequately covered and some not even investigated. A possible reason for these

shortcomings may be the vast amount of-different kinds of FRP bars available in the

construction market which made the co-ordination of research work more difficult. The

various kinds of available FRP bars are made of different kinds of fibres and resin,

under different manufacturing procedures producing different surface characteristics.

All these result in quite different bond characteristics of FRP bars as observed from the

literature survey.

In this research study, the author intents to investigate in a more systematic way

various aspects of bond behaviour of FRP bars in order to eliminate some of the

identified shortcomings. By considering the current knowledge on the bond of FRP bars

and compare it with that of steel bars, various areas that need further investigation can

be identified:

• Splitting behaviour of FRP bars

In this area of investigation little research has been done, even though splitting is the

most critical mode of bond failure for steel bars. The few authors that investigated

this subject have identified that this mode of failure is similarly critical for FRP bars.

A more systematic consideration will be given in this study on this topic both at the

experimental and analytical level.

In addition, the splitting behaviour of spliced FRP bars has not yet been investigated

adequately by researchers although it has important practical implications. This study

intents to contribute to this topic by providing experimental and analytical data.

• Analytical studies on the bond development of FRP bars

It has been concluded in the previous section that very little work has been published

on the analytical part of work. The reported design recommendations are empirically
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derived from limited experimental data without much theoretical background.

Furthermore, it is obvious that there is a lack in the literature of bond models that

predict the bond behaviour of FRP bars over the complete range and in the case of

bars in beams. Hence, a contribution needs to be made in this area.

• Influence of specific factors on the bond behaviour of FRP bars in concrete

In the case of steel bars, various factors have been reported that influence their bond

behaviour in concrete. Most of these appear to influence the bond of FRP bars, in a

similar way. In particular, the concrete strength seems to playa different role in the

bond behaviour of FRP bars, whilst the bar diameter appears to be more important

now than for steel bars. Other factors such as the concrete cover and the significance

of transverse reinforcement are reported to be important in FRP bars too. However,

some factors which are not considered for steel bars, such as the Young modulus and

the deformability of FRP bars in the transverse direction, have been reported to

influence significantly bond behaviour. Existing literature gives some indication as to

how all the above factors influence the behaviour of FRP bars. However, more

investigations are needed in this area of research in order to contribute to the

understanding of the EUROCRETE bars and to clarify some ambiguous aspects of

bond behaviour.

• Bond behaviour of CFRP bars

Current research, especially from North America, is concentrated on the behaviour of

Glass FRP bars and does not to give much attention to the bond behaviour of Carbon

FRP bars. However, CFRP bars appear to develop better bond characteristics than the

respective GFRP bars. This study will pay equal attention to the bond behaviour of

both kinds of bars.

Finally, this study will suggest a method of working towards the formulation of

design guidelines for calculating the bond strength of FRP bars, based on the

experimental and analytical investigations contacted during this research project.
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CHAPTER3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Two experimental senes of tests were conducted to investigate the bond

behaviour of non-ferrous reinforcement (FRP) in concrete structures. In the first series,

more than 100 specimens were tested in direct pullout whereas in the second, the bond

development of FRP reinforcing bars was examined in nine concrete beams tested in

four point bending. Results are also used from other experiments undertaken for the

EUROCRETE project and for which a specific attempt was made to obtain data relative

to bond. In this chapter the choice of the experimental parameters, the preparation of

specimens, the experimental set up and testing procedure and the mechanical properties

of the materials used, are presented.

3.1 PULLOUT TESTS

3.1.1 Background

Pullout tests are used commonly in the assessment of bond performance of steel

reinforcing bars in concrete. Although the stress conditions developed in the concrete

specimen during pullout tests are rarely encountered in practice and the bond values

developed under those tests differ substantially from those developed in reinforced

concrete elements in most practical conditions, pullout tests are widely adopted. This is

because they offer an economical and simple solution for the evaluation of bond

performance of reinforcing bars and represent in a simple manner the concept of

anchoring a bar (Cairns, 1995). For the above reasons, pullout tests were adopted for the

evaluation of bond behaviour ofFRP bars in concrete.
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The main aim of the bond tests was to obtain the bond-slip relationship at the

loaded and free ends of FRP bars subjected to a pullout load. The pullout test

arrangement had to facilitate this aim so, a careful evaluation of the pullout arrangement

used for steel bars by previous researchers. was conducted in order to find the most

appropriate set-up for the experimental purposes. The investigation resulted in two

options of pullout tests; the Rehm and RILEMICEB/FIP arrangements (see figure 2.5)

both of which are used commonly for the evaluation of bond of steel bars.

However. the author was concerned about the accuracy of the measurements of

slip at the end of the bar obtained by the RILEMICEBIFIP test. since the embedment

length of the bar is at the very end of the cube. In this case, any deformation at the end

of the concrete due to the pullout load would be recorded as bar slipping although it is

not actually slip. For this reason a modified version of Rehm's test was adopted.

However, it has to be mentioned that at a later stage of this testing series some

specimens were prepared having the bar-concrete contact area at the end of the bar,

similar to the RILEMICEBIFIP arrangement, in order to investigate differences in the

bond development by the two arrangements.

3.1.2 Study parameters

The selection of pnmary variables for this study was based on existing

experience of bond behaviour of steel bars in concrete. Their bond behaviour depends

on many parameters that influence the strength and ductility of anchorages in concrete.

Understanding the influence of these parameters on the bond development of FRP bars

was a main objective of this study. The most important factors examined are given

below:

• Concrete strength

• Embedment length

• Diameter of bar

• Shape of bar

• Type of bar fibres (Carbon: Glass,
Aramid, Hybrid (Glass + Carbon))

• Type of bar surface
(smooth/rough)

• Height of bar deformations

• Effect of embedment length
location in the concrete cube
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As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, these factors are expected to have a

different influence on the bond behaviour of FRP bars since FRP materials are strongly

anisotropic and have different mechanical properties than steel bars. A proper evaluation

of the influence of these factors on bond development is crucial to the understanding of

how actually these materials "co-operate" with concrete in structural members and for

the estimation of adequate anchorage lengths.

3.1.3 Specimen preparation

3.1.3.1 Bar preparation

The FRP bars were cut in 450 mm lengths to fit in the specially designed test rig.

Prior to casting, they were properly marked so that the embedment length would lie in

the middle of the concrete cube (figure 3.1). The embedment lengths were designed as

multiples of the bar diameter to facilitate comparisons among different diameter bars.

r'-'-'-'-'-'-'
i
i
i
i
i

Bonded area: i
--i·-----·~--··

Embedment !
I

Length i
I

!_._._._._._._.

_._._.-._._._.,
«-·-i- / Debonded areas:

}// (Rod wrapped m
/!

/; several layers of
// \ cling film)

/?' i
i
!<:--- Concrete
I

._._._._._._._.i cube

Figure 3.1: Bar preparation

The two ends of the bar in the concrete cube were wrapped with several layers of cling

film in order to form non-contact (debonded) areas between bar and concrete. The

debonded area at the loaded end was intended to minimise the effect of concrete surface

cracking on the development of bO,nd,stresses during pullout testing. The debonded area

at the free end was intended to minimise the influence of concrete surface deformation

on the free-end slip measurements, as it was mentioned in section 3.1.1.
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3.1.3.2 Mould preparation

The moulds used for casting the 150 mm concrete cubes were made of 8 mm

thick metal. The bars were positioned vertical in the moulds as shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: FRP bar in the mould before casting

At the bottom of the mould, a square piece of plywood, 8 mm thick, with a hole

in the centre was positioned for keeping the FRP bar rigidly in a vertical position. The

inside edges of the mould were sealed with waterproof silicon to accomplish

watertightness. Before each casting, the inside of the mould was coated with a thin film

of oil to make easier the de-moulding of concrete cubes.

3.1.3.3 Casting and curing procedure

The concrete was cast in the moulds in two layers of approximately equal

thickness and each layer was vibrated either on the vibrating table or by the means of

hammer vibrators. Special consideration was given during casting and vibrating in order

not to disturb the verticality of the bar. Strict compacting and levelling was imposed on

the specimen surface to eliminate voids and minimise geometric irregularities. Control

specimens were taken from the same batch of concrete in order to be tested in

compression and in indirect tension.

All the specimens were trowel finished one hour after the completion of casting

and covered with nylon after about three hours (figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Specimens after casting

The specimens were left overnight in the moulds and the next day the moulds

were opened. The concrete cubes were de-moulded, marked and transferred in the

Curing Room of the laboratory where they were positioned on specially arranged

shelves. The room temperature in the Curing Room was about 20°C and the humidity

about 80%. During the first week, the specimens were watered every day and were left

in the Curing Room for 28 days in total. The control specimens were cured under

identical conditions.

3.1.3.4 Material Properties

• Concrete

The concrete used for the pullout specimens was either prepared in the

laboratory or supplied by outside agents of ready mix concrete, depending mainly on the

number of concrete cubes included in each casting batch. More than ten castings were

made during the three years of the research study. The required concrete strength varied

each time to examine the influence of concrete strength on the bond development of

FRP bars. Ordinary Portland cement was used in all of these mixes and the maximum

aggregate size was 20 mm.

Three to six control samples (100 mm cubes and 200 x 100 mm cylinders) were

taken from each batch of pullout specimens depending on the number of specimens

prepared. At least, one cube and one cylinder were tested in direct compression and
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indirect tension respectively, before the testing of each batch of specimens. The rest of

them were tested after the completion of the test series. The concrete mixes had average

compressive strengths in the range of 15.5 to 49.5 MPa. The concrete strength values

for each batch of pullout tests are presented in Tables C.l.1 to C.1.6 in appendix C.1

together with the experimental results for each test.

• FRP materials

The FRP bars were supplied by the EUROCRETE Project. Three kinds of fibres

were used for the manufacture of four types of reinforcing bars: Carbon, Glass, Aramid

and Hybrid (Carbon + Glass together). However, the main emphasis was given in the

two first types of bars, which seemed more promising for the purposes of the

EUROCRETE project (figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Samples of the EUROCRETE CFRP and GFRP bars

The bars had different types of cross-sectional areas, SIzes and surface

deformation textures. In table 3.1, the average geometric properties of all types of bars

used in the pullout testing series are presented. The dimensions were measured by using

an electronic Vernier micrometer.
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Type of Bar Surface texture Dimensions of Cross-sectional
cross-section area (mm')

(mm)

GFRP round Rough 13.5 143.13

GFRP round Rough 8.5 56.27

GFRP round Medium rough 10.5 86.59

GFRP square Rough 8.5 x 8.5 72.25

GFRP round Smooth 16 201.06

Carbon round Rough 13.5 143.13

Carbon round Rough 8 50.26

Carbon ring Roughout' Smooth, dout= 21 , din= 10 267.82

Carbon square Rough 8.5 x 8.5 72.25

Aramid round Rough 13.5 143.l3

Aramid round Rough 8.5 56.27

Aramid square Rough 8.5 x 8.5 72.25

Hybrid round Rough 13.5 143.l3

Table 3.1: Types of bars used in pullout tests

The Young Modulus of EUROCRETE FRP bars were evaluated by direct

tension tests according to ASTM regulations (Duranovic, 1995) and the average values

obtained are presented in the table 3.2. The tensile strength of the various bars were

difficult to be evaluated under conventional experimental conditions (the grips of the

testing machine were damaging the bar at high tensile loads and premature failure

occurred), so suppliers characteristic values are given in the table below.

GFRP CFRP AFRP HFRP

Young Modulus (MPa) 45000 115000 67000 51000

Tensile strength (MPa) >1000 >1500 >1500 >1000

Table 3.2: Mechanical properties ofFRP bars
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3.1.4 Experimental set up

The pullout test arrangement adopted is shown in figure 3.5. The concrete cube

with the embedded FRP bar was placed in a specially made steel frame that was

positioned in the testing machine.

Steel
frame ....""F---M#-ro

Pull-out Force =F

< FRP Bar

- Mounting Rig

LVDTs

Bonded------
area:
Embedment
Length = L

<__.:__._._I __.Unbonded area:
(Rod wrapped
in several layers
of cling film)

·······150mm
concrete
cube

Plywood-- -..- --

Figure 3.5: The pullout test arrangement
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The rig consisted of two steel plates 25 mm thick which were connected at the

four edges with four 20 mm diameter rods. The top plate had a 30 mm diameter hole in

its centre allowing the FRP bar to run through. On this plate there were also another

three additional holes in a triangular arrangement round the main hole which allowed

three LVDTs, located at the loaded end of the specimen, to touch the top surface of the

concrete cube. The bottom end of the rig was secured in the jaws of the testing machine,

which provided the reaction to the pullout load imposed to the specimen.

Between the concrete block and the bearing steel plate, a 5mm thick wooden

plate was introduced to secure the contact ·between the top surface of the concrete block

and the steel bearing plate. This was necessary since small irregularities at the top

surface of the cube might introduce some accidental bending on the bar during loading.

FRP bar

Concrete
cube

Glue

Aluminium
frame

LVDT

Figure 3.6: LVDT at the bottom face of the cube

Three LVDTs were used for measuring the slip of the bar at the loaded end and

another one the slip at the free (unloaded) end of the bar. The latter one was attached on

a small aluminium frame that was glued to the bottom surface of the concrete cube as

shown in figure 3.6

The top three LVDTs were positioned on a specially manufactured mounting rig

for measuring the loaded-end slip of the bar. Three measurements are necessary to

estimate and eliminate the effects of accidental bending during loading. The mounting

rig held the LVDTs in position attached to the FRP bar by means of three bottom screws

as shown in figure 3.7.
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Plan view of the Mounting Rig

) Screws
7 \"

Front view of the Mounting Rig

7 FRP Bar

30 mm
50 mm

10mm

J Hole for the c:
LVDT

100 mm

ring

100mm

Figure 3.7: Mounting Rig

The mounting rig with the test specimen were positioned in a universal testing

machine as shown in figure 3.5. The testing machine, controlled by an Electronic

Control Unit (ECU) as shown in figure 3.8, can apply direct tension in load or

deflection-control modes. Its load capacity was beyond 500 kN which was more than

adequate for the test purposes.

I \ \
\ i !

---l-. __.J_J
\ I··

I \. I
i

Figure 3.8: Testing machine and ECU
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The ECU was connected to the ORION data acquisition system (figure 3.9)

monitoring the load data from the ECU and the slip measurements from the LVDTs.

The ORION system was linked to a PC that gathered the experimental data, which were

made immediately accessible from the computer screen. This is very important during

testing since the progress of the test can be monitored and action taken when something

goes wrong.

-::_-. -.,. "

- ::::==~=:-::--=
- III .. _

- I:~;::=::::::. - ~- . - ==:==

Figure 3.9: Data acquisition system (ORION)

3.1.5 Testing procedure

The LVDT was mounted to the small aluminium frame at the bottom of the cube

just before the test. The specimen was then mounted in the testing frame and the

wooden plate was inserted between the surface of the cube and the bearing steel plate.

The projecting bar was gripped in the jaws of the testing machine and a 0.5 kN load was

applied to the specimen in order to minimise the gap between the concrete surface and

the steel plate. The LVDT mounting rig was then positioned at the top of the specimen

so that the LVDTs touched the top surface of the cube. The rig was secured firmly on

the bar at both levels of screws (see figure 3.7) and the LVDTs were adjusted in order to

monitor up to 8 mm slip on the loaded end of the bar. The distance between the bottom

level screws and the concrete surface was then measured with a small ruler. This

distance was used in the calculation of the elongation of the bar due to pullout load,
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which had to be subtracted from the slip measurements as will be explained in the

following paragraph. The mounting rig was unscrewed at the top level so that only the

bottom level screws were in contact with the bar and the test was ready to start.

After initialising the LVDTs measurements, the pullout load was applied to the

specimen at a rate of about 0.1 kN/sec. During testing, the experimental data from the

four LVDTs and the load cell were downloaded every 2 seconds to the monitoring PC.

The load was applied in deflection control since the investigation of the bond behaviour

after the peak bond stress was among the objectives of the study. Observations during

testing were recorded, with special consideration being paid to the mode of bond failure.

The test was only stopped when slip at the loaded end of the bar was greater than 8 mm.

After the end of the test, all the experimental data were saved in the computer

system and the specimens were removed for further examination of the mode of bond

failure of the FRP bar. Special consideration was given to specimens whose

experimental results deviated significantly from the rest.

3.1.6 Analysis of measurements

The measurements obtained from the experimental results were used to produce

the bond-slip curves of each specimen.

As mentioned earlier, the average slip measurement (Bav) of the three LVDTs

does not represent the actual slip because of the rebar extension above the embedment

length. Hence, the measurements at loaded end contained two components: the actual

slip of the bar relative to the concrete (Olc) and the elongation of the portion of the bar

from the transducer support point to the level of the bonded bar (AI). The bar elongation

is calculated by using the elastic characteristics of the unbonded length (la' see figure

3.4). This value was subtracted from the measurement of the loaded end slip as shown

in the following:

(3.1)
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where,

8),82, 83 = Slip measurements ofthe three LVDTs

The bond-slip curve at the unloaded end of the bar is obtained directly from the

slip measurement of the bottom LVDT (8uc) and the applied pullout load.

It has to be recognised that in both cases the deformation of the concrete

surrounding the bar was not taken into account in the calculations of slip. However, it is

reported in the literature that this deformation is very small when the embedment length

lies in the middle of the concrete cube, comparing to the values of slip at the loaded and

unloaded end. This was, also, verified by the results of the analytical study conducted by

the author, which is presented in a following chapter.

The average bond stress at any stage in the test is the recorded pullout load on

the bar divided by the nominal surface area of the embedment length of the bar. This is

given by the relationship:

'tav=F /(1tdL) (3.2)

The maximum average bond value is obtained by (3.2) when the pullout load

reaches its maximum value (Fma.'I;) during the test.
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3.2 BEAM TESTS

3.2.1 Background

The strain conditions encountered in a pullout specimen during conventional

pullout testing are rarely encountered in practice, since concrete elements are mostly

exposed to combined flexure and shear loads. Under flexural conditions, splitting of

concrete in the tension zone is the most common mode of bond failure, which is

substantially different and more dangerous than the pullout mode since it happens at a

much lower bond stress level and the residual bond stress of the reinforcing bar

decreases rapidly to zero.

In order to investigate and understand the bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing

bars under flexural conditions, an experimental series of beam tests has been conducted

under the EUROCRETE project. This series included four phases of testing over a

period of three years and thirty-seven beams were tested during these phases.

• Phases 1-3

In the first three phases, 24 beams reinforced with FRP and steel bars were

prepared and tested (Duranovic et al, 1995 and 1996). The beams were not designed to

fail in bond since the investigation of the bond behaviour of FRP bars was not the main

experimental objective. However, a large number of strain gauges were attached to the

main reinforcement of the beams to record the strain values on the bars during the tests.

These values were used by the author to calculate the developed bond stresses on the

bars. Many useful results have emerged from the study of these beams that contributed

to the understanding of bond behaviour of FRP bars. These results will be reported and

analysed in the next chapter of this study.

Details of the reinforcement arrangement, the instrumentation used and the

analytical results of the beams tested in the above experimental program are presented

in reports by Duranovic et al (1995, 1996). However, since some of the results will be

analysed and discussed in this study, some necessary details about the arrangement of
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reinforcement in the beams and the instrumentation of the main reinforcing bars are

presented in appendix A.

Appendices A.l to A.4 show the reinforcement arrangement used in each beam

in the above series of testing. The external confinement reinforcement used in some of

the beams was generally for enhancing the concrete compressive strength and

introducing additional ductility to the beams (Pilakoutas et al, 1997) when it was

required by the experimental needs.

Appendix A.5 shows the arrangement of the strain gauges on the main

reinforcing bars of the tested beams. The recorded longitudinal strain values are used in

this study for monitoring the bond stress profile on the reinforcing bars during loading.

Since the maximum bond demand was expected to be at the end of the bar, strain gauges

were placed at a close spacing near the support region .

• Phase4

In this chapter, the experimental methodology followed in the fourth phase of

beam testing program will be reported, which is very similar to the methodology of the

previous phases. The primary objective of this phase was to examine the mode of bond

failure of FRP reinforcing bars under beam conditions and the various parameters that

influence their bond behaviour. For this purpose, nine medium scale beams (2500 x 250

x 150 mm) were prepared in order to fail in bond. Despite the fact that a detailed

description of the arrangement of reinforcement in these beams is presented in appendix

B, a brief summary of the experimental program is given in table 3.3.
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Beam Anchorage
length-L
(mm)

Bottom
Cover to
Diameter
Ratio

Main (bottom) -
Shear reinforcement

Arrangement of main
(bottom) reinforcement

<-.!.~.?-.+.-.~~¥.-.!.~!-.--.>

~~_ "'" mm ~

GB29 L=250 1.85
<J...>3 GFRP bars (13.5mm)-

GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

GB30 L=300 1.85
3 GFRP bars (13.5mm)-
GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------
4 GFRP bars (13_5mm) - <.......>

GB31 L=300 1.85 GFRP links 75 mm clc all
the way

CB32 L=300 3.13
3 CFRP bars (8 mm) -
GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------
4 CFRP bars (8 mm) - < >

CB33 L=300 3.13 GFRP links 75 mm clc all
the way

GB34 L=370 2.94
3 GFRP bars (S.5mm) -
GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

<J...>

GB35 L=300 2.94
3 GFRP bars (8.5mm) -
GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

GB36 L=300 2.94
4 GFRP bars (S.5mm) -
GFRP links 75 mm clc all
the way

- __ ._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._----
CB37 L=580 3.13

3 CFRP bars (S mm) -
GFRP links 75 mm clc in
the shear span

<.J...>

Table 3.3: Summary of the experimental program

3.2.2 Study parameters of the experimental series

The selection of the study parameters was based on existing experience from

steel reinforced beams as it is reported in the bibliography. Various researchers

highlighted in their work numerous parameters that influence the splitting bond

behaviour of reinforcing bars in beam elements (see chapter 2). However, in this
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experimental study only some of these parameters were examined because of the limited

available resources and time. The influence of these parameters on the bond behaviour

of FRP reinforcing bars was expected to be different than in the case of steel bars since

FRP materials have much different mechanical properties than steel. As Faoro (1996)

suggested in his recent studies, the relatively low coefficient of elasticity and the higher

deformability of the FRP bars in transverse direction could play an important role in the

splitting mechanism.

In this experimental series, the influence of the following parameters on the

bond behaviour of FRP bars were examined:

• The type of the bar (Carbon or Glass)

• The concrete cover to diameter ratio

• The anchorage length of the bar

• The arrangement of the reinforcing bar in the cross section

• The difference in bond development between single anchorages and spliced bars

3.2.3 Specimen preparation

3.2.3.1 Preparation of reinforcement cages

After the FRP bars were cut in the appropriate size for each beam, the locations

of the strain gauges were appropriately marked on the bar. The logic behind the

arrangement of strain gauges in each beam is explained in detail in section 3.2.4.1. The

strain gauges were attached to the bars by means of cement glue and after they were

glued and connected to wires, they were covered with wax in order to be protected from

the aggregate impact during casting. Strain gauges were attached on selected shear links

of the beam in order to monitor their elongation during testing. For the construction of

the reinforcement cages, plastic ties were used to hold bars and links in their positions.

A completed cage is presented in figure 3.10:
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Figure 3.10: Reinforcement cage

3.2.3.2 Mould preparation

The moulds for the beams were made of steel channel-sections. Before the

placement of the reinforcement cage, each mould was cleaned and its inside edges were

sealed with waterproof silicon. A thin layer of oil was applied at the inner sides of the

mould to make easier the de-moulding of the concrete beams. Then, the reinforcement

cage was positioned in the mould with special consideration in establishing appropriate

side and bottom distances from the sides of the mould. This was very important in this

series of tests, since the concrete cover of the reinforcing bars was one of the main

parameters of this study. For this reason, appropriate size spacers were used for this job.

Figure 3.11 shows the reinforcement cage positioned in the mould just before casting:

Figure 3.11: Beams ready for casting
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3.2.3.3 Casting and curing

Four to five beams were cast each time from the same batch of concrete. The wet

concrete was cast in three layers of approximately equal thickness. Each layer was

vibrated with a pocker vibrator since it was not possible to use the vibrating table

because of the size of the beams. For each beam, three cubes (lOO mm size) and

cylinders (200xlOO mm) were taken as concrete control specimens. After casting was

finished, strict compacting and levelling was imposed to the top side of the concrete

beams to minimise geometric irregularities. The specimens were trowel finished two

hours after casting and covered with wet hessian and nylon.

This type of curing was maintained for a week until a control cube was crushed.

Control specimens were de-moulded the day after casting and placed next to the beams

for identical curing conditions. The curing of the beams was stopped after the first week

and the specimens were de-moulded and stored under standard laboratory conditions for

another three weeks.

3.2.3.4 Material properties

• Concrete

Because of the large volume of concrete needed for each batch, the concrete was

obtained from ready mix suppliers. It was ordered to have at least 35 Nzmm'

compressive strength, made from ordinary Portland cement with maximum aggregate

size 20 mm and slump 50-60 mm. Three cubes and three cylinders were tested at the

day of testing for each beam in direct compression and indirect tension, respectively.

The average concrete strength values measured, are presented in table 3.4:

Specimens Day of testing Cube compressive Cylinder indirect tension
strength (N'mrrr') strength (Nzmm')

GB29-CB33 28-36 35.0 2.7

GB34-CB37 28-33 45.0 3.6

Table 3.4: Concrete compressive and tensile strength
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• Reinforcement

Details of the main reinforcement for each beam in this experimental series are

presented in table 3.3. Carbon and Glass FRP round bars with rough surface and

diameters 8, 8.5 and 13.5 mm were used as in the pullout tests previously reported,

therefore, their mechanical properties in direct tension can be taken from table 3.2.

However, their tensile strength in concrete under combined flexure and shear loads

(beam conditions) was measured directly from bars that failed during the four phases of

beam testing. These values are presented in the following table together with the

respective elongation at failure, for the three different types of bars used in this series:

GFRP bar

d= 13.5 mm

GFRP bar

d= 8.5 mm

CFRP bar

d=8mm

Tensile strength
under beam loading
conditions (MPa)

Elongation at
failure (%)

700-750 900-950 1300-1380

1.55-1.65 2.00-2.10 1.13-1.20

Table 3.5: Properties of reinforcing bars

The links used as shear reinforcement in the beams of this experimental series

were specially manufactured filament wound rectangular (200 x 100 mm) GFRP links

with 10x 5 mm cross section. They were fixed at a standard spacing of 75 mm centre-

to-centre either only in the shear span or along the whole beam, depending on the

arrangement of the main reinforcement. This spacing was used in the previous phases of

testing for similar beams and prevented shear failures so, the same spacing was adopted

in this phase too. This amount of shear reinforcement, however, falls well below the

minimum requirements proposed by Clarke at a1(1997).

The tensile strength of the used links is different from that of the GFRP bars.

The critical aspect that determines their tensile strength is the shape of the links. When

the links were tested in tension (Duranovic, 1995), they all failed in the comer edges.

The main reason for this is obviously the concentration of stresses at these points, due to

the change of direction of the fibres in the link. Their tensile stress was measured to be

around 425 MPa and their Young Modulus around 47 MPa.
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Finally in most of the beams of this phase, compression reinforcement was used

for three main reasons:

• to enhance the concrete compressive strength at the top of the beam

• to prevent any sudden, brittle failure of the beam which might damage the

instrumentation at the back of the beam

• to keep the shear links in place during casting

Two 16 mm high yield deformed steel bars were used for this purpose in each beam.

Their mechanical properties were not tested because of their insignificance in the

analytical work of this study, but results from tests on similar bars exist in the literature.

3.2.3.5 Beam preparation before testing

The day before testing, the front side of the beam was white washed and a grid

(100 mm x 100 mm measured from the centre) was drawn on the front surface. The

reason for this preparation was to make clearer and easier the location and marking of

cracks during testing. In addition, the various clamps for the transducers, which are

mounted at the back side of the testing frame, are glued at the proper positions on the

back side of the beam. The beam was now ready to be positioned in the testing frame.

3.2.4 Instrumentation

3.2.4.1 Strain gauge arrangement on reinforcing bars and shear links

The most important operation during the preparation of the beam cages was the

placement of strain gauges on the surface of the reinforcing bars and shear links. The

strain gauges used, were foil type electronic gauges of two specific sizes; lOx 3 mm

and 6 x 2 mm. The bigger size was used on the 13.5 diameter bars and on the shear links

whereas the smaller ones were used on the smaller diameter bars (8, 8.5 mm). Special

consideration was given during the placement of the gauges on the bars in order to

disturb the surface of the bar as little as possible.

The strain gauges on the bars were essential in this experimental program in

order to monitor the normal strain values developed during the test which was necessary

for the calculation of bond stresses, as will be explained in section 3.2.7. The location of
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the strain gauges on each bar was based on the author's judgement depending on the

specific purpose of each beam. Three to six strain gauges were, also, glued on specific

shear links of the beam in order to monitor the stress developed in the links. The

location of the strain gauges on the links depended on the general arrangement of the

main reinforcement and it was different in each beam.

In appendix B, a detailed description of the arrangement of the strain gauges is

given for each beam. However, the logic behind the location of the gauges on each beam

is explained in the following:

• Beams GB29, GB30, CB32

The arrangement of strain gauges in these three beams was quite similar. The main

objective was to monitor the strain distribution along the middle bar, which was

designed to fail in bond, and compare it with the respective strain distribution of the

two other fully anchored bars. The strain gauged shear links were located at the end

of the anchorage length of the middle bar where the splitting crack was expected to

form initially, in order to measure the contribution of transverse reinforcement on the

bond splitting strength of the bar .

• Beams GB31, CB33, GB36

In these beams the main reinforcement was spliced in the region between the point

loads. A different arrangement of strain gauges was applied to monitor the

distribution of strains in the spliced region of the bars. The strain gauged shear links

were also located in the spliced region where a side split (horizontal) type of failure

was expected (see section 2.1.6). These gauges were expected to measure the

contribution of links on the bond behaviour of bars before and after the formation of

splitting cracks.

• Beam GB35

In this beam, the bar expected to fail in bond was positioned at the comer of the cross

section. The crack pattern expected was a kind of corner split failure (see section

2.1.6) so, both the horizontal and vertical legs of the shear link were expected to

resist this type of cracking. For this reason, the instrumentation of both legs was

decided in order to measure this resistance force.
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• Beams GB34, CB37

A special arrangement of strain gauges was adopted on the main reinforcing bars in

these beams to examine the distribution of bond stresses between consecutive cracks.

Three crack inducers (thin pieces of metal) were placed at the bottom side of three

consecutive shear links in the anchorage length region of the middle bar. They were

expected to induce the formation of flexural cracks at those specific points so that the

evenly distributed strain gauges at that region could monitor the developed bond

stresses between the cracks. The author was aware of the fact that these nine strain

gauges over a short length of the bar (160 mm), would also reduce the bonded area of

the bar. For this reason, the area covered by those strain gauges was deducted from

the calculations of bond strength, as it will be explained in section 3.2.7.

In addition in beam CB37, strain gauges were attached at the horizontal, bottom leg

of the shear links. Since the splitting crack was expected to develop below the middle

bar the horizontal leg was more likely to contribute to the bond splitting strength of

the bar than the vertical leg.

3.2.4.2 Arrangement of LVDTs on the beam

Twenty-seven LVDTs were used in each beam test to measure the deflections at

specific points on the beam. The whole arrangement was adopted from the previous

phases of beam testing (Duranovic et al, Feb.l995) and is presented in appendix B.6.

Although, the purpose of most of these transducers was not directly related to the

objectives of this study, their results were gathered for future investigation by other
researchers.

All the LVDTs, except from Nos. 9, 26-30 and 32, were positioned on a

specially made frame which was mounted to the back of the testing frame as shown in

figure 3.12. These LVDTs were measuring horizontal and vertical deflections at specific

points on the concrete beam during testing.
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Figure 3.12: Arrangement ofLVDTs at the back of the beam

LVDTs No.9 and 26 were positioned at the two end edges of the beam, touching

the ends of the reinforcing bars in order to measure their slip during testing. In addition,

LVDT No.32 and LVDTs 27 to 30 were placed at the top and at the side of the beam to

monitor the top concrete strain and the concrete strain along the midspan cross-section.

They all measured the concrete deformation over a 200 mm length.

However, in two of the tested beams the arrangement of LVDTs 27 to 30 was

quite different. In beam GB30, these LVDTs were positioned at the bottom side of the

beam to measure the splitting crack opening under the middle bar, as shown in figure

3.13. For the same reason, the LVDTs were arranged at the bottom side of beam GB31

to measure a possible crack opening under the spliced FRP bars.

I Bottom side of GB30

3°li tIf 95 mm

I t
~ 50 -*-- lOO __"-E---100 -*--- 150mm __,.

Load position

Bottom side of GB31
LVDT 2""\ :

Figure 3.l3: Arrangement of LVDTs No. 27-30 in beams GB30, GB31
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3.2.5 Experimental set up

The experimental arrangement is shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15. The beam was

supported over a span of 2.3 m through rollers over IOOmm wide steel plates. The left

support allowed the beam only to rotate while the right one allowed both rotation and

horizontal movement.

The load was applied by a servo-controlled hydraulic actuator at two points,

symmetrical to the centre through the same kind of rollers as used at the supports. Since

the actuator was able to operate in either load or deflection control modes, the latter

mode was preferred for this testing series. The actuator could impose up to 150 mm

vertical deflection which was more than adequate for the deflections expected in this

kind of beams.

The hydraulic actuator was controlled by an Electronic Control Unit which

communicates information to the data acquisition system (ORION), connected to a PC,

in a similar arrangement reported for the pullout tests (see section 3.1.4).

Before each test, all the wires from the LvnTs and strain gauges were connected

to the ORION. The needles of the LVnTs, mounted on an instrumentation rig, were

positioned over the respective clamps previously glued on the beam. LVnTs measuring

relative displacements were also adjusted to monitor the expected displacements. All the

instrumentation was initialised automatically from the ORION before each test.
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Figure 3.14: Test arrangement (simplified)

Figure 3.15: Photograph of the test arrangement

3.2.6 Testing procedure

The load was applied manually in the displacement control mode at about 5kN

increments. Two loading cycles were performed. In the first, the load was increased up

to 20 kN and the specimen was then unloaded whereas in the second, the specimen was
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loaded up to failure. All the experimental data were downloaded to the PC system via

the ORION system every 5 seconds.

During the test, the developed cracks on the beam were marked and the biggest

crack openings were measured with an optical instrument, every 5 or 10 kN depending

on the expected load capacity of the beam. Photographs were, also, taken after each

marking stage.

After the completion of each test, the beams were removed from the testing

frame and a closer examination of the mode of failure was conducted. The failure

cracking pattern was marked and further photos were taken of specific areas of interest

on the beam.

3.2.7 Analysis of measurements

The values from the strain gauges attached on the reinforcing bars were used for

the calculation of the developed bond stresses on the bars during testing.

It is known from the literature that the average bond stress between two points,

for example (1) and (2), is proportional to the rate of change of strain along that length.

From the force equilibrium over a certain length of a round bar in concrete, it can be

deducted that:

(1)
• 't

:~~~~:. .
a-E<;'_-.jl II----~~+doI ba:

:~~~~:. .

(2)

concrete

< >
: L :

El: : E2

(a + de)Abar= a Abar+ 't 1t d L => do Aba<= t 1t d L =>

de 1t d2 14 = t 1t d L =>. 't = (d 14) (de 1L) = (d E I 4) (ds / L) =>

(3.3)
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So, by using the experimental strains, the average bond stress values between

successive strain gauges or even, for the whole anchorage length, can be easily

deducted.

However, special consideration has to be given to the calculation of the bond

strength developed in beams GB34 and CB37 where the contact area between bar and

concrete has been significantly disturbed because of the great number of strain gauges

attached on the reinforcing bar. In the case of GB34, the reduction is estimated around

8% whereas for CB37 is around 5.5% of the total anchorage length area. This was

calculated by dividing an area of 5mm x 160 mm (area disturbed by the adjacent strain

gauges) by the anchorage length surface area in each case. Therefore, the developed

average bond strength for the whole anchorage length must be multiplied by a factor

1.08 and 1.055 for the case of GB34 and CB37 beams, respectively.
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CHAPTER4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the experimental results from the pullout and beam tests

described in the previous chapter. The mode of bond failure of reinforcing bars in each

type of tests is examined and the various parameters that influence bond development

are discussed.

4.1 PULLOUT TESTS

The results of 131 cube tests are used to evaluate the bond behaviour of FRP

reinforcing bars to concrete. A summary of the experimental results is presented in

tables C.l.l to C.l.6 of appendix C.l. Since a large variety of FRP bars were tested, a

single coding notation for presenting the parameters of each specimen is difficult to be

applied. For this reason, a general coding notation is introduced describing the specimen

features of the most commonly used bars, whereas for the rest of the cases individual

notations are applied and explained in the result tables.

The general coding notation is applied for rough surface bars embedded in

concrete cubes as follows: The first number of the code indicates the concrete cube

compressive strength in MPa; the first letter denotes the kind of reinforcing bar used in

the test (G for GFRP bar, C for CFRP, A for AFRP and H for Hybrid); the next letter

denotes the type of the bar cross section (r for round and s for square); the second

number indicates the ratio of embedment length to the bar diameter (applied only in

round bars), the last letter denotes the size of the bar diameter (D for 13.5 mm, d for 8 or

8.5 mm and d for 10.5 mm). For example, 45Gr8D designates a 13.5 mm GFRP round
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bar, cast in concrete with compressive strength 45 MPa, having embedment length equal

to 8 times the bar diameter.

Bond-slip curves were produced for each test at the loaded and unloaded end of

the bar in order to study the bond development of FRP bars and facilitate comparisons

among the tests. These graphs are presented for most of the tests in appendix C.2. Since

the preliminary tests conducted at the beginning of this study (table C.l.l in appendix

C.l) where performed without the presence of any transducer arrangement, no graphs

are available for these tests. In addition, in few of the tests it was not possible to

measure the unloaded end slip of the bar since the aluminium frame on which the

transuser was mounted (see section 3.1.4), was accidentally unglued during the test. In

these cases, the author decided to proceed with the testing procedure without the bottom

transducer, instead of stopping the test and start again, since it was assumed that the

bond capacity of the bar might be influenced if a second load cycle was imposed to the

bar.

In the following, the most important observations of the experimental series are

presented and the influence of the various parameters on the bond development of FRP

bars to concrete is examined.

4.1.1 Bond stress versus Slip curve

Figure 4.1 shows typical plots of bond stress versus slip of GFRP and CFRP

reinforcing bars.
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Figure 4.1: Typical bond - slip envelopes for GFRP and CFRP embedments
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As seen from the curves, the loaded end slips almost at the beginning of loading

as soon as the chemical adhesion between bar and concrete breaks. According to CEB

Bulletin 151 (1982), in the case of steel bars the bond resistance offered by adhesion is

assumed to be rather small, to= 0.5-1.5 MPa (see figure 2.1). However, the Bulletin does

not say whether this value is taken from experimental data or it is a theoretical

estimation of the contributing researchers.

In this experimental series, the author found difficulties in measuring accurately

the adhesion between FRP bars and concrete since the required accuracy of slip

measurements for this purpose was not determined anywhere in the literature. In

addition, high accuracy in slip measurements could hardly be achieved at the beginning

of the tests since many factors influenced the accuracy of the loaded end slip

measurements at that stage. The most important of these factors were:

• the initial imposed load on the specimen (see section 3.1.5)

• the probable tilting of the mounting rig (see section 3.1.4) at the beginning of the test

• the non-verticality of the tested bar and

• the irregularities at the concrete cube surface.

Considering the above, the author decided to estimate graphically the bond level

where the chemical adhesion of an FRP bar and the concrete breaks. The bond value

where the slope of the bond - loaded end slip curve significantly decreases (point to, in

figure 2.1), is assumed to be the required bond value due to chemical adhesion. The

experimental results show that the adhesive bond strength seems to depend only on the

bar diameter, whereas it appears to be independent of the type of bar and the concrete

used in the specimens. The figure below shows the average value of adhesion measured

in the experiments where smaller diameter bars develop greater adhesion with the

surrounding concrete than larger bars.
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Figure 4.2: Average values of adhesive bond strength with respect to the bar type and

diameter

Another important observation from the tests is that the unloaded end slip

remains practically zero until the bond stress reaches quite high values compared with

the ultimate bond strength value. The experimental results show that the ratio of the

recorded bond values when the unloaded end started to slip ("Csl) to the maximum bond

strength is around 80% for both G and CFRP bars (figure 4.3). Although the ratio was

initially assumed to depend on the elastic modulus of the bar, the results suggested no

clear relationship between the two quantities.

O.B

mGFRP

P 0.6-
0.2

° C40, B.5mm C40,13.5mm C15,13.5mm

Figure 4.3: Ratio of bond stress when unloaded end starts to slip to maximum bond

strength for C and GFRP bars

Furthermore, the initial slope of the loaded end bond-slip curve for CFRP bars

appears to be stiffer than that of GFRP bars and this is assumed to be related to the

difference in the elastic moduli of.the two bars. However, the initial slope appears also
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to be related to other parameters influencing the bond behaviour of the bar as will be

examined in detail in section 4.1.3.

The post-maximum (residual) bond strength value appears to be more than 60%

of the peak bond value in most of the specimens. This seemed to be an important

attribute of FRP bars since the residual stress of deformed steel bars under similar tests

was only 20 to 40% of the maximum value. However, by considering the failure mode

of FRP bars, the above value appears to be rather "plasmatic" than real. The following

section will explain in further detail the mode of failure of FRP bars as it was observed

in the pullout tests and its relevance to the residual bond strength of the bar.

4.1.2 Mode of bond failure of FRP bars

In the current experimental series all the FRP bars failed in the designed pull-

through mode of bond failure. The concrete cubes provided adequate confinement to the

bars to enable them to reach their maximum bond strength. As expected, no signs of

splitting cracks appeared on the cube specimens since the size of bar diameters used

were comparatively small to the dimensions of the cube specimens.

However, by comparing the mode of failure of FRP bars to that of steel

deformed bars under similar experimental conditions, the author observed an important

difference. In section 2.1.2, the steel bar - concrete interaction was described based on

the existing knowledge presented in CEB Bulletin 151. According to the Bulletin, when

sufficient confinement is provided to a deformed steel bar during pullout, shear cracks

develop between the bar ribs in the surrounding concrete and the bar fails in a pull-

through mode. When this kind of failure happens, the bond strength of the bar depends

mainly on the strength of the surrounding concrete.

In the case of FRP bars and for concrete strengths greater than 30 MPa, the bond

failure occurs on the surface of the bar, and not in the concrete, by peeling part of the

surface layer of the bar. Consequently, the bond strength of FRP bars is not controlled

by the concrete strength but appears to be governed mainly by the shear strength of the

resin of the bar. Figure 4.4 shows a characteristic GFRP specimen sample after the test.
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The specimen was split after the test, for a closer investigation of the actual mode of

bond failure.

Figure 4.4: GFRP specimen after the test

It is obvious from the picture that white powder consisting of crushed resin and

chopped glass fibres, is attached on the concrete cube at the place were the embedment

length of the bar lies. On the other side, part of the bar's surface peeled-off and tiny

fibres become visible on the surface of the bar.

In the cases of CFRP and AFRP bars the mode of bond failure was not so

clearly visible. For example, in the case of CFRP specimens,only few small black lines

were visible on the concrete side of the embedment length. No clear traces of crashed

resin or extensive damage on the CFRP bar surface was observed. In order to

investigate in more detail the mode of failure of all FRP bars, the author conducted a

microscopic investigation on the bond failure interface of selected specimens

(Achillides and Pilakoutas, 1997). Scanning Electron Microscope images from this

investigation are presented in appendix D for three types of FRP bars (Glass, Carbon

and Aramid). The investigation confrrmed that the failure took place in the bar surface

and not in the concrete, for all kinds of FRP bars used. Two characteristic images of the

concrete side failure interface are presented here (figures 4.5, 4.6).

I

\
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Figures 4.5, 4.6: Concrete side bond failure interface for GFRP and CFRP embedment

respecti vely

Figure 4.5 shows, the failure interface on the concrete side of a GFRP specimen.

It is obvious that there are pieces of glass fibres below the crashed resin layer. The same

observation can be made in figure 4.6 where a concrete piece from a CFRP specimen is

shown. The failure in both cases appears to develop at a critical interface between

successive layers of fibres as shown schematically in figure 4.7. The shear strength

between fibres and resin seems to control the bond capacity of FRP bars in both cases.

The height of the failure interface from the bar axis is assumed to depend on the relative

value of the shear strength between the fibres and resin and the concrete shear strength.

In the current experiments, the height of the failure interface of GFRP bars (hG) is

assumed to be lower than that of CFRP bars (he), since the GFRP bars surface was

found to be more extensively damaged.

Failure interface
-in concrete

_Failure interface
~""""".......in resin

Figure 4.7: Shear failure at the surface layer ofFRP bars
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For lower strength concretes (around 15 MPa) FRP bars failed in a different

mode, more similar to deformed steel bars. The concrete was crushed in front of the

deformations of the bar and the bond strength seemed to be controlled mainly by the

shear strength of the concrete. The bond strength values developed in this case were

significantly lower than the ones developed in higher strength concretes, as will be

shown in section 4.1.3.3.

4.1.2.1 Residual bond strength of FRP bars

As a result of the mode of bond failure of FRP bars in higher strength concrete

(feu> 30 MPa), the recorded residual bond stress does not represent the real value of

frictional stress developed at the failure interface. This is due to the fact that when the

damaged part of the bar is slipping out of the cube during pullout, the undamaged part

that follows enters the embedment length zone and adds additional resistance to the

pullout load. This action enhances the recorded bond strength value that represents,

apart from the frictional stress, the additional resistance produced by the wedging action

of the undamaged bar.

PUll-out direction~ . FRP Bar

Embedment length

Figure 4.8: The wedging action by the undamaged part of the bar

The above phenomenon is unimportant for steel bars since the bond failure

happens in the surrounding concrete as it is explained in section 2.1.2. In this case, the

unbonded part of the bar which enters the embedment length zone does not contribute

significantly to the bond resistance of the bar since the bond failure interface is

approximately at the height of the tips of bar deformations.
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In order to quantify the value of the residual bond stress related only to the

frictional action, an additional series of experiments was conducted where some of the

specimens had the embedment length at the very end of the cube as shown in figure 4.9

(similar to the RILEM/CEB pullout test, see section 2.1.4). The test arrangement and

instrumentation used were similar to the one used during the experimental series

presented in chapter 3.

Unbonded part
of the bar

s
<,

~

t
L

1
Middle End

Figure 4.9: Embedment length (L) at the middle and at the end of the cube specimen

The results of the additional series of tests are presented in table C.1.6 of

appendix C.l and the characteristic bond-slip curves in appendix C.2. The analysis of

the results showed that the residual bond stress was much lower when the embedment

length was at the end of the specimen. The difference in values was more important in

GFRP than in CFRP bars (see figure 4.10 for round bars) and this appears to be due to

the fact that the height of the bond failure interface hG (see figure 4.7) was much lower

than he.
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of residual to maximum bond stress for round FRP bars

However, the position of the embedment length in the concrete cube did not

seem to influence the maximum bond stress developed or the initial bond stiffness of the

bar in the case of G and CFRP round bars. This can be explained by the fact that the

unloaded end slip values recorded up to the maximum pullout load were less than 1 mm

in all the specimens and the wedging effect could not be significantly activated in such a

short distance.

On the contrary, in some cases of square bars a small difference in the maximum

recorded bond values was observed for the two positions of embedment length as it will

be explained in more detail in section 4.1.3.5.

4.1.3 Factors that influence the bond behaviour ofFRP bars

A number of important factors that influence the bond behaviour of FRP bars are

examined in this study (Achillides et al, 1997b). A proper evaluation of the level of

influence of these factors on the bond development will be helpful to the formulation of

equations for adequate anchorage lengths for FRP reinforcement.

4.1.3.1 Type of bar fibres

In this experimental senes four kinds of FRP bars were tested in order to

examine their bond characteristics to concrete: Glass, Carbon, Aramid and Hybrid. In

figures 4.11 and 4.12, the maximum average bond stress (r") developed for GFRP and

CFRP bars is presented versus the embedment length CL). The examined specimens
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were 8 and 8.5 mm diameter round bars of rough surface. By using linear regression, the

best-fit line passing through all data points was obtained. However it is important to

note here, that the use of linear regression does not suggest that there is a clear linear

relationship between r" and L. The author uses linear regression only for comparison

purposes, over a small range of embedment lengths (2 to 10 times the diameter), since it

presents clearly the trend in r" values as L changes.
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Figure 4.11: Bond stress versus embedment length for GFRP round bars
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Figure 4.12: Bond stress versus embedment length for CFRP round bars

From the above figures it can be suggested that both Carbon and Glass FRP bars

exhibited similar bond behaviour. Their maximum average bond stress at the

embedment length of 8 diameters (L = 64 mm) was 11.9 and 12.0 MPa, respectively. On

the other hand deformed steel bars, having the same diameter and embedment length,

developed t* equal to 16.5 MPa (for concrete strength 39 MPa). By comparing the
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above values, it can be deducted that GFRP and CFRP bars developed about 72% of

steel's bond strength which is quite remarkable considering the different nature of their

surface. However, it has to be noted that the above percentage is not representative for

the whole range of values of concrete strength since the influence of the concrete

strength on the bond strength of FRP and steel bars is not the same, as it will be

explained in section 4.1.3.3. For example, for lower concrete strength (around 30 MPa)

the above bond strength value of steel bars will decrease whereas FRP bars bond value

will remain practically the same; consequently, the percentage will increase.

Aramid and Hybrid FRP bars developed around 85% and 90% of the Glass and

Carbon FRP bond strength respectively which is also quite satisfactory (see figure 4.13).

FRP bars, 0 = 13.5 mm, L= 81 mm12 _
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Figure 4.13: Corresponding bond strength values for FRP bars

The above experimental results appear to be in agreement with results published

by other researchers, such as Malvar (1995), Larralde and Silva-Rodriguez (1994),

Chaallal and Benrnokrane (1993) and Nanni et al (1995), despite the fact that different

types of FRP rods are used. It is also worth noting that the bond strength of epoxy-

coated bars, which are mainly used as anti-corrosive reinforcement varies from 67-95%

of that of deformed steel bars (Chaallal and Benmokrane, 1993) which is comparable to

the bond strength of FRP bars.

The initial stiffness of the bond-slip curve also depends on the type of FRP bar

used and more specifically on the elastic modulus of the bar. GFRP bars are expected to

develop greater slip values than CFRP bars, under similar pullou; loads, since their

Young's Modulus is less than half of CFRP bars. Figure 4.14 shows the influence of
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elastic modulus of the bar on the loading branch of the bond-slip curve for low and high

strength concrete.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of type of bar fibres on the bond-slip curve ofFRP bars

From the above set of curves, it is also obvious that the expected loaded end slip

of GFRP bars at the ultimate pullout load would be greater than that of CFRP bars,

which underlines the importance of the elastic modulus to the formulation of

appropriate design anchorage formulas for FRP bars.

4.1.3.2 Embedment length

The value of the embedment length appears to influence the maximum average

developed bond stress value (1:*). As the embedment length increases, 1:* decreases as

shown in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Influence of embedment length on 1:*
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The same effect is reported also, for steel bars and is said to be a result of the

non-linear distribution of bond stress on the bar as explained in the following. By

considering the proposed distribution of bond stresses on a reinforcing bar during

pullout (see section 5.1.2.3), the peak bond stress appears to move gradually towards the

free end of the bar while the bond stress value at the loaded end decreases considerably.

This immigration of peak bond stress is more evident in larger embedment lengths (for

example, L=lOD) and reduces significantly the value of 1:* on the bar. However, in even

larger embedment lengths, the value of 1:* becomes practically constant, since the

influence of the peak bond stress to the overall bond strength of the bar becomes

unimportant (see figure 5.10).

The embedment length has also significant influence on the applied pullout load

and the initial stiffness of FRP bars. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show this effect on GFRP

and CFRP bars.
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Figure 4.16: Maximum Pullout load versus Embedment length
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Figure 4.17: Change in the initial bond stiffness of GFRP bars with embedment length

Figure 4.16 shows that the rate of increase of the maximum applied pullout load

is greater for small than for larger embedment lengths. This is again assumed to be due

to non-linear distribution of bond stresses on the bar, which has a greater influence on,

smaller than on larger embedments, as it was mentioned previously.

Figure 4.17 shows the initial stage of the bond - loaded end slip curves of 13.5

mm diameter GFRP bars. The embedment length varies for each bar in multiples of bar

diameter. It is obvious from the figure that as the embedment length increases the initial

stiffness of the curves decreases. This observation is significant for the bond modelling

procedure (presented in a following section of this study) where the author will examine

in more detail the rate of change of stiffness of the bond-slip curve.

4.1.3.3 Concrete strength

Results from this study showed that the strength of the surrounding concrete is

directly related to the actual mode of bond failure of the bar during pullout. For

concretes with compressive strength greater than 30 MPa, the bond failure interface

happens in the surface of a FRP bar (see section 4.1.2). Consequently, the bond strength

of FRP bars does not depend on the value of concrete strength, as far as the concrete

strength is greater than 30 MPa. However, for lower concrete strengths (around 15 MPa)

the bond failure mode changes. In this case the failure interface takes place in the

concrete matrix and the bond behaviour of the bar is directly related to the concrete
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strength. Figure 4.18 shows the change in the value of x" of FRP bars for different

concrete strengths for an embedment length of 6d.
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Figure 4.18: Influence of concrete strength on 't* for FRP bars

Figure 4.19 also shows more specifically the effect of concrete strength on

13.5mm CFRP bars for increasing embedment lengths. The large difference in concrete

values does not seem to influence the rate of decrease of bond strength as the

embedment length increases.
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Figure 4.19: Influence of concrete strength on the CFRP bars for various embedment

lengths

4.1.3.4 Bar diameter

The bar diameter appears to play an important role in the bond behaviour of FRP

bars to concrete. Larger diameter bars developed less average bond strength than smaller

diameter bars. In figure 4.20, the maximum average bond strength values of G and
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CFRP bars used in this experimental senes are presented, showing the influence of

diameter on the developed bond strength.
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Figure 4.20: Influence of bar diameter on the value of maximum average bond strength

Bond development in FRP bars is thought to be affected by the diameter due to

their low shear stiffness in the axial direction. The value of the shear stiffness of FRP

bars depends mainly on the shear stiffness of the bar resin and the shear strength

capacity at the resin-fibre interface. When an FRP bar is pulled in tension through the

surface, there can be a differential movement between the core and the surface fibres,

which results in a non-uniform distribution of normal stresses through the cross section

of the bar. An indicative distribution of these stresses is shown in figure 4.21.

Axial load imposed by grip mechanism
~~ ~~ ...

FRP bar

I.~ ~ ~ ---';
Distribution of normal stresses

Figure 4.21: Indicative distribution of normal stresses on a FRP bar cross-section

SUbjected to axial load

The actual developed bond strength between the bar and the concrete is directly

related to the value of the normal s~ress that occurs close to the surface of the bar (cr
max

).

On the other hand, the calculated bond strength that the user anticipates as the "real"

bond strength, is proportional to the value of the average normal stress over the whole
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cross section of the bar (GaJ. As the diameter of the bar increases, the difference

between crmax and Gav is also expected to increase, especially when the axial shear

stiffness of the bar is relatively low as in the case of FRP bars, and the "real" bond

strength of the bar decreases. This effect, known in the literature as the "shear lag

effect", appears to be more significant for higher normal bar stresses which usually

happen at greater embedment lengths.

For steel bars, this effect is not important since the shear strength of steel is

significantly higher. Nevertheless some codes, for example ACI Building Code (1989),

include the value of the cross section area of the reinforcing bar in the calculations of

the anchorage length. EC2 (1989) considers the diameter effect only for diameters

greater than 32 mm whereas BS811 0 (1985) does not have any special provisions for

this effect.

4.1.3.5 Cross sectional shape of the bar

The influence of the shape of the cross section of the bar on the bond

development is another important parameter that was investigated in this series of

experiments. Two types of cross sections were compared: square (8x8 mm) and round

(8 or 8.5 mm diameter). By examining bars with the same embedment lengths at the end

of the bar, the square bars appeared to develop superior bond strength values than round

bars as shown in figure 4.22:
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Figure 4.22: Comparisons between round and square cross section FRP bars

In the above figure, the average t* values from the experimental results (see

tables C.l.5, C.1.6 in appendix C.I) are presented for GFRP and CFRP bars, for the
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same embedment length (L = 64 mm). The bond values of round bars (Or, Cr) appear to

be around 80% of the bond strength of square bars (OSA, CS).

As it was briefly mentioned in section 4.1.2.1, the embedment length

arrangement appeared to influence the value of 't* in the case of square bars. By

considering the experimental results of specimens having the same embedment length at

the end and the middle of the cube specimen (see table C.1.6 in appendix C.l), it can be

suggested that the bond strength of "end" specimens can be increased around 10 to 25%

when their embedment length is transferred to the middle of the cube. The author

believes that the wedging effect (see section 4.1.2.1) is more important in the case of

square bars because of their "edgy" cross section shape. It is assumed that the

concentration of shear stresses at the edges of the square section might be the reason for

the enlargement of this effect. A closer examination of square bar specimens after

pullout supports the above assumption since the bar edges appeared to be more

deteriorated than the rest of the bar surface.

4.1.3.6 Surface deformations

Various kinds of FRP bars with different surface deformations were tested in

order to investigate their bond performance to concrete. The experimental results

showed that the presence of deformations on the surface of FRP bars play a significant

role in their bond behaviour since smooth bars appeared to develop only 10-20% of the

bond stress of the deformed bars. Similarly to steel bars, the bond strength of FRP bars

is assumed to depend mainly on the mechanical interlock of the surface deformations

and the concrete matrix, rather than on the chemical adhesion of the two materials.

In order to investigate the influence of the height of deformations on the bond

strength of FRP bars, OFRP bars having different bar diameters were tested during this

experimental series. In table C.lA in appendix C.1, the experimental results are

presented, for two types of 10.5 mm OFRP round bars (030, 024) having smaller

surface deformations (0.3 and 0.24 mm respectively) than the standard 8.5 mm

deformed bars used in this series (deformation height between 0.5 to 1 mm). The

average bond values developed from these bars are presented in figure 4.23 compared

with results from the standard deformed bar.
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Figure 4.23: Bars with different type of surface deformations

It is clear from the above figure that G30 and G24 FRP bars have not developed

adequate bond strength compared to the standard deformed GFRP bar. It can be

assumed that FRP bars must necessarily have a minimum height of deformations to

develop satisfactory bond behaviour to concrete. The optimum value of this height was

not possible to be verified in this research project since only limited types of FRP bars

were available for testing. However, the above results seem to verify the observations of

Malvar (1994,1995), who suggests that surface deformations of about 5.4% of the bar

diameter are sufficient to provide adequate bond behaviour to concrete.
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4.2 BEAM TESTS

In this section the relevant experimental results from the four phases of beam

testing will be presented and discussed. The total volume of the experimental results for

beams tested in phases 1-3 are presented in reports by Duranovic et al (1995,1996). In

this study special consideration will be given to experimental results obtained from the

fourth phase of beam testing.

4.2.1 Phases 1 to 3

4.2.1.1 General

A summary of the experimental results of 24 beam tests is presented in tables

E.1.1 and E.1.2 of appendix E.1. The mode of failure of each beam is presented in

column 4 of the table where it can be seen that only 3 of these beams failed due to bond

failure (these beams will be examined in more detail in section 4.2.1.3). Column 5

indicates the maximum longitudinal strain developed in the main reinforcing bars during

testing whereas column 6 shows the maximum peak bond stress recorded at the very end

of the beam, close to the support region. This bond value was calculated from the values

of the successive strain gauges located at the end of the main reinforcing bar (see figure

A.5 of appendix A) according to equation (3.3) given in section 3.2.7. Finally, column 7

presents the maximum average bond stress value recorded over the anchorage length of

the reinforcing bars. The anchorage length is the distance from the point load to the end

of the beam, which is approximately 867 mm for all beams except in beam GB12 where

the anchorage length was reduced to 612 mm due to a different load arrangement.

The instrumental longitudinal strain measurements and the respective calculated

bond stress values are shown for each beam in appendix E.2, together with the plots of

strains and bond stress profiles over the bar length. The strain values are presented in

steps of 10 kN load, up to the failure load. Many strain values are not initially equal to

zero since the values presented here are for the final load cycle of the beam. It has to be
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noted that the beams were initially subjected to a low-level cycle similar to the

procedure reported for phase 4 beams (see section 3.2.6).

In the tables of strain values, a number of measurements are not reported due to

failure of particular strain gauges before or even during the experiment. This can be

attributed to various reasons such as:

• disconnection of the wire from the terminals of the strain gauge, during casting

• damage of the strain gauge during casting

• high longitudinal strains on the bar which damage the strain gauge readings

• breakage of the bar close to the strain gauge region

The bond stress values shown in appendix E.2 illustrate the average bond values

developed between successive strain gauges. They were calculated for the chosen force

levels by using equation 3.3. Inaccuracies in strain gauge measurements are responsible

for negative values of bond stresses that occur mainly at low loads, close to the end of

the bar. In contrast, negative values of bond stresses found occasionally at the midpoint

of the distance between strain gauges c69 and cS1 may be due to the location of

concrete cracks relative to the strain gauge location in that area. This issue will be

addressed in more detail in section 4.2.2.5.

4.2.1.2 Bond stress profiles on main reinforcing bars

An important result obtained from all the beam tests in this series, is the

development and distribution of bond stresses on the reinforcing bars during the test. A

typical graph of this distribution at different load levels is presented for beam GB16, in

figure 4.24. The profiles for all beams are given in appendix E.2.
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Figure 4.24: Typical bond stress profiles along the bar

The peak bond stress on the bar initially develops under the point load of the

beam. This peak gradually propagates towards the end of the beam as the load increases,

ahead of flexural cracking. At the region close to the beam's support, the recorded value

of the peak bond stress becomes even higher since the flexural crack distribution at this

area is very limited. In addition, it is assumed that the support action provides additional

external confinement to the bar that enhances the bond strength capacity of the bar at

this region. As it will be discussed at a later stage of this study, the confinement action

of the support resists the initiation of bond splitting cracks and allows the bar to develop

higher bond strength.

However, it is worth noting here that the peak bond values at the region between

200 and 800 mm can not be accurately monitored with the arrangement of strain gauges

used in this experimental study. The strain gauges are widely spaced at that region (see

appendix A.S) and consequently the respective bond stresses are calculated over a large

length and represent an average rather than a peak bond stress value. The author

believes that closer spaced strain gauges over the whole anchorage length could monitor

the value of the peak bond stress more accurately. More on bond development on FRP

reinforcement in beam elements and on the effect of flexural cracking on bond

distribution are presented in section 6.3.6 of this study.

It is also significant to observe that the area under the curves in figure 4.24 is

directly proportional to the average bond stress developed on the reinforcing bar, for

each load step. This gives an indication of the importance of the peak bond stress to the

overall bond strength of the anchorage length and explains why smaller anchorage
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lengths develop higher average bond strength. For example, by considering the curve

F=lOOkN in figure 4.25, the shaded area is proportional to the additional bond strength

developed due to the peak bond value of the curve.
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Figure 4.25: Importance of the peak bond value on the size of anchorage length

It is obvious that small anchorage lengths (e.g. 200 mm) develop higher average

bond strength (r.) than larger lengths (e.g. 600 mm, average bond strength "C2) since the

shaded area is much more dominant in the first case.

4.2.1.3 Bond failures in phases 1 to 3

In phases 1 to 3, only three beams failed in bond (CB20, CGB22 and AB28). In

all these beams, the reinforcing bars failed in a pull-though mode of bond failure

without any clear signs of splitting cracks along their length.

This mode of failure was expected only in beam CGB22 since confinement was

applied by stressed steel straps over the whole length of the beam. The reinforcing bar

failed in a pull-through mode by crushing the surrounding concrete in front of the

deformations of the bar. The maximum average bond value measured was only around

2.1 MPa, since the concrete used had low compressive strength (= 18 MPa). This bond

value was very similar to the bond value obtained by testing the same type of hybrid

FRP bar in the pull-out testing arrangement reported in section 4.1 (see table C.l.3 in

appendix C.l). The bond strength value developed was also compared to the bond value

suggested by codes of practise for steel deformed bars. Both Eurocode 2 (1989) and

BS8ll0 (1985) suggest a bond value of 3 MPa (without including the safety factors in
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each case) for steel bars embedded in concrete of compressive cube strength equal to IS

MPa, which results that Hybrid FRP bars develop around 70% of steel's bond strength.

However, the author acknowledges the fact that the bond values suggested by the

codes are based on the splitting behaviour of steel bars, which is proportional to the

strength of the concrete. Since the mode of bond failure observed in these tests was not

splitting, the results obtained here can not be directly compared with the values

suggested by the codes of practise. Nevertheless the author believes that referring to the

values implied by the codes of practice, would give an indication for the range of bond

values developed in the tests.

CFRP bars in CB20 beam failed also in a pull-through mode of bond failure

despite the fact that the ratios of bar diameter to bottom and side concrete covers were

less than 2. When similar size covers were used in phase 4 beams, splitting mode of

bond failure was mainly observed, as it will be mentioned in section 4.2.2. However, in

the case of CB20, part of the anchorage length of the reinforcing bars was lying above

the support of the beam, which is believed to influence the bond development and

enhance the bond capacity of the CFRP bars. The confining action of the support on the

concrete surrounding the reinforcing bar prevented the initiation of the splitting mode of

bond failure and the bar managed to develop higher bond stress values compared to the

bond values developed in phase 4 beams. CFRP bars in CB20 beam developed around

4.3 MPa average bond strength which is similar to the bond stress values suggested for

steel deformed bars by EC2 and BSSII0 (4.5 MPa and 4.1 MPa respectively). However,

the author believes that the bond value measured in this particular test should not be

taken as a reference value for the bond capacity of CFRP bars under beam conditions,

because of the reason explained above.

Finally in beam AB2S, AFRP bars failed in a similar manner to the bars in the

above two beams by developing an average bond value around 3.7 MPa. No signs of

splitting cracks were observed in this beam which is also attributed to the confining

action of the support at the end of the bar.
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4.2.2 Phase 4

The instrumental measurements, collected from all the strain gauges used in

phase 4 beams, are presented in a graphical form in appendix E.3. In these graphs, the

recorded strain values are plotted against the load imposed on each beam.

The summarised experimental results of the beam testing program are presented

in table E.1.3 of appendix E.1. Column 5 of the table shows the mode of bond failure of

the single bar anchorage which is designed to fail in bond (I), and the final failure mode

of the beam (II). All the beams with additional single bar anchorages were designed so

that the single anchorage would fail in bond before the ultimate flexure capacity of the

beam was achieved. After slippage of the additional bar, the two other main reinforcing

bars sustained the extemalload. The beams failed only when one of the bars or even

both of them, broke. The failure was sudden, accompanied by large deformations. In the

case of splices, the beams failed with simultaneous bond failure in both splices so, only

one stage of failure is reported.

Column 6 shows the maximum longitudinal strain developed in the mam

reinforcing bars at the ultimate load stage. In the case of splices, column 6 illustrates the

maximum strain value developed at the loaded end of spliced bars. Finally, column 7

presents two values of average bond stress: the average bond stress value recorded when

the single anchorage bar starts slipping (tsl) and the maximum average bond stress

developed in the anchorage (t"). In splices, the bars started slipping simultaneously

with the failure of the beam, so only t* is presented.

In the rest of this section the most significant experimental results relating to the

bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars in each beam will be presented.

4.2.2.1 Beams GB29 and GB30

Beams GB29 and GB30 are examined together since they have very similar

reinforcement and instrumentation configurations (see appendix B.1). Both are

reinforced with three 13.5 mm GFRP round bars having the same cover to diameter

ratio equal to 1.85. They only differ in the length of the single bar anchorage which is

250 mm for GB29 and 300 mm for GB30.
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Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

In both beams, the single anchorage bar failed in a splitting mode of bond

failure. The crack developed at the bottom face of the beam below the single anchorage,

as shown in figures 4.26 and 4.27. The crack initially developed at the very end of the

bar and as the load increased, the crack extended along the whole length of the

anchorage.

Figure 4.26: Splitting crack pattern in beam GB29

Figure 4.27: Splitting crack pattern in beam GB30

Strain and bond stress distribution over the anchorage length

A characteristic distribution of normal strains over the single anchorage bar of

beam GB30 is shown in figure 4.28, for successive load steps. Similar distribution was

also obtained from the strain gauges in beam GB29. The slope of each curve is

proportional to the bond stress developed on the bar. The bond stress profiles are shown
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along the anchorage length in figure 4.28. It is clear that for low load levels the peak

bond stress develops at the end of the bar, up to the load level when the bar starts

slipping (around 50 kN) and the first splitting crack initiates under the bar.
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Figures 4.28: Strains, bond stresses and crack widths along the anchorage length

When the first splitting crack appears, the peak bond stress migrates from the

end of the bar towards the middle of the beam as load increases (see figure 4.28). The

reason for this movement can be attributed to the propagation of the splitting cracks
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along the reinforcing bar. In order to verify this, specially arranged LvnTs were

positioned at the bottom face of the OB30 beam along the length of the middle bar to

monitor the widths of the splitting crack during the test (see section 3.2.4.2). The crack

widths along the bar are plotted in figure 4.28. It can be easily observed from the above

three figures that before the initiation of the splitting crack (load level 50 kN), the

maximum bond value is developed at the very end of the bar. With the appearance of

the splitting crack at the end of the bar, the peak bond value moves towards the middle

of the beam ahead of the crack development.

Two additional remarks emerging from the observation of figure 4.28 have to be

made. Firstly, the non-zero values of strains and bond stresses at zero load level can be

explained from the fact that these values were recorded at the final load cycle of the

beam. The second remark is associated with the movement of peak bond stress value

along the anchorage length. In beams tested in phases 1-3, the peak bond value was

reported to migrate from the loaded end towards the free end of the anchorage, as the

load increased (see section 4.2.1.2). Here, it is not possible to observe this movement

since the peak bond value always lies at the end ofthe bar. This is due to the location of

the anchorage length with respect to the flexurally cracked zone of the beam. In this

case, the whole anchorage length lies in the cracked region of the beam, where the

development of flexural cracks influence the propagation of bond strength along the

length of the bar. This influence will be explained and discussed in more detail in

chapter 6 of this study. However, for larger anchorage lengths, for example in beam

CB37, where the anchorage length extents nearly over the whole shear span of the

beam, this immigration of the peak bond stress can be observed more easily, as shown
in figure 4.57.

Average bond strength values developed

In this section, two values of average bond stress developed by the single bar

anchorage will be examined. The first is the average bond value when the single

anchorage started slipping (tsl) and the second is the maximum average bond value (t.)
recorded during the test.

The problem with measuring 'tsl is the estimation of the load level at which the

bar started slipping. Since no direct access to the end of the bar was possible, the

estimation had to be made by examining the strain measurements from the strain gauges
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attached on the bar. For this reason, the author used the measurements of the strain

gauge attached at the very end of the bar (strain gauge c63 for GB29 and GB30, see

appendix B.l). The load level when c63 recorded the maximum local strain value was

assumed to be the load just before the bar started slipping.

The value of t" was much easier to be measured since the maximum strain value

of the strain gauge attached at the loaded end of the bar (c69 in the case of GB29 and

GB30 beams) was used in the calculation of r" over the whole embedment length.

The single bar anchorage in beam GB29 started slipping around a load level of

35 kN by developing "tsl equal to 2.0 MPa, whereas a value for "t* equal to 3.2 MPa was

recorded at the load of 65 kN. For GB30, the bond values where: "tsl = 2.2 MPa at 50 kN

and r" = 2.67 MPa at 66 kN. Figure 4.29 shows the development of t" during the test

for beams GB29 and GB30.
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Figure 4.29: Maximum average bond stress Vs load in beams GB29 and GB30

Strains on transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded on selected transverse links in beams GB29 and GB30 are

presented in figure 4.30. The strain gauges were attached on the vertical legs of the links

as shown in appendix B.l, where the location of these gauges is shown with respect to

the reinforcement arrangement. Strain gauges were used to monitor any contribution of

the links to the bond resistance of the reinforcing bar during testing. However, since

splitting cracks developed at the bottom side of the beams, the author did not expect any

noticeable contribution from the links lying in the anchorage zone, to the bond strength

of the bar. Nevertheless, figure 4.30 shows that in both beams, the links reacted to the

formation of the splitting cracks. Strain gauges c75 and c77 were lying in the anchorage
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length zone (as seen in appendix B.l) whereas c79 was outside that. The initiation of the

splitting crack was monitored by strain gauge c75 in both cases, just after loads 40 kN

and 50 kN for GB29 and GB30 respectively, when a rapid increase in the strain value of

the vertical leg of the link is noticed.
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Figure 4.30: Strains in the vertical legs of the links in beams GB29, GB30

It is also quite important to calculate this increase in the link's strain when the

bar is about to reach its maximum bond capacity. This happens around the load level of

65kN for both beams. From the graphs above, it can be deducted that an additional

strain of 1400 and 1200 micro is recorded in the link (c75) of beam GB29 and GB30

respectively, which corresponds to 66 and 56 MPa additional stress in the vertical leg of

the link.

4.2.2.2 Beam GB31

Beam GB31 was reinforced with four 13.5 mm spliced GFRP bars having

bottom and side cover to diameter ratios 1.85 and 1.5 respectively. The spliced length

was 300 mm in order to facilitate comparisons with the single bar anchorage in beam

GB30.

Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

The spliced bars failed in a splitting mode of bond failure, as it was expected.

The cracks developed at the bottom and the side face of the beam at the spliced region

as shown in figures 4.31 and 4.32. The crack pattern was similar to the face and side

split pattern shown in figure 2.13.
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Figure 4.31: Bottom crack pattern of beam GB31

Figure 4.32: Side crack pattern of beam GB31

Cracks initially developed at the bottom of the beam, at the end of the spliced

length, but they did not extent immediately along the whole length. On the contrary,

horizontal cracks at the side of the beam appeared just before the maximum recorded

load and extended along the spliced region only at failure.

In order to monitor the initiation and development of cracks at the bottom side of

the beam during the test, specially arranged LVDTs were positioned along the spliced

length (see section 3.2.4.2). In figure 4.33, the crack widths are plotted along the spliced

length. It can be seen that although the crack initiated at the end of the spliced length at

a load level of 25 kN, it did not spread over the entire length before the ultimate failure

load.
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Figure 4.33: Crack widths at the bottom face of beam GB31

Strain and bond stress distribution over spliced length

A characteristic distribution of normal strains over one of the spliced bars of

beam GB3l is shown in figure 4.34 for selected load levels. Similar distribution was

also obtained from the rest of the bars in the spliced region. The calculated bond stress

profiles are shown along the spliced length in a following figure. Similar to the single

bar anchorages in beams GB29 and GB30, for low load levels the peak bond stress

develops at the end of the spliced bar. However, the difference here is that the bond

stresses appear to be more evenly distributed over the spliced length, at lower load

levels. As the load increases, the spliced bar starts slipping and the peak bond stress

migrates towards the loaded end of the bar.
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Figure 4.34: Strain and bond stress distribution over a spliced reinforcing bar in GB31

Average bond strength values developed

The maximum average bond strength (1*) developed in the case of spliced bars

in beam GB31 was much greater than in the single bar anchorage in beam GB30. In

order to determine 1* , the strain values of the gauges attached at the loaded end of each

pair of spliced bars were considered. Hence, in the case of GB31, the average value of

the maximum strain measurements of strain gauges c53 and c43 were considered (from

the other pair of bars, strain gauge c69 was damaged and no readings were available).

The value of 1* calculated over the spliced length was 3.8 MPa at ultimate load level,

which was much higher than the value of 2.7 MPa developed in the single anchorage in

beam GB30. The maximum average bond strength ('t*) developed in one of the spliced

bars during the test, is shown in figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35: Maximum average bond strength developed in one spliced bar and the

midspan deflection of beam GB31 vs. Load

It is quite interesting to note in figure 4.35 that even after the maximum recorded

load, the spliced bars resisted the ultimate beam collapse. The triangular points in the

graph of 1* vs. load represent the bond values recorded after the maximum load which

allowed the beam to resist post-ultimate external load. These residual bond stresses are

believed to be related to the confining action of the shear links as it will be explained in

the following section.

Strains in transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded in selected transverse links in beam GB31 are presented in

figure 4.36. The strain gauges were attached on the vertical legs of the links in the

spliced region, as shown in appendix B.2. Strain gauges were used to monitor any

contribution of the links to the bond resistance of the spliced bar during testing.
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Figure 4.36: Strains recorded in the legs of the links in the spliced region
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From figure 4.36, it can deduced that only the link with the strain gauge c73

contributed to the bond resistance of spliced bars before the beam reaches its maximum

load capacity. Its contribution appeared to be very small since the stress recorded in the

link was only 38 MPa. However, immediately after the maximum load and the primary

failure of the beam, all the links in the spliced region were stressed. This added to the

bond resistance of spliced bars that managed to develop average bond values in the

region ofO.5 to 1 MPa, as shown in figure 4.35.

4.2.2.3 Beam CB32

Beam CB32 is reinforced with three 8 mm CFRP bars as shown in appendix B.2.

The bottom cover to diameter ratio for the single bar anchorage is 3.1 and the anchorage

length is 38 times the bar diameter (300 mm) which are both significantly higher than

the ones examined in the previously reported beams.

Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

The single anchorage bar failed in a splitting mode of bond failure. The crack

developed clearly at the bottom face of the beam below the single anchorage, as shown

in figure 4.37. The crack initially developed at the very end of the bar and as the load

increased, the crack extended along the whole length of the anchorage.

Figure 4.37: Bottom face of beam CB32
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Strain and bond stress distribution over the anchorage length

The strain and bond stress profiles over the single bar anchorage are presented in

figure 4.38. For low load levels, the peak bond stress develops close to the free end of

the anchorage length. It is noticeable the large values of local bond stress (> 14 MPa)

developed at the end of the bar before the bar starts slipping. However, when the

splitting crack initiates at the end of the anchorage (around load level 45 kN), the peak

bond stress moves towards the centre of the beam.
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Figure 4.38: Strains and bond stresses profiles over the anchorage length in CB32

Average bond strength values developed

CFRP single bar anchorage developed significantly higher average bond strength

values comparable to the bond values developed in GFRP beams. This is assumed to be

due to the larger cover to diameter ratio used in this beam but also due to the better bond

behaviour of CFRP bars to concrete (see also section 4.2.2.3). The CFRP single
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anchorage bar developed: "'Cs1 = 3.9 MPa at 48 kN load level and "'C* = 4.6 MPa at load

level of 60 kN. The development of "'C* during testing is presented in figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.39: Maximum average bond strength of single bar anchorage during testing

Strains on transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded on the vertical legs of selected links in beam CB32 are

presented in figure 4.40. The exact location of these links is shown in appendix B.2.
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Figure 4.40: Strains in selected links of beam CB32

It is clear from the figure that none of the links appears to react to the formation

of the splitting crack at the 48 kN load level, contrary to what was reported for beams

GB29 and GB30. This can be explained by the fact that the splitting crack was formed

at the bottom side of the beam whereas the strain gauge was attached on the vertical leg

of the link. For the above reason, ,the contribution of the links to the bond capacity of

CFRP bar can not be estimated from these measurements,
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4.2.2.4 Beams CB33 and GB36

Beams CB33 and GB36 are examined together since they have very similar

reinforcement and instrumentation configurations (see appendices B.3 and BA). They

both have a 300 mm spliced length and similar cover to diameter ratios (side

cover/diameter == 2.5 and bottom cover/diameter == 3). They are reinforced with 8 mm

CFRP bars and 8.5 mm GFRP bars respectively. The main objective of preparing

those beams was to compare the bond behaviour of CFRP and GFRP spliced bars

under similar experimental conditions. However, the concrete strength of the beams

differed significantly (although it was ordered to be the same) which has to be

considered in the comparisons of the results. The concrete compressive strength in

CB33 beam was 35 MPa whereas in GB36 was around 45 MPa.

Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

In both beams, the spliced bars failed in a splitting mode of failure. In beam

CB33, a horizontal splitting crack was developed passing through the axis of the

spliced bars as seen in figure 4.41. No signs of cracks at the bottom face of the beam,

below the bars, were found.

Figure 4041: Crack pattern in Beam CB33
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On the contrary, the spliced bars in beam GB36 failed in a face and side split

pattern (see figure 2.13). Cracks developed at the splice region both at the side and

bottom face of the beam, as seen in figure 4.42. However, these cracks were initiated

only at the last loading cycle of the beam and spread immediately over the whole

splice length, at failure load.

Figure 4.42: Crack pattern in beam GB36

Strain and bond stress distribution over the anchorage length

The characteristic distribution of normal strains over a spliced bar in beam

CB33, is shown in figure 4.43 at selected load levels. Similar distribution was

obtained from a spliced bar in beam GB36, as seen in figure 4.44. The calculated bond

stress profiles are shown along the spliced length in the same figures. Unlike the

profiles of bond stresses reported in a previous section for beam GB31, the peak bond

stress in beams CB33 and GB36 develops close to the loaded end of spliced bars. As

the load increases, the peak bond stress seems to migrate towards the free end of

spliced bars which is completely opposite to what was reported for beam GB31. This

difference is believed to be related to the larger size of splice length in beams CB33

and GB36 compared to beam GB31 (as multiples of bar diameter) and to the location

of the strain gauges with respect to the flexural cracks, as will be explained in more
detail in section 6.3.6.1.
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Figure 4.43: Strains and bond stresses profiles over a typical spliced bar in CB33
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Figure 4.44: Strains and bond stresses profiles over a typical spliced bar in GB36

Average bond strength values developed

The maximum average bond strength ('t*) developed in the case of spliced

bars in beam CB33 was much higher than the value of r" developed in beam GB36

despite the difference in concrete strength. In order to determine 't*, the strain values

of gauges attached at the loaded end of each pair of spliced bars were considered, in a

similar manner as described for beam GB3l. The value of 't* calculated for CFRP

bars over the spliced length was 5.7 MPa at ultimate load level, which was much

higher than the value of 4.1 MPa developed in the spliced GFRP bars, in beam GB36.

This is a very important outcome since GFRP bars appear to develop significantly less

bond strength than CFRP bars in spliced conditions. In the discussion chapter, an

attempt will be made to explain this difference which is believed to be related to the

different deformability of FRP bars in the axial direction. The development of
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maximum average bond strength (1*) versus the load over a typical bar in beams

CB33 and GB36, is shown in figure 4.45.
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Figure 4.45: Maximum average bond stress vs. Load in beams CB33 and GB36

The spliced bars also showed a significant post-ultimate resistance in both

beams. In figure 4.45, this behaviour is shown only for beam CB33 (triangular points)

where the bond developed was around 1 - 2 MPa. In beam GB36 the particular strain

gauge failed just after the maximum load, so no strain measurements were available.

However, in figure 4.46 the plot of the midspan deflection of the beam versus the

imposed load shows clearly the post-ultimate behaviour of the beams.
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Figure 4.46: Midspan deflection versus the load in beams CB33 and GB36

Strains on transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded on the vertical legs of the links located in the spliced

region are presented in figure 4.47. Strain gauges were used to monitor any

contribution of the links to the bond resistance of spliced bar during testing.
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Figure 4.47: Strain values in the vertical legs oflinks in the spliced region

It is obvious from the figure that the links in beam CB33 did not resist the

splitting failure of the spliced bars. Only link c79 appears to react after the maximum

load capacity of the beam, but the stress developed in its vertical leg was insignificant

«la MPa). On the contrary, two of the links in beam GB36 (c75 and c79) appear to

contribute slightly to the bond resistance of the bars before the beam reached its

maximum load capacity. After the primary failure of the beam, all the links, except

link c77, resisted the ultimate failure of the beam and contributed to the bond

resistance of the spliced bars.

4.2.2.5 Beam GB35

The single bar anchorage in beam GB35 was an 8.5 mm GFRP bar with a 300

mm anchorage length. The bar was placed at the edge of the cross section of the beam

(see appendix B.4) in order to compare its bond behaviour with that of single

anchorage bars positioned in the middle of the cross section (e.g. anchorage bar in

beam GB34). The bottom and side cover to diameter ratios for the single anchorage

were 3 and 2.4, respectively. Strain gauges were attached in both vertical and

horizontal legs of the links in the anchorage zone in order to monitor their

contribution to the bond resistance of the single bar anchorage.
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Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

The single bar anchorage failed in a splitting mode of failure. The splitting

crack developed at the side face of the beam along the single anchorage, as seen in

figure 4.48. The crack initially developed at the region of the anchorage length but, as

the load increased, it extended along the whole length of the bar.

Figure 4.48: Crack pattern of beam GB35

Strain and bond stress distribution over the anchorage bar

The strain and bond stress profiles over the single bar anchorage are presented

in figure 4.49. For low load levels, the peak bond stress develops close to the free end

of the anchorage length. When the bar starts slipping (around load 44 kN), the peak

bond stress migrates towards the midspan of the beam. The massive fluctuations in the

bond stress values along the anchorage bar, shown in figure 4.49, are believed to be

related to the development of flexural cracks in the beam. Hence, the relative position

of the strain gauges to the flexural cracks influences significantly the recorded strain

values as will be discussed in the following sections (beams GB34 and CB37).
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Figure 4.49: Strains and bond stress distribution over the single anchorage bar

Average bond strength values developed

The exact load level when the bar started slipping was not possible to be

monitored in this test, since no strain gauge was attached at the very end of the

anchorage bar. However, by considering the measurements of the last strain gauge on

the anchorage bar Cc49), it can be assumed that the bar started slipping before the 44

kN load level. At that load, the bar developed -Cst = 2.8 MPa.

The maximum average bond strength Ct ") developed was also difficult to be

estimated since the strain gauge attached at the loaded end of the anchorage CcSS)did

not record reliable measurements. For this reason, it was decided to calculate -c* by

using the measurements of strain gauge cS7 which was attached 400 mm away from
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the free end of the anchorage. The value of 1* calculated, was 3 MPa at 50 kN load

level.

Strain on the transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded on the links located close to the anchorage length are

presented in figure 4.50. It can be seen that the strain gauges c69, c73 and c75 have

recorded the development of splitting crack at loads 45 to 50 kN. The contribution of

the links to the bond resistance of the anchorage bar can be also estimated from the

figure. For example, the vertical leg of link No.2 applied a confining pressure of 45

MPa to the anchorage, at the load level when 1* was developed (load 50 kN).
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Figure 4.50: Strain values recorded in links of beam GB35

4.2.2.6 Beam GB34

Beam GB34 was reinforced with two main 8.5 mm GFRP reinforcing bars and

an additional single anchorage GFRP bar of the same diameter having an anchorage

length equal to 370 mm (see appendix B.3). The single anchorage was positioned in

the middle of the cross section and the bottom cover to diameter ratio was around 3. A

special arrangement of strain gauges was adopted on the single anchorage to examine

the distribution of bond stresses between consecutive cracks during loading (see
section 3.2.4.1).
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Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

The single bar anchorage failed in a splitting mode of failure. The splitting

crack developed at the bottom face of the beam along the single anchorage, as seen in

figure 4.51. The crack initially developed under the free end of the bar but as the load

increased, it extended along the whole anchorage length.
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Figure 4.51: Splitting crack developed under the single bar anchorage in beam GB34

However, apart from the expected bond failure of the single anchorage bar, one

of the main reinforcing bars failed in bond at the maximum load capacity of the beam.

Due to human error during the casting of the bearn, the end parts of the main

reinforcing bars were not covered by concrete (figure 4.52). This resulted to a reduced

anchorage length for the main reinforcing bars (reduction of anchorage length == 100

mm). As a consequence, one of the two main bars failed in a splitting mode of bond

failure by developing the splitting crack at the bottom face of the beam, as shown in

figure 4.52.
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Figure 4.52: Splitting bond failure of one of the main reinforcing bars in beam GB34

Strain and bond stress distribution between cracks

Figure 4.53 shows the strain and bond stress distribution on the single

anchorage bar between successive cracks of beam GB34. It is quite interesting to

observe that the location of strain gauges relative to the flexural cracks influences the

recorded strain measurements. A strain gauge located close to a crack indicates, in

general, a higher value than a strain gauge positioned in the middle of the distance

between successive cracks. This difference is more obvious at higher load levels. As a

result, the respective bond stress distribution between consecutive cracks includes

both positive and negative values, as shown in figure 4.53.

The high values of bond adjacent to flexural cracks imply that local bond

failure is likely, or even necessary, due to the large demand imposed by the large

difference in cross-sectional properties.

The average bond strength developed between the cracks is proportional to the

area enclosed by the curve. It is clear that this area includes both positive and negative

regions with an overall average being positive.
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Figure 4.53: Strain and bond stress distribution between successive cracks

Average bond strength values developed

The single bar anchorage is assumed to start slipping at around the 38 kN load

level, by considering the measurements of strain gauge c47. At this level, the 't51 was

calculated to be around 2.6 MPa (this value includes the correction factor of 1.08

reported in section 3.2.7). The maximum average bond stress value (t*) was

calculated from the readings of strain gauge c67 and it was found to be 3.2 MPa at

50kN load level. This value of 't* can be compared with the respective value taken

from beam GB35 presented previously (having the anchorage bar at the corner of the

cross section). By comparing the two values, it can be concluded that there is no

significant difference in the values of 't* although the cover to diameter ratio is

different in each case. This can be attributed to the additional confining pressure

applied to the bar by the vertical legs of the shear links in the case of beam GB35.
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The second bond splitting failure occurred in one of the main reinforcing bars

of beam GB34. The value of 1* recorded was not possible to be measured accurately

since the strain gauges (c4S, c73) attached at the loaded end of the main bars, have

failed before the bond failure of the bar. However, by considering the similar loading

behaviour of beams GB35 and GB34, after the bond failure of single anchorage bars

in each case, it is believed that the main bars in beam GB34 were very close to their

failure point just before the ultimate failure of the beam. So, their maximum strains

are expected to be about 21500 microstrain, similar to the maximum strain values

reported in the main bars of beam GB35. For this strain value, 1* is calculated to be

around 2.7 MPa.

Strain on transverse reinforcement

The strains recorded on the vertical legs of selected links of beam GB34 are

presented in figure 4.54. These links were positioned at the end of the anchorage

length as shown in appendix B.3. Figure 4.54 shows that the links c77 and c79 reacted

to the formation of the splitting crack at a load of 40 kN by a rapid increase in the

recorded strain values between loads 40 and 45 kN.
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Figure 4.54: Strain values in shear links of beam GB34
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4.2.2.7 Beam CB37

Beam CB37 was reinforced with three 8 mm CFRP bars, one of which was a

single anchorage bar having a 580 mm anchorage length. The bottom cover to

diameter ratio of the single anchorage was around 3.1. A special arrangement of strain

gauges was also adopted on the bar, in order to examine the distribution of bond

stresses between consecutive cracks (see section 3.2.4.1).

Mode of bond failure - Crack patterns

The single bar anchorage failed in a splitting mode of failure. As expected, the

splitting crack developed at the bottom face of the beam along the single anchorage,

as seen in figure 4.55. The crack initially developed under the free end of the bar but

as the load increased, it extended along the whole anchorage length, similar to the

failure of single anchorages observed in previously examined beams.

Figure 4.55: Bond failure crack pattern in beam CB37

Strain and bond stress distribution between cracks

The strain and bond stress distribution on the single anchorage bar between

successive cracks of beam CB37 is shown in figure 4.56. Similar to beam OB34, the

location of strain gauges relative to the flexural cracks appears to influence the

recorded strain measurements. Strain gauges close to cracks develop higher values.

than gauges located in the midspan of ·cracks. As a result, the respective bond stress
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distribution between consecutive cracks includes both positive and negative values, as

shown in figure 4.56.
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Figure 4.56: Strain and bond stress distribution between successive cracks

Strain and bond stress over the anchorage length

Another interesting outcome from the experimental data of beam CB37, is the

strain and bond stress distribution over the whole anchorage length. For this purpose,

only the measurements of strain gauges c47, c49, c65 and c67 were considered since

there was no interest in monitoring at this stage the local fluctuations of bond stress

values due to flexural cracking. The strain and bond stress profiles over the anchorage

length are plotted for selected load steps in figure 4.57.
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Figure 4.57: Strain and bond stress profiles over the anchorage length

At the beginning of the test, the peak bond stress develops close to the loaded

end of the anchorage. As the load increases, the peak migrates towards the free end of

the bar. The peak bond value located close to the end of the bar, increases with the

load until the bar starts slipping and the concrete cover cracks. The peak value then

follows the extension of the splitting crack and propagates towards the centre of the

beam, up to the ultimate failure of the anchorage.

Average bond strength values developed

In this case it was difficult to assess when actually the bar started slipping,

because the readings from the last strain gauge on the bar (c47) were increasing until

the failure of the anchorage. However, from examination of the values of the rest of

strain gauges attached on the bar, it can be assumed that the bar started slipping

between the 60 kN and 80 kN load levels. In the worst case (load equal to 60 kN), the
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calculated 'tsl for the single bar anchorage was 2.4 MPa (the correcting factor 1.055 is

included, see section 3.2.7). The maximum average bond stress ('t*) developed was

3.7 MPa (including the factor 1.055), at the load level of 87 kN.

Strain on transverse reinforcement

Since the splitting crack was expected at the bottom face of the beam below

the single anchorage bar, strain gauges were attached to the horizontal bottom leg of

selected shear links, as shown in appendix B.S. Only two of the links Cc75 and c77)

were located in the anchorage length region, whereas link c79 was positioned after the

anchorage length. The strains recorded in these links are presented in figure 4.58.
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Figure 4.58: Strains in selected links in beam

It is obvious that both the strain gauges c75 and c77 recorded the initiation of

the splitting crack just before the load level of 60 kN. Both the links also, appeared to

contribute to the bond splitting resistance of the concrete cover when 't* was

developed at 90 kN load level.

Further discussion of the experimental results will be made in chapter 6 after

the analytical study has been presented.
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CHAPTERS
ANALYTICAL STUDY

In this chapter, the results of the analytical study are presented. Two Finite

Element packages (ANSYS and ABAQUS) are used in modeling the bond behaviour of

FRP reinforcing bars in cubes and beams. The main purpose of this work is to develop

additional understanding of how FRP bars cooperate with concrete in each case in order

to sustain the pullout load. Analytical predictions are compared with experimental

results and conclusions are made.

5.1 PULLOUT CUBE TEST MODEL

The cube test modeling procedure has two main objectives. The first objective is

to help with the understanding of how the bond stress is developed at the FRP-concrete

interface during pullout. This was not possible to be deducted from the experimental

results since no strain gauges were attached on the embedment length of the bar in order

not to disturb the bond development zone. The analytical results are intended to give an

"inside view" ofthe FRP-concrete bond interaction during pullout.

The second objective of the model is to help develop a procedure for predicting

the bond behaviour of larger embedment lengths subjected to a pullout force, by using

the experimental data from specimens with smaller embedment. This objective is

considered to have practical usefulness since it is aimed in reducing the need of testing

large numbers of specimens in order to establish the relationship of how the average

bond strength is influenced by an increase in the anchorage length (Achillides et al,

1997c). It is accepted that the size of the embedment length influences the developed

average bond strength on the bar (see section 4.1.3.2 and also CEB Bulletin 151, 1982).

So, in order to use large anchorage lengths in practical applications the need of
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calculating the respective bond stress IS apparent. The suggested model aims to

contribute towards this direction.

The FE package ANSYS 5.0a (1992) was used for modeling the bond behaviour

of FRP bars in pullout cube tests. This package was preferred since it provides reliable

elastic-analysis results and a user-friendly visual interface. The analysis was conducted

by using perfectly-elastic materials (concrete and FRP), since concrete cracking was

assumed to be of minor importance under the specific pullout experimental conditions

(see pullout test arrangement in section 3.1.4). In addition, the elastic concrete model

was favored since it provided a more stable solution, than the solution provided by a

non-linear concrete model, which was needed for the investigation of the post-

maximum bond behaviour of FRP bars.

The results of the analytical study were compared to the experimental results

gathered from the pullout tests. The reader has to acknowledge at this stage that the.
great variation in the values of the experimental results limits the accuracy of the

comparisons between the experimental and analytical results. The following analytical

study concentrates mainly on the behaviour of GFRP 13.5 mm bars, since the

experimental values gathered for this type of bars are assumed to be adequate for the

purposes of the analytical study. However, the described procedure can be easily

followed for investigating the bond behaviour of other types of reinforcing bars as far as

sufficient amount of experimental pullout test data are available.

5.1.1 Description of the model

5.1.1.1 Geometry - elements

The FRP-concrete cube specimens were modeled by using 2-dimensional

elements. The concrete was modeled by 4-noted plane square elements (PLANE42

type) of 150 mm thickness, whereas 2-noted square bar elements (BEAM3 type) of area

143.13 mm
2
were used to model the FRP bar. Bar and concrete were linked together

with non-linear spring elements (COMBIN39 type) at a spacing of 27 mm (27 mm = 2

times the bar diameter). The use of this particular spacing will be explained in section

5.1.1.2, together with the characteristic load-slip curve of the springs.

In order to model the different sizes of embedment length used in the

experiments, 4 identical cube models were developed differing only in the number of
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connecting springs. Every spring was assumed to represent the bond contribution of a

27 mm bar length to the overall bond behaviour of the embedment length. An example

of modeling the 45GIOD (GFRP 13.5 mm bar having embedment length = 10xD = 135

mm ~ use of 5 springs) and the 45G6D specimen (GFRP 13.5 mm bar having

embedment length = 6xD = 81 mm ~ use of 3 springs) is presented in figure 5.1. The

springs connect the bar point A with the concrete point B, both having the same

coordinates with respect the origin 0, although in figure 5.1 they are shown to be

remote from each other.

10D model Pullout Deflection 6D model Pullout Deflection

Constrains
~~~~ ~~~~ ~

27mm 27mm.
Springs Springs

150 mm 27mm

Concrete
y cube

27mm Concrete
cube

o X

Figure 5.1: Model of 45G IOD and 45G6D specimens

The material characteristics of the elements used in the model are shown in table

5.1. The load-slip curve of the spring elements was deducted from the experimental

results, as it is explained in the following section.

Young's Modulus (GPa)

Concrete elements
(PLANE42)

Bar elements
(BEAM3)

30 45

Table 5.1: Element characteristics

The model was constrained at the top face of the cube in the Y-direction, similar

to the experimental set up (see pullout test arrangement in section 3.1.4). However, in
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order to avoid a differential movement of the model along the X-axis during pullout, the

X-direction was also constrained at the left top corner of the model.

The pullout load was applied on the bar in small increments along the Y-

direction. This load was applied in deflection control, so that the study of the post-

maximum bond behaviour of the bar would be possible.

5.1.1.2 Spring characteristics

The main role of the spring elements in this model was to simulate the bond

interaction between the bar and the surrounding concrete during pullout. The required

input data that define the behaviour of the springs are the spring extension values and

the corresponding force levels applied on the spring. In the case of this model, the

spring extension was identified by the bond slip of the bar and the corresponding force

was a function of the bond strength of the bar. In order to define. the input load-bond slip

curve, selected experimental data from the pullout cube tests were used.

Figure S.2 shows the experimental load-unloaded end slip curves for five

specimens having GFRP 13.S mm embedded bars. The only difference among these

tests was the size of the embedment length. It can be seen from the graph that as the

embedment length increases, the maximum pullout load also increases by a certain

amount. Only the 4SG6D specimen is an exception to this rule since it sustains higher

pullout load than 4SG8D although it has a smaller embedment length. This is attributed

to the variability of the experimental values, and for this reason the results of 45G6D are

not considered further with this modeling procedure.

60 _

50 _

40

Z
..II:
;;- 30
ns
0
..J

20
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0
0

GFRP bars D=13.Smm, fcu=4S MPa
-+-G2D

-ll-G4D
-.-G6D
~G8D

--*-G10D

2 3

Unloaded end slip (mm)

4 5 6

Figure S.2: Experimental Load - Unloaded end slip curves of GFRP l3.5 mm bars
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In order to explain the rationale of the springs' characteristics, the load versus

unloaded end slip curves of the specimens 45G4D and 45G2D are considered in more

detail. The 4D embedment length is assumed to be identical to two 2D lengths as shown

in figure 5.3.

25- Ft

20

Z 15
~..,

F2l..s 10

5

0
0 Oue 1

40-G2D
-G4D

GI"W bars D=13.!irm\ fcu::45 NPa

O"e
5 63 4

U110aded end slip (mm)

12D
upper

Figure 5.3: Contribution of the upper 2D bar length to the bond behaviour of the bar

The unloaded end slip, Oue, is a function of the load F 1, which corresponds to the 4D

embedment length, but is also a function of the internal load F2 which corresponds to

the bottom 2D embedment length. Since the load values F 1 and F2 correspond to the

same oue, the difference between F 1 and F2 will give a load value F that represents the

contribution of the upper 2D length at that certain slip. The contribution ofthe upper 2D

embedment to the Load-unloaded end slip curve of the whole 4D embedment, is the

shaded area between the 4D and 2D curves. The resultant curve of F versus oue is shown

in figure 5.5 (curve G4D-G2D).

Similar procedure is also followed for the specimens with embedment lengths

lOD and 8D, as shown in figure 5.4. The load values F, and F2 correspond to the same

oue and the difference between F 1 and F2 will give a load value F that represents the

contribution of the 2D length at that certain slip.
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Figure 5.4: Contribution of the 2D bar length to the overall embedment length bond

strength

The resultant load-unloaded end slip curve (G 1OO-G8D) is also shown in figure 5.5

together with the G40-G2D curve. It is obvious that the differences between the values

of these curves are quite small, so it is assumed that the contribution of the additional

20 embedment to the bond behaviour of the whole embedment length in each case is

fairly standard. These characteristics, expressed by the F-Due (G4D-G2D) curve, are

used in the modeling procedure of the cube tests.

14

12

10
Z 8~
'0
ftI 60
....I

4

2

0
0

-+- G40-G20: curve used in the model

-+-G100-G80

2 3 4 5

Unloaded end slip (mm)

Figure 5.5: Load vs. unloaded end slip for the "basic" embedment length

The above F-Duecurve was introduced in all the springs of the model except the

very last one, where the F-Duecurve of the specimen 45G2D was used (see figure 5.2).
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5.1.2 Results

5.1.2.1 Load-slip curve

All 4 models failed in a pull-through mode of bond failure. In order to examine

the validity of the modeling procedure, the analytical results were compared with the

corresponding experimental ones. In figure 5.6, the load-slip curves at the loaded (LE)

and unloaded end (UE) of the models are presented together with the respective

experimental curves.
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Figure 5.6: Load - slip curves of model and experimental tests
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Figure 5.6 (continued): Load - slip curves of model and experimental tests

It is obvious from the above figure that in all cases the analytical results follow

closely the experimental results both at the loaded and unloaded end, which proves that

the modeling procedure is quite valid. Only in the case of 45G6D specimen, the values

of the model defer significantly from the values of the test. However even in this case,

the initial stiffness of the loaded end is modeled accurately.

5.1.2.2 Distribution of normal and bond stresses over the embedment length

One of the main objectives of this analytical study is to give an "inside view" of

the FRP-concrete bond interaction during pullout. Although the experimental data

provide significant evidence of what is happening outside the embedment length (e.g.

slip and load measurements), there are no data available that show how actually the

bond is developed along the embedment length of the bar. This is an area where the

analytical study can contribute towards a better understanding of the bond behaviour of

FRP bars in concrete.

Figure 5.7 shows the normal and the bond stress distributions along the

embedment length, for the 45G 1OD model. At low load levels the peak bond stress is

developed at the loaded end of the bar. As the pullout load increases, the bond stress

seems to be constant along the whole embedment length. Close to the maximum pullout

load (52 kN), the peak bond stress migrates towards the unloaded end of the cube,

having a slightly higher value than the local bond value at the loaded end of the cube.

After the maximum load, the bond stress values decrease over the whole embedment

length until a certain load value (3lkN) where the bond behaviour of the bar is

controlled by the frictional characteristics of the bar-concrete interface.
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Figure 5.7: Normal bar stress and bond stress distribution along the embedment length

of 45G1ODmodel

5.1.2.3 Prediction of the bond behaviour of larger embedment lengths

After predicting the bond behaviour for small embedment lengths (L ~ lOD), the

modeling effort focused on relatively larger embedments. In this case, no experimental

data were available for comparison purposes hence, the presented results are solely from

the analytical study.

Three larger embedments were examined having lengths equal to 297 mm

(22D), 594 mm (44D) and 864 mm (64D). The bar-concrete connecting springs were

placed at 27 mm intervals and the concrete cubes had larger dimensions than before.
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The geometry of one of these cubes for the embedment length of 22D, is shown in

figure 5.8.

~ 27mm

~ Concretet~ 30_0_m_m_c_ub_e__ ~

300mm

!-----i GFRPBar

Figure 5.8: Model specimen of an embedment length equal to 22D (297 mm)

The characteristic curve of the connecting springs in the above three models was

somewhat different from the one used in the previous models. The two curves differed

in the post-maximum bond behaviour of the bar, as shown in figure 5.9. The curve used

in the previous models (curve 1) was obtained from tests that had the embedment length

of the bar in the middle of the cube. The positioning of the embedment length in the

middle of the cube resulted to an increase in the residual (frictional) bond value, as it

was explained in section 4.1.2.1. This value of frictional resistance was considered to be

rather "plasmatic" than real, because of the mode of bond failure of FRP bars. In order

to correct the post-maximum behaviour of curve 1, the frictional load resistance of the

bar was calculated by multiplying the maximum load by a factor 0.2, according to

section 4.1.2.1. The resulting curve (curve 2) shown in figure 5.9, was used in modeling

the larger embedments.
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Figure 5.9: Load -slip characteristics of springs used in the new models
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The same procedure was also followed for reducing the post-maximum resistance of the

last spring that used the load-slip characteristics of the 2D embedment in the previous

models (2D experimental curve). The resultant curve (2D model curve) is also shown in

figure 5.9.

The analytical results of the above pullout models showed that the bond strength

of FRP bars decreases, as the embedment length increases. In figure 5.10, the maximum

average bond strength is plotted against the embedment length. It is obvious that the rate

of bond decrease is much faster in smaller embedments whereas for larger embedments

the bond strength appears to be leveling.

600 800
Embedment Length (mm)

Figure 5.10: Maximum average bond strength versus embedment length for GFRP bars
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The distribution of normal and bond stresses along the embedment length as the

pullout load increases, is shown in figure 5.11 for the 64D model. The peak bond stress

initially develops at the loaded end of the bar and as the load increases, the peak value

migrates towards the unloaded end. It can be deduced from the bond stress distribution

graph that the contribution of the peak bond stress to the average bond strength of the

embedment appears to be more significant in smaller embedments, whereas for larger

embedments the frictional bond stress is the critical parameter. This observation

supports the findings of figure 5.10 that large embedments appear to have similar values

of average bond strength since this value is more influenced by the value of frictional

bond stress than the peak bond value. Similar findings, based on the experimental

results of beam GB16, were reported in section 4.2.1.2.
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Figure 5.1l: Normal bar stress and bond stress distributions along the 64D-embedment

length

By considering the regression curve in figure 5.10, it can be suggested that in

order to develop the full strength of a 13.5 mm GFRP bar (estimated around 1000 MPa),

an embedment length of around 945 mm (= 70D) is required. The average bond stress

value at that length is equal to 3.6 MPa.

It is important to note at this point that no bond splitting is considered in this

case, otherwise the required anchorage length would have been much larger, as it is

reported in section 6.3.7.2.
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5.2 BEAM TEST MODEL

Examining the bond behaviour of reinforcement bars in beam elements is one of

the main aims in this study. Their bond behaviour appears to differ from the one in cube

tests because of the different boundary conditions. Flexural cracks that develop in beam

elements due to external loading, influence the bond development along the main

reinforcing bars, as reported in the experimental study in chapter 4. In addition, bond

failure in beam elements is usually due to concrete splitting which is something quite

different from the pull-through mode of failure in cube specimens.

The modelling procedure reported in this analytical study has two objectives.

The first objective is to model the behaviour of concrete beams tested for this study and

concurrently to examine the bond development on the main reinforcing bars. The

second objective is to introduce a method of predicting the bond behaviour of

anchorages in beam elements, by using the limited number of experimental data

available.

For this modelling effort, the need of a Finite Element package that takes into

account the flexural cracking behaviour of concrete in beam elements is apparent.

ABAQUS FE package (ABAQUS. 1993) was used for this purpose. ABAQUS was

preferred than ANSYS, since it provides the facility of introducing a smeared-crack

concrete model in 2-dimensional models. In addition, it is regarded to offer better non-

linear solution procedures (RICKS procedure, see ABAQUS manual) for approaching

the initiation of cracking in the model.

In the following sections, the modelling procedure is presented and explained for

selected beams. The first beam modelled is CB19 beam, reinforced with 13.5 mm CFRP

bars and having failed due to concrete crushing (see table E.l.2 in appendix E.1). The

next step is to model CB20 beam, which was laterally confined and failed due to bond

failure (see table E.1.2 in appendix E) after one of the main reinforcing bars failed in a

pull-through mode (without any splitting in the concrete cover). Finally, beams CB32

and CB37 are modelled. These beams had amongst their main reinforcing bars a single
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bar anchored in the flexure zone that failed in bond due to concrete cover splitting (see

table E.1.3 in appendix E.1).

5.2.1 Model of beam CB19

Beam CB 19 was reinforced with two 13.5 mm CFRP bars and had a concrete

cube compressive strength of around 34 MPa. Further details on the reinforcement

arrangement are shown in appendix A.4. The beam failed due to concrete crushing. All

the experimental results are shown in table E.1.2 in appendix E.1 and in appendix E.2.

The main purpose of modelling CB 19 is to examine whether ABAQUS

smeared-crack model can satisfactory simulate the flexural behaviour of the tested

beam. For this reason, the distributions of normal and bond stress on the main

reinforcing bars of the model, as well as the overall deflection of the beam versus the

externally applied load, are compared with the respective experimental results.

5.2.1.1 Description of the model

Geometry

The geometry of the model is shown in figure 5.12. Since the load arrangement

is symmetrical about the vertical axis passing through the midspan of the beam (see test

arrangement in figure AA, appendix A), only one half of the beam was modelled in

order to save computational time. The geometrical dimensions of the model, shown in

figure 5.12, were chosen to be exactly the same as in the test.
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Figure 5.12: Model ofCB19 beam
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The dotted lines show the mesh used. The rational of choosing these mesh

dimensions is related to the arrangement of springs along the reinforcing bar, as

explained in the modelling procedure of beam CB20 in section 5.2.2. However, since

beam CB 19 did not fail in bond, the main reinforcing bars were assumed to be rigidly

connected to the surrounding concrete and no springs were used in this model.

Two main 13.5 mm reinforcing bars were used in the CB 19 model having the

material characteristics of CFRP bars. GFRP shear links (l Omm x 4 mm cross section)

were also used at a 75 mm spacing, according to the experimental model. Both the main

bars and the shear links were introduced in the reinforced concrete option of the beam

elements.

Elements

The elements used in the modelling of the beam were the 8-noded, plane stress,

2-dimensional elements (CPS8 type, see ABAQUS library' of elements). In these

elements, the reinforced concrete option was introduced.

Material characteristics

The material characteristics of CFRP bars (Young Modulus, Ec = 115 OPa) were

introduced in the reinforcing bars of the model whereas, the shear links had the elastic

modulus of GFRP bars (EG = 450Pa).

The concrete material characteristics are shown in figure 5.13 together with the

compressive stress-strain curve of the material.
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Figure 5.13: Concrete material characteristics

Loading procedure

The load was applied in a deflection control mode by using the RICKS loading

procedure (see ABAQUS manual for more details). This procedure was preferred since
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it provided a more stable solution during concrete cracking, in comparison to other

loading procedures that were not able to converge into a solution.

5.2.1.2 Results - comparisons

The model beam failed due to concrete crushing by reaching a maximum load of

116 kN. The load-midspan deflection curve of the model is presented in figure 5.14

together with the experimental one. It can be seen that the model simulates the

experimental beam quite accurately up to the load of 60 kN. After that load, although

the stiffness of the beam reduces, the analytical model does not predict well this

reduction. It is assumed that the propagation of discrete flexural cracks in the

experimental beam is partly responsible for this reduction in beam stiffness. The

smeared-crack approach that the model beam uses in the solution can not facilitate this

reduction. An additional reason for this reduction in beam stiffness might be the

increase in the span of the beam due to the horizontal movement of the beam support

estimated at 10 to 20 mm. The analytical model does not consider this movement either.
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Figure 5.14: Total load versus midspan deflection for experimental and model beam

The predicted distribution of normal bar stresses and bond stresses along the

main reinforcing bar are also compared with the experimental results. Figure 5.15 shows

this comparison at selected load steps.

It can be seen from the first graph that the model predicts fairly accurately the

value of normal bar stress in the constant moment region. In the shear span, however,

the values of the normal stress obtained in the experiment are higher than the respective

ones in the modelled beam. This difference is assumed to be related to the discrete
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flexural cracking occurring in the experiment, whereas the smeared crack approach of

the modelled beam results to a smoother distribution of normal stresses along the

reinforcing bar.

The same effect is assumed to be also responsible for the differences in the bond

stress profiles between the two beams. By examining the two profiles at the same load

level (e.g. 60kN), it is clear that the peak bond value of the experimental beam is closer

to the end of the beam than the peak bond value of the model.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of normal bar stress and Bond stress distribution for

experimental and model beams
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5.2.2 Model of beam CB20

CB20 was one of the few beams in the experimental Phases 1-3 that failed due to

bond failure (see table E.1.2 in appendix E.l). One of the two main reinforcing bars of

the beam started slipping just before the maximum load, and failed abruptly in a pull-

through mode similar to the one reported in the cube tests (section 4.1.2). Since no

traces of splitting were observed in the concrete cover of the bar, it was decided to

examine the bond behaviour of the reinforcing bar by using a similar method to the one

followed in modelling the cube tests in a previous section (see section 5.1). The main

purpose of this effort was to try a modelling technique to predict both the behaviour of

the beam and the bond behaviour of the reinforcing bar.

5.2.2.1 Description of the model

Geometry

The geometry of the model used was very similar to the model shown in figure

5.12 for beam CBI9. The most important difference was that only one bar was

introduced as reinforcement in the concrete element CPSS, whereas the second bar was

connected externally to the concrete elements by means of connecting springs, as shown

in figure 5.19. This second bar was supposed to model the experimental reinforcing bar

that failed in bond. Each spring was connecting the bar and concrete at the same co-

ordinates, following a similar procedure to the one described for the cube tests.

383mm

1250 mm

Figure 5.19: Model of beam CB20

Although for the cube tests a "basic" embedment length of 2D (27 mm) was

used, in this model a larger embedment (SI mm = 6D) was chosen. This was clearly
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dictated by the capability of ABAQUS to produce a reliable solution, since it was

proven that very small mesh dimensions prevented ABAQUS from converging into a

solution. This is a well known limitation in concrete FE analysis modelling, which does

not allow good results for elements with dimensions less than three times the aggregate

dimension.

So in this case, the 81 mm embedment was used as the "basic" embedment

length in the shear span of the beam, where the major bond development was expected.

However, in order to obtain the exact dimensions required, a different mesh size was

used at the two ends of the beam, as shown in figure 5.19.

Elements

The CPS8 type elements with the reinforced concrete option were also used in

this model, for the main body of the beam. The "external" CFRP bar was modelled by

2-noded beam elements (type B21) with a circular cross section'(radius = 6.75 mm).

The bar and the concrete elements were connected together with JOINTC type

springs. The springs were allowed to stretch only in the horizontal direction and their

main purpose was to simulate the bond - slip behaviour of the bar. Similar to the pullout

cube test modelling (see section 5.1), the spring extension was identified with the bond

slip of the bar, whereas the corresponding load was identified with the bond stress value.

The Load-slip curve required as input for the springs was decided to be taken from the

pullout cube test data since both the reinforcing bar in beam CB20 and the bars in the

cube tests failed in the same mode of bond failure (pull-through without splitting).

However, in order to derive the spring characteristics (load-slip curve), some

assumptions were needed to be made. In section 5.1.1.2, the load-slip curve of the

"basic" embedment length was derived from a procedure that used a series of

experimental data from the pullout cube tests of GFRP bars. Unfortunately in this case,

no reliable experimental pullout data were available for 13.5 mm CFRP bars to apply

this procedure. Nevertheless, by considering the similarity in the maximum pullout

bond strength values for GFRP and CFRP at the embedment length of 81 mm (see

figure 4.13, section 4.1.3.1), it was decided that the load - slip curve derived from GFRP

test could be used for CFRP bars as well. It has to be mentioned at this point that the

author acknowledges the fact that although GFRP and CFRP bars develop similar

maximum bond strength value at the 81 mm embedment length, they develop it at
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different slip values. This difference will be examined in a following section of this

study and will be shown to be unimportant to the overall bond behaviour of the bar (see

section 5.2.2.3).

The second assumption was associated with the post-maximum bond behaviour

of CFRP bars and it was similar to the assumption made in the cube test modelling for

the prediction of the bond behaviour of larger embedment lengths (see section 5.1.2.3).

In this case, the frictional bond value of CFRP bars was found by multiplying the

maximum load value by a factor of 0.55, according to section 4.1.2.1.

By making use of the above two assumptions, the resulting load-slip curve was

used in the springs of the CB20 model, as shown in the following figure. The curve was

obtained by multiplying the curve used in the cube tests (which referred to a 2D

embedment length) by three times in order to get a curve for a 6D embedment (81 mm),

and by considering the second assumption regarding the post-maximum bond behaviour

of the bar.

___ Spring curve used in cube tests (27 rrm)

---.- Curve used in the springs of Beam CB20 (81 rrm)
30 _

Z 20
.:0:
::; 15
ns
.3 10 _t--IIL

5

o
o 2 3 4 5 6

Unloaded end slip (mm)

Figure 5.20: Load - Slip curve used for the "basic" embedment length (81 mm) in the

CB20 beam model

From figure 5.19, it can be seen that apart from the "basic" embedment length

(81 mm) springs, there are other springs which represent the bond contribution of

different bar lengths (100,119,95.75 mm). Their load -slip curve was found by simply

increasing proportionally the load values of the "basic" load - slip curve. This

assumption was based on the fact that these embedments, having approximately similar

lengths to the "basic" length, will develop similar values of bond strength. In addition,

this simplified assumption is justified by the fact that the main bond contribution of the
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reinforcing bar was expected to be developed at the region of the first eight 81 mm

springs.

Material characteristics

Similar to model beam CB19, the CFRP reinforcing bars had a Young Modulus

equal to 115 GPa, whereas the shear links had an elastic modulus of GFRP bars (Ea =
45 GPa).

The concrete compressive strength of the beam could not be measured with

conventional methods since the beam was confined with stressed steel straps (see

reinforcement arrangement in appendix A.4). For this reason, the concrete confinement

model of Eurocode 8 (1988) was used to calculate the concrete strength:

where,

row =
Vs =
Vc =
fy
fcc =

Icc =
a =
Eco =
•

E co =
Et•ss =•
E c.8S=

(5.1)

for row s 0.1 I a (5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

=

volumetric mechanical ration of confinement reinforcement
Volume of steel = [25.4 • 0.8 • (2*250 + 2*150)] mm'
Volume of concrete = (250 * 150 * 50) mm'
Yield stress of steel straps (400 MPa)
Concrete cylinder compressive strength (27.2 MPa)
Concrete strain at max. stress at confined model
Effectiveness ratio, max. 1 (estimated = 0.25)
Concrete strain at max. stress at unconfined model (2100 micro)
Concrete strain at max. stress at confined model
Ultimate concrete strain at unconfined model (3500 micro)
Ultimate concrete strain at confined model

The concrete stress-strain curve resulted from the EC8 equations is shown in

figure 5.21, together with the respective curve of the unconfined concrete model used in

CB19. This approach was successfully adopted by Frangou (PhD Thesis 1996) when

dealing with similar confined beams.
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Figure 5.21: Confined concrete model suggested by EC8 (1988)

By applying these concrete values to the model beam CB20 however, the

maximum load achieved was only around 80% of the load recorded in the experiment.

Therefore, it was decided that the concrete strength had to be increased by a certain

amount in order to match the experimental results.

To overcome this difficulty, the identically confined CB 18 beam that failed due

to concrete crashing was modelled (see appendix A.4), so that the concrete strength

could be measured. Since both CB20 and CB 18 were cast with the same batch of

concrete, the concrete strength was assumed to be the same for both beams.

CB 18 was modelled with a similar procedure described for beam CB 19 and the

analytical results were compared with the respective experimental. The only variable in

this modelling effort was the concrete strength of the beam. After a series of modelling

solutions, the one that mostly fitted the experimental results was chosen. The concrete

characteristics used in this solution were assumed to be similar to the experimental ones

for CB18, and consequently for CB20.

The concrete material characteristics used for modelling CB20 are shown in

figure 5.22 together with the cylinder compressive stress (fey) - strain curve of the

material. For comparison purposes, the concrete characteristics used in CB 19 are also

shown in this figure.
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Figure 5.22: Concrete compressive stress - strain curve in beam CB20

Loading Procedure

The load was applied in a deflection control mode, similar to beam CB 19, by

using the RICKS loading procedure (see ABAQUS manual for more details).

5.2.2.2 Results

The modelled beam CB20 failed due to concrete crushing by reaching a

maximum load slightly higher than the experimental beam. The load-midspan deflection

curve is shown in figure 5.23, together with the respective experimental curve.
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Figure 5.23: Load - Midspan deflection curve for experimental and model CB20 beam

Although at the beginning of loading the model simulates quite accurately the

flexural behaviour of the experimental beam, the final mode of failure was completely

different. The model failed due to concrete crushing whereas the experimental beam

failed due to bond slip of one of the main reinforcing bars. The most obvious reason for

this difference is that the springs introduced excessive bond strength to the bar-concrete

interface that did not let the bar slip. It appears that the idea of using the springs directly
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from pullout tests into beam elements can not produce reliable results despite the fact

that the mode of bond failure in both cases is the same. It can be suggested that the

flexural cracking and stress conditions round the reinforcing bars might play a

significant role in their bond development in beam elements, as it will be discussed in

more detail in the next chapter.

In order to find a more reliable load -slip curve for the spring elements that could

model more accurately the bond behaviour of the reinforcing bars in CB20 beam, a

parametric study was conducted.

5.2.2.3 Parametric study on the load - slip values of the characteristic spring curve

The parametric study was based on the assumption that the load-slip curve (see

figure 5.20), introduced in the spring elements to represent the bond behaviour of the

reinforcing bar in beam CB20, provided "excessive" bond strength to the bar. It was

decided to investigate the effect of either reducing the load values of the curve or

increasing the slip values in order to create less "stiff' bond behaviour in the bar.

In the first case, the load values were decreased by a multiplying factor (see

figure 5.24) whilst keeping the slip values constant, whereas, in the second case the

initial stiffness of the curve was increased whilst keeping the load values constant. The

resultant load - slip curves are shown in figure 5.24. Curve Cl is the load - slip curve

that was used in the modelling procedure of beam CB20 described in the previous
sections.
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Figure 5.24: Load - Slip curves in parametric study

Each of the above curves was introduced in the "basic" embedment length (81

mm) springs of the model. For the other springs, the curve was modified accordingly

following the procedure described in section 5.2.2.1.

5.3.

A summary of the results of these parametric studies is shown in tables 5.2 and

Variable: Load

Experiment
Cl

C2 = 0.8 Cl
C3 = 0.6 Cl
C4 = 0.5 Cl
C5=OAC1
C6=0.3 Cl

Mode of failure Failure load (kN)
Bond Slip

Concrete crushing
Concrete crushing
Concrete crushing

Bond Slip
Bond Slip
Bond Slip

146
148
148
151
137
135
110

Table 5.2: First parametric study with variable the load value
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Variable: Initial stiffness
Mode of failure Maximum load (kN)

Experiment
Cl, KJ

C2, K2=0.4 Kt
C3, K3=O.l KJ

C4, K4=O.05 KJ

Bond Slip
Concrete crushing

Did not converge into solution
Did not converge into solution
Did not converge into solution

146
148
137
134
132

Table 5.3: Second parametric study with variable the initial stiffness of load-slip curve

First parametric study (load variable)

The first parametric study showed that the spring force had to be decreased

nearly to one half (curve C4) before the model beam CB20 would fail in a similar

manner to the experimental one. The load - deflection curve and the distributions of

normal bar and bond stress on the main reinforcing bar of model beam C4, were

compared with the experimental results of CB20 for selected load levels, as shown in

figures 5.25 and 5.26.
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Figure 5.25: Load-midspan deflection curve for the model C4 and the experimental

CB20 beam
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Figure 5.26: Normal bar stress and bond stress distributions over the main reinforcing

bar in model C4 and experimental CB20 beam

By considering the load - midspan deflection graph, it can be seen that the model

simulates the experimental beam quite accurately, at low load levels. At higher loads,

though the stiffness of the experimental beam reduces, the model results remain linear.

Similar behaviour was reported previously for model beam CB 19 (section 5.2.1.2) and

this difference was attributed to the smeared crack approach used for flexural cracking

in the FE analysis.
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From the first graph of figure 5.26, it can be seen that the model predicts fairly

accurately the value of the bar normal stress in the constant moment region, for all load

levels. In addition, the values of the normal stress in the shear span are also well

predicted, though not as accurately. This difference is again attributed to the

discreteness of the flexural cracks in the experimental beam, whereas the smeared crack

behaviour of the model beam results to a smoother distribution of normal stresses along

the reinforcing bar.

However, an important difference between the model and the experimental

results is located in the region close to the beam support. The slope of the normal stress

curve is much stiffer in the experiment than in the model in this region, which results to

much higher bond values, as can be seen in the bond stress graph. This can be attributed

to two factors. The first one is associated to the absence of flexural cracks in the region

close to the support, which allows the bar to develop higher bond stresses, as it is

explained in more detail in the next chapter (section 6.3.6). The second reason is the

confining action of the beam support on the main reinforcing bar, which prevents bond

splitting and increases considerably the bond stiffness capacity of the bar locally (see

section 6.3.5). However, in the case of the beam model, these high bond values can not

be observed, since the development of bond strength in the springs does not depend on

the confining action of the support.

Second parametric study (initial stiffness variable)

None of the beams in the second parametric study managed to converge to a

solution (see table 5.3). However, by examining the bond stress distribution on the main

reinforcing bar and the concrete strain values at the top surface of the model beam, it

can be deduced that none of the models was close to failure due to bond slip. In all the

cases, the maximum bond stresses developed in the springs were less than 50% of the

allowable bond capacity in the springs. For example, the bond stress distribution

developed in model C4 is shown in figure 5.27, together with the bond spring capacity.
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Figure 5.27: Bond stress distribution in model C4

On the contrary, the concrete strains developed at the top surface of model

beams, shown in table SA, were very close to the failure value (= strain value in model

Cl), which suggests that a concrete compressive failure was more likely to happen first

in all cases.

Model Max. Load
(kN)

Max. Concrete
compressive strain (xl 0.6)

Max. normal bar
stress (MPa)

C1,Kj

C2, K2=OA Kj

C3, K3=0.1 K,
C4, K~=0.05 x,

148
137
134
132

3950
3629
3551
3325

1096
1008
978
946

Table SA: Comparison of results of second parametric study

The main reason for non-convergence was considered to be the instability that

was introduced by the much larger deformability of the bar connected to the more

flexible springs compared to the fully bonded bar. In order to overcome this instability,

both reinforcing bars were connected with springs to the concrete and each solution

procedure was repeated. Unfortunately, the instability introduced to the model with this

modelling effort appeared to make matters worse, since none of the models managed to

reach higher loads than those shown in table SA, nor converged into a reliable solution.

The second parametric study generally showed that a decrease in the initial

stiffness of spring characteristics resulted to an increase in the deformability of the bar,

which reflected to a slight increase in the overall deformability of the beam (see figure

5.28). This however did not seem to influence significantly the ultimate bond strength of
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the bar, as shown in figure 5.29, where the bond distribution of model beams Cl and C4

is presented.
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Figure 5.28: Load-midspan deflection of models Cl, C4 and beam CB20
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Figure 5.29: Bond distributions in model beams Cl and C4

Based on the results of the two parametric studies, it can be concluded that

reducing the load values of the spring curve is far more effective in reducing the bond

strength of the anchorage bar. In addition, the first parametric study proved that the

bond values developed in anchorage bars in beam elements are significantly lower than

the respective bond values in pullout tests. The main reason for this difference is the

presence of flexural cracks in beam elements which reduces the bond strength of the bar,

as will be explained in more detail in section 6.3.6.
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5.2.3 Model of beams CB32 and CB37

Beams CB32 and CB37 had similar reinforcement arrangement differing only

the length of the single bar anchorage, which was 300 mm for CB32 and 580 mm for

CB37 (see appendices B.2 and B.5). In both cases the anchorage bar failed by splitting

the concrete cover at the bottom face of the beam (see sections 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.6).

In order to model the behaviour of these beams and more specifically, the bond

behaviour of the anchorage bars, the influence of the concrete splitting on the bond

development had to be considered. For this reason, this modelling effort focused on

introducing a working method of evaluating the bond splitting behaviour of the

anchorage bars in beam elements.

5.2.3.1 Description of the models

Geometry

The geometry of CB32 and CB37 model beams was similar to the one used

previously in beams CB19 and CB20. Both models were reinforced with two 8 mm

CFRP bars embedded in concrete. The additional anchorage bar that was supposed to

fail in bond was connected externally to the concrete elements by using springs, as

shown in figure 5.30. As in the experiments, GFRP shear links (10 mm x 4 mm cross

section) were also modelled at a spacing of 75 mm.

Different mesh dimensions were introduced in each model beam in order to

facilitate the exact length of the anchorage bar (figure 5.30). The selection of the mesh

sizes was arbitrary since the modelling procedure used is believed to be insensitive to

the spring size, and consequently the mesh size. As will be mentioned in section 5.2.3.3,

the analysis repeated by using different mesh sizes in order to examine the validity of

this modelling procedure and the mesh sensitivity of the results.
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Figure 5.30: Models ofCB32 and CB37 beams

Elements

The CPS8 type elements with the reinforced concrete option were used for the

embedded bars. The additional anchorage CFRP bar was modelled by 2-noded beam

elements (type B21) with circular cross section (diameter = 8 mm).

The anchorage bar and the concrete elements were connected together with

JOINTC type springs, similar to previous models.

Although the procedure of determining the load-slip characteristics of the

connecting springs was based on the previously described modelling knowledge (see

pull-out test and beam CB20 modelling), some new ideas were introduced in order to

facilitate the splitting behaviour of the anchorage bar.

It is known from the literature (see section 2.1.2) that bond splitting occurs when

there is no adequate concrete cover to the bar, at a lower bond value than the maximum

bond strength of the bar. Figure 5.31 shows a typical distribution of bond stress versus

the unloaded end slip of the bar together with an indicative bond splitting behaviour.
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It is obvious that to model the bond splitting behaviour of the anchorage bar, the

bond splitting strength (tsp) has to be quantified. For this reason, the bond values

gathered from the experimental data ofCB32 and CB37 beams were used.

Figure 5.32, shows the average bond values developed on the anchorage bar of

each beam, at the time when the first splitting crack occurred. These values were

calculated by using the strain gauge measurements at that load level, divided by the

distance of the gauge from the end of the bar.
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Figure 5.32: Average bond value developed at the time of splitting
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Non-linear regression was used to determine. the tendency of these values, as

indicated by the best-fit lines. It has to be mentioned out that due to gaps in the

sequence of data the regression curve might not be very accurate. However, in the

absence of any more experimental data from these or any other similar beams, it can be

assumed that these distributions are valid for modelling purposes.

Based on the dimensions of the mesh (shown in figure 5.30), the appropriate lSp

value was chosen for each type of spring from figure 5.32. This bond value was

translated into a load value, by using the basic equation 3.2, and was introduced in the

spring characteristics. The corresponding value of the unloaded end slip was assumed to

be very small, since the experimental results showed that for CFRP bars the ratio of the

recorded bond stress when the unloaded end started to slip to the maximum bond

strength was more than 80% (see figure 4.3 in section 4.1.1). In addition in the

parametric study presented previously in section 5.2.2.3, it. was proven that small

changes in the slip values in the springs do not seem to play an important role on the

overall bond strength of the bar.

The resulting load - slip characteristic curves introduced in the anchorage length

springs in each case are shown in figure 5.33, together with the curves used for the rest

of the springs in the models.
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Figure 5.33: Characteristic load - slip curves introduced in the springs, in each model

Material characteristics

Both models were reinforced with CFRP bars having Young Modulus equal to

115 GPa whereas, the shear links had the elastic modulus of GFRP bars (EG = 45 GPa).

The concrete material characteristics used in the models are shown in figure

5.34, together with the cylinder compressive stress (fey)- strain curve of the material.
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Figure 5.34: Concrete material characteristics

Loading Procedure

The load was applied in a deflection control mode by using the R1CKS loading

procedure (see ABAQUS manual for more details).

5.2.3.2 Results

Both model beams failed due to bond failure. The experimental results showed

good agreement with the respective experimental, as shown in table 5.5.

Splitting Load Normal bar stress at Beam deflection
(kN) loaded end (MPa) (mm)

Experim. CB32 45.5 553 18
Experim. CB37 80.6 861 30.2
Model CB32 43.9 512 15
Model CB37 84.2 926 27.7

Table 5.5: Comparison of model and experimental results

The small differences between model and experimental values can be attributed

to inaccuracies in the determination of the experimental splitting strength.

The load - midspan deflection curves together with the distribution of normal

and bond stresses along the anchorage bar for both models are presented and compared

with the respective experimental results, in figures 5.35 and 5.36.
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Figure 5.35: Load - deflection curve and normal and bond stress distributions for CB32
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Figure 5.36: Load - deflection curve and normal and bond stress distributions for CB37

By examining the load-deflection curves of both beams, it can be said that they

generally follow quite accurately the experimental ones, especially at low load levels.

The difference at the ultimate load capacity can be attributed to the incapability of the

model beams to sustain additional load after the slippage of the anchorage bar

(convergence problems were created), whereas the experimental beams continued to

sustain load with the remaining two main reinforcing bars.

The normal bar stress distribution graph of CB32 beam showed, that the model

predicted fairly accurately the stress value in the constant moment region. However, in
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the shear span the experimental stress values appeared to be higher. Nevertheless, it has

to be taken into account that the small number of springs used to model the anchorage in

this model (only 3 springs) can not facilitate more detailed comparisons. Detailed

comparisons should not be made for the distribution of bond stresses, although in this

case the model curves (see for example curve Mod. 40kN) predicted quite well the

respective experimental ones. Only the large bond value at the very end of the

experimental curve could not be predicted by the model because of the relatively large

spacing of the springs.

By considering the normal and bond stress distribution in model CB37 beam,

similar comments to the above can be made. However in this case, the larger anchorage

length and the presence of more springs makes the comparison more accurate. The

normal bar stresses both in the constant moment region and in the shear span were

predicted quite accurately (see curves at 40 kN), although at hi~her load levels, close to

the bar end, the experimental stress values appeared to be somewhat higher than the

analytically predicted ones. This again can be attributed to the smeared crack approach

of the FE package as opposed to the discrete cracking that develops in experimental

conditions.

Another interesting observation from the graphs of beam CB37 is that the

distribution of normal bar stresses is not as "smooth" as it was in the previously reported

models, which results to a non-smooth bond distribution along the bar. This is assumed

to be related to the small mesh size used in the model that created dependence on the

concrete flexural cracking. This. however, does not seem to influence the average bond

behaviour of the bar, as it can be seen in the comparisons of the model results with the

respective experimental. In addition, the results from modelling the same CB37 beam

by using a larger mesh size confirmed this statement (see next section).

5.2.3.3 Modelling of CB37 beam by using different mesh size

In order to validate that the modelling procedure described above does not

depend on the spring size used (spring size denotes the size of embedment length whose

bond behaviour the spring simulates). beam CB37 was modelled again by using a

different mesh size, as shown in figure 5.37.
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Figure 5.37: New model for beam CB37

All the element and material characteristics were kept the same, except the load -

slip curve of the connecting springs that represented the new spring size. The bond

stress value of a spring length equal to 145 mm was taken from the graph in figure 5.32,

using a similar procedure to the one described in that section (section 5.2.3.1). This

value was equal to 4.93 MPa, which corresponds to a load val~e of 14.2 kN. This load

value was used to define the characteristics of the springs and a new solution was

obtained.

The model failed due to bond failure at a slightly higher load than the previous

one (89 kN instead of 84 kN). This is attributed mainly to inaccuracies in the shape of

the regression curve (see figure 5.32), as it was discussed in section 5.2.3.1. The

distribution of normal and bond stresses on the anchorage bar of the new model was

compared with the respective ones in the previous model. Figure 5.38 shows this

comparison which suggests that, as expected, the anchorage bar in both models

developed similar bond behaviour.
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of the stress behaviour of the anchorage bar in beam CB37, by

using two different spring sizes

5.2.4 Discussion

The analytical approaches examined show promise, since important behavioural

aspects of reinforced concrete beams are well predicted. However, it is believed that to

achieve further refinements, better constitutive models will have to be developed for

modelling concrete in tension and shear. In particular, it is very important when dealing

with bond on the micro level to use a discrete crack approach since the effect of cracks

was demonstrated in the experimental work to influence the bond demand in a very

dramatic manner,

Flexural cracks appear to influence the development of bond on the bar. The

negative and positive bond values developed between successive cracks (see sections

4.2.2.7 and 6.3.6.1) reduce the average bond resistance at that region. As a result, the

average bond developed in the cracked zone of the beam is significantly lower than the
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bond in the uncracked zone. Model CB20 showed that although a reduction in spring

values could model the bond strength of the bar in the cracked zone, the much higher

bond values developed towards the end of the bar (in uncracked zone) were not possible

to be modelled with the same spring characteristics. One approach of modelling this

behaviour is to use different types of spring characteristics at the cracked and uncracked

zone of the beam. This approach, however, although it might give satisfactory results,

deals with bond macroscopically and does not consider the actual bond action on the

bar. As a result, the various parameters that influence bond (see section 2.1.3) can not be

incorporated in this approach since the spring values will always depend on specific

experimental conditions.

An alternative approach to the problem might be to consider the concrete-bar

system between successive cracks and examine in more detail the bond development at

that region. In this case, the bar would still be connected with, springs to concrete, but

the springs would have to consider the variation in bond stress at the two crack edges.

The results of this system have to be incorporated into an overall beam model, which

uses a discrete crack approach to flexure. It is expected that this approach might be able

to predict the peak bond values developed on the bar during loading, and give generally

more reliable bond behaviour.

As a further step, the bond splitting failure might be able to be incorporated in

the above modelling approach. In the method described in section 5.2.3 for modelling

the bond splitting behaviour of beams CB32 and CB37, bond development was also

examined macroscopically by taking the spring characteristics from experimental

beams. Consequently, a dependence of the spring values on certain experimental

conditions was apparent.

In order to eliminate this dependence, a more refined modelling approach would

have to be introduced. It is known that bond action is accompanied with radial stresses

in the surrounding concrete, which might split the concrete cover (see section 2.1.2).

Splitting, however, takes place in a plane vertical to the bar axis. So, the model would

have to consider a relationship linking bond and radial stresses, so that a certain increase

in bond would be accompanied with an increase of the radial stress in the transverse

direction. When this stress reaches the splitting strength of the concrete, a splitting crack

would have to be developed and the bond strength of the bar would have to decrease.
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The above described approach would have to be introduced in the bar-concrete system

between successive cracks, so that a more integrated solution could be developed.

In conclusion, it can be suggested that the modelling procedure described for

beam elements in section 5.2 enhanced the understanding of how actually bond

develops between bar and concrete and highlighted modelling problems that will lead to

the development of new approaches to bond splitting. One of these approaches was

briefly described above and is expected to form a starting point for future research.
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CHAPTER6

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the experimental and analytical results of this study are further

compared and discussed. The discussion is focused on both the pull-through and

splitting modes of bond failure of FRP bars in concrete. Based on the conclusions of this

discussion, relevant design recommendations are presented.

6.1 FRP BAR-CONCRETE INTERACTION

The FRP bar-concrete interaction is best described by using the bond versus

loaded-end slip curve of a short embedment length subjected to pullout similar to the

one used for steel. A typical bond vs. loaded-end slip curve is shown in figure 6.1:

Average
bond,'t

D 't*

r, A Splitting failure...o ~------------ -+

Loaded end slip, ~\e

Figure 6.1: Bond - loaded end slip curve of an FRP short embedment
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Section OA: At the beginning of loading, the main mechanism that resists the

external load is the chemical adhesion between the two materials. No measurable slip is

observed at this stage. The experimental results of this study showed that the value of

adhesive bond, la' lies between 0.1 and 1.3 MPa irrespectively of the type of FRP bar

and concrete used (see section 4.1.1).

Section AB: As the load increases, adhesion breaks and the bond mechanism

changes. The slip at the loaded end of the bar gradually increases and the deformations

of the bar develop bearing stresses due to their reaction against the surrounding

concrete. It is believed that transverse concrete microcracks start to originate at the tips

of the bar deformations that allow the bar to slip more. However, since the surface

deformations of FRP bars are much "softer" than the deformations of steel bars, it is

believed that the initiation of transverse microcracks is relatively delayed. Evidence in

literature (Tepfers, 1997) supports this view and suggests that the bond behaviour of

FRP bars at this stage is probably better than steel deformed bars.

Section BC: At this stage, the bearing forces from the bar deformations to the

surrounding concrete increase considerably, as the slip of the bar increases. The

resulting direction of these forces is assumed to subtend at an angle a to the horizontal

(see figure 6.2). The value of angle a is shown later to depend on the value of the elastic

modulus of the bar. As explained in more detail in section 6.3.2, the elastic modulus of

the bar influences the deformability of the bar inside the concrete and, in parallel, affects

the crack geometry and, hence, the concrete shear strength at the location of the crack.

Both factors influence the value of angle a and consequently the bond splitting tendency

of the bars.

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of bearing forces induced in the concrete

The radial forces (Fsp) are balanced against rings of tensile stresses developed in

the surrounding concrete (according to figure 2.3 by Tepfers, 1979). If no adequate
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confinement is provided to the bar by the concrete cover, and the value of the tensile

hoop stress exceeds the tensile strength of concrete, splitting cracks develop along the

length of the reinforcing bar. When the splitting crack breaks through the whole

concrete cover, the bond fails in a sudden mode without warning of ductile deformation.

The experimental results of this study showed that bond splitting initiates when

the unloaded end of the bar starts slipping (see figure 6.1, 'tsp == 'tsl). The bond splitting

value, 'tsp' can not be easily quantified with respect to the maximum bond strength, 't*,

since it depends on many factors such as the size of the embedment length, the

experimental stress conditions around the bar (tensile stresses, compressive stresses,

confinement etc.) and the concrete cover. In some test cases, the splitting bond stresses

over very short embedments (10 mm) were very high (see experimental results of beams

CB32, CB37 in figure 5.32 in section 5.2.3.1) and were assumed to be very close to the

maximum bond strength of the bar for the same embedment.

Section CD: If the splitting resistance of the surrounding concrete is adequate,

for example in the case of cube tests, then the bond value can be increased up to the

maximum bond strength, 't*. At this stage, both the loaded and unloaded ends of the bar

are slipping and the stiffness of the bond is significantly decreased. Depending on the

value of concrete strength relatively to the shear strength of the surface bar

deformations, two modes of bond failure can be identified for EUROCRETE FRP bars.

• For concrete strengths greater than 35 MPa

The bond failure occurs by shearing off part of the surface deformations of the bar.

Consequently, the bond strength of FRP bars in this case is not controlled by the

concrete strength, but appears to be governed mainly by the interlaminar shear

strength just below the resin rich surface layer (see also section 4.1.2, for more

details). So, unlike steel bars, any increase in concrete strength beyond the above

limit will not be accompanied by a significant increase in the bond strength of the

FRP bar (see figure 4.18 in section 4.1.3.3).

• For lower concrete strengths

For concrete strengths around 15 MPa, FRP bars fail in a mode of failure similar to

deformed steel bars. The concrete is crushed in front of the bar deformations and the
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bond strength is controlled mainly by the shear strength of the concrete (see also

section 4.1.2).

For intermediate values of concrete strength (15 to 35 MPa), there are no available

experimental data to show the exact mode of failure of FRP bars, although a

combined mode of resin and concrete failure is likely to be developed in this case.

Section DE: After the maximum bond stress, the bearing mechanism between

bar deformations and concrete corbels breaks and the bond stress decreases

considerably. The residual bond strength depends mainly on the frictional resistance, t.,

at the failure interface. The roughness of this interface determines the friction coefficient

and consequently the magnitude of r..

6.2 PULL-THROUGH BOND FAILURE OF FRP BARS

In this section, the bond failure mechanism of the EUROCRETE bars is

examined in more detail. The suitability of the most commonly used pullout cube tests

for measuring the bond strength of FRP bars is discussed and some recommendations

are proposed. Since the experimental conditions appear to influence the bond behaviour

of embedments in concrete, results gathered from different types of test arrangements

are compared to examine this influence.

6.2.1 Suitability of cube tests for measuring the bond strength of FRP

bars

As it was described in the previous section, the bond failure mechanism of FRP

bars can differ significantly from the failure mechanism of steel deformed bars. For this

reason, measuring the bond strength of an FRP bar with the conventional pullout tests

described in section 2.1.4 must be treated with care. It is important to understand that

these test arrangements were primarily designed to compare the bond strength of steel .

embedments that were expected to fail by crushing the concrete in front of the ribs. With
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FRP bars, for most practical concrete strengths, bond failure can take place, at least

partly, within the bar's surface.

Figure 2.5 in section 2.1.4 shows the two main types of tests used for evaluating

the bond strength of steel bars. Their main difference is the location of the embedment

length inside the concrete cube. Various views are expressed in the literature as to which

test is better to be used for deformed steel bars. Nevertheless, all the authors recognise

that only minor differences exist among the results of those tests. No significant change

is expected for the values of t*, tsl or t.,

With FRP bars, however, things appear to be different. Their different mode of

failure introduces a dependence of the recorded bond strength to the experimental

arrangement used. Since bond failure could take place within the bar's surface, Rehm's

experimental arrangement can not be used for measuring the bond of the bar because the

undamaged part of the bar that follows the embedded part, enters in the embedment

length zone and adds additional resistance to the pullout load (see figure 4.8 in section

4.1.2.1). This results to an increase in the recorded bond values, which do not reflect the

real bond characteristics of the bar.

So, in the case of FRP bars an experimental arrangement with the embedded part

of the bar lying at the very end of the cube, similar to RILEM test, will be safer to be

used for more reliable pullout bond results.

In addition, the use of pullout tests for companng the bond behaviour of

different material bars is also questionable. Experimental results showed that although

CFRP and GFRP develop similar bond strengths in pullout cube conditions (see section

4.1.3.1), their bond strength splitting values in beam elements differ significantly. GFRP

bars appear to develop less than 75% of the bond strength of similar diameter CFRP

bars under identical experimental conditions.

The important conclusion here is that it would be dangerous to assume that two

types of bars develop similar bond strengths, based on results from pullout tests, and use

this assumption for design purposes in practical applications. Pullout test results appear

10 be misleading and should not be used for comparing the bond stren-gth of different

types of bars.
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A third point regarding the suitability of pullout tests in quantifying the bond

strength of FRP bars is related to the influence of the experimental conditions on the

bond strength value. It is known from tests on steel bars that the experimental conditions

in pullout cube tests produce bond values in excess of those used in design (Cairns,

1995). For this reason, the bond strength results gathered from three types of tests,

where the FRP bar failed in a pull-through mode of bond failure, are presented in the

following sub-section and the influence of the experimental conditions discussed.

6.2.2 Influence of experimental conditions on bond strength

In order to study the influence of the experimental conditions on the bond

strength of FRP embedments, three types of tests were examined according to figure

6.3.

Pullout Force
(Tension) Compression

Flexure Load
Pullout Force

. ..
//. .
/~

". Lateral
""- _ _......_ _ __. compression

on the bar

.... ) FRP Bar

~>3d~

CUBE PULLOUT TEST BEAM TEST SLAB PULLOUT TEST

Figure 6.3: Three types of tests where pull-through mode of bond failure occurred

In all the above tests, the reinforcing bar was pulled-through without any

indications of splitting. The experimental arrangement and results from the cube and

beam tests are presented in detail in chapters 3 and 4, so, here, more emphasis is given

on the additional series of slab pullout tests that was conducted by the author as part of

another study (Achillides et al, 1996).

In this series, six 13.5 mm GFRP bars were embedded vertically in a 200 mm

depth concrete slab, as shown in figure 6.3. The concrete cube compressive strength of

the slab was found to be 41 MPa on the day of testing. The GFRP embedments were
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pulled-out by means of a special test rig and a hollow core hydraulic jack. The test rig

supports were at a considerable distance from the embedment (> 300 mm) in order not

to interfere with the bond development on the bar.

All embedments failed in a pull-through mode of failure by peeling off part of

the bar deformations. The experimental results for selected embedment lengths are

shown in table 6.1, together with the results of the cube pullout tests at respective

embedments.

Embedment Slab tests Cube tests
(mm) Pullout load (kN) t* (MPa) Pullout load (kN) t* (MPa)

80 28.2 8.3 39.8 11.6
120 31.6 6.2 5l.9 10.2
200 58.4 6.9

Table 6.1: Comparison of experimental results of cube and slab pullout tests

It is obvious from the results above, that the slab pullout tests developed less bond

strength than the respective cube tests, and this can be clearly attributed to the different

boundary conditions in each experiment.

In cube tests, the bar is subjected to axial pullout load but the adjacent concrete

is subjected to normal and lateral compressive stresses from the reaction of the plate on

the concrete surface. These stresses act like confinement on the perimeter of the bar and

can increase its bond capacity (figure 6.3). On the contrary, in slab pullout tests the

surrounding concrete is subjected mainly to mild tension due to the bending action and

no normal or lateral compressive forces are developed in the region due to the support
action.

In the case of beam elements, although there are no experimental pull-through

results for the embedment lengths shown in table 6.1, it is expected that the bond

strength of the reinforcing bar will be less than the bond developed in the other cases.

There are two reasons for that. Firstly, in beam elements the concrete surrounding the

bar is subjected to large longitudinal tensile stresses and, secondly, flexural cracks are

expected to influence the development of bond on the bar and affect its overall bond
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strength. More details on the effect of flexural cracks on bond development are given in

section 6.3.6.

In conclusion, it can be suggested that the bond strength values of FRP bars (for

similar type of bond failure) are very dependent on the experimental conditions. The

results from the conventional pullout tests, although they give an indication of the

maximum bond strength possible to be achieved, they can not be used to predict the

bond strength of bars in more practical conditions, such as beams, columns and slabs.

On the contrary, the beam type tests similar to those conducted in this study (see section

4.2) reinforced either with single anchorages or spliced bars, can give a reliable

indication of the actual bond behaviour of FRP bars. The problem, however, with this

type of tests is that they are much more complicated in preparation and thus more

capital and resource intensive than the traditional pullout tests. Nevertheless, when

suitable instrumentation is applied on the reinforcing bars of these tests, the amount of

the experimental effort required will be reduced, according to the working method

suggested in section 6.3.7.2 of this study.

6.3 SPLITTING BOND FAILURE OF FRP BARS

6.3.1 Experimental evidence

The splitting mode of bond failure of single anchorage or spliced FRP bars has

been examined in phase 4 of the experimental study. The results of this phase are

presented in section 4.2.2 and in table E.l.3 in appendix E.l.

The experimental results showed that the CFRP bars develop generally higher

bond splitting strengths than GFRP bars under identical experimental conditions

(Achillides et al, 1998). This behaviour was quite unexpected since the pullout cube test

results, shown in section 4.1.3.1 of this study, suggested that both types of bars develop
similar bond strength values.

By considering, for example, the results of beams CB33 and GB36 which were

reinforced with the same diameter CFRP and GFRP spliced bars respectively, it can be
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seen that CFRP bars develop "t* = 5.7 MPa whereas GFRP bars only 4.1 MPa. In

addition, the difference in concrete tensile strength between the two needs also to be

considered in this comparison. If it is assumed that the concrete tensile strength is

proportional to the square root of the concrete cube strength (Tepfers, 1973 - CEB

Bulletin 151, 1982 - ACI,1995), then the bond value of the CFRP bars has to be

multiplied by a factor equal to -..1451-..135. This results to a further increase of the

difference among the two values and suggests that GFRP bars develop only 63% of the

bond splitting strength of CFRP bars.

Similar conclusions can be drawn by comparing the bond splitting values of

beams CB32 and GB34 or even beams GB34 and CB37. In these beams, the

comparison is not so straightforward since the single bar anchorages do not have the

same length. Nevertheless in both cases, GFRP bars appear to develop considerably

lower bond splitting strengths than CFRP bars. It is estimated that GFRP bars developed

only around 6D -75% of the bond splitting strength ofCFRP bars.

Since from the pullout tests the two types of bars appear to develop the bond

stress in a similar fashion, the difference in the bond splitting strength should be

attributed to a higher splitting tendency of the GFRP bars. Since the bars are otherwise

identical, this tendency should be due to the difference in the Young's modulus between

the two materials. In the following section, the importance of the elastic modulus on the

bond splitting behaviour of FRP bars is examined in more' detail. In addition the effect

of the concrete shear stress along the cracks is also considered.

6.3.2 Analytical approach to the bond splitting failure

In order to examine the effect of Young's modulus on the bond splitting strength

of a reinforcing bar, the following simplified FE model was analysed by using ANSYS

5.Da.A reinforcing bar was attached on a square concrete block that was constrained at

its top side along the vertical and horizontal direction, as shown in figure 6.4. Both bar

and concrete were given elastic properties. Element types PLANE42 were used for the

concrete (75 mm thickness) and LINKI for the bar (d=13.5 mm).
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Figure 6.4: FE model for the investigation of the effect of Young's modulus on the bond

splitting strength of FRP bars

This model is assumed to simulate the behaviour of an end bar-concrete.
"system" between successive flexural cracks. This kind of "system" can be found in

concrete beam elements reinforced with a single bar anchorage, or it can even be

identified with the bar-concrete system between successive microcracks, as shown in

figure 2.2. The bar was loaded axially in the horizontal direction and the distribution of

stresses normal to the bar axis developed along the bottom side of the bar was

monitored. These stresses can be regarded to be the splitting stresses induced by the bar

on the bottom concrete cover.

Two solutions were performed by using the above model. In the first one, the bar

had the Young's modulus of GFRP bars (45 GPa), whereas in the second solution the

bar had the modulus of CFRP bars (115 GPa). The applied load had the same value in

both cases (15 kN).

The distribution of stresses normal to the bar axis induced in the bottom concrete

cover had the same shape in both models, as shown in figure 6.5, The peak stress

however, had a different value for each material. As expected, the peak bond stress

value that controls the bond splitting strength of the bar was greater in the GFRP bar.

This suggests that GFRP bars can cause higher splitting stresses than CFRP bars under

identical pullout load. The ratio between the peak stress of GFRP bar to the peak stress

of CFRP bar was calculated to be around 1.16 which means that GFRP bars appear to

develop only around 85% of the bond splitting strength of CFRP bars.
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Figure 6.5: Splitting stress distribution along the bar

It is useful to comment at this point that the peak splitting stress develops at the

front end of the model whilst in the experiments splitting was observed to develop from

the other end. In reality, the bar "slips" relatively to the surrounding concrete due to the

pullout load action, which results to the migration of the peak bond stress towards the

end of the bar. This example, however, was designed to demonstrate the value of the

peak splitting load rather than its location on the bar.

A similar model was used to evaluate the effect of the concrete shear stress along

the ends of the block on the bond splitting tendency of reinforcing bars. Shear stresses

were added to the two sides of the model, as shown in figure 6.6. These stresses

simulate the shear resistance of concrete across cracks that depends mainly on the

geometry of the cracks and the deformation characteristics of the concrete block

between the cracks. Before the formulation of the cracks, full shear concrete resistance

is assumed, whereas as the crack develops, the shear resistance decreases.
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Figure 6.6: FE model for the investigation of the effect of concrete shear stress on bond

splitting

Three solutions were performed at different values of shear stress by using the

same type of bar (GFRP). The values of the splitting stresses along the bar are shown in

the following figure.
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Figure 6.7: Splitting stress distribution along the bar

It can be seen from the above figure that as the concrete shear stress decreases,

the peak splitting stress increases, resulting to a higher splitting tendency. This is a very

important observation that is also related to the deformability of the reinforcing bar. The

concrete shear strength at the crack location depends mainly on the geometric

characteristics of the crack (width and length). The crack geometry, however, depends
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on the elongation of the bar and this is proportional to the elastic modulus of the bar. So,

for example, GFRP bars having a lower elastic modulus than CFRP bars are expected to

create wider cracks and, consequently, the concrete shear stress transfer between the

cracks will be less. As a result, the splitting tendency of the GFRP bars will be even

higher than for CFRP bars.

From the results of the above two modelling studies, it can be concluded that

the value of the Young's modulus of reinforcing bars plays an important role in their

bond splitting strength. It influences the deformability of the bars inside the concrete

and in parallel, it affects the crack geometry and consequently the concrete shear stress

at the location of the crack. Both factors influence the splitting tendency of the bars. By

considering the effect of both factors GFRP bars are expected to develop less than 80%

of the bond splitting strength of CFRP bars which is similar to what was reported in the

experimental chapter of this study.

The importance of the shear stress as a likely influencing factor on the bond

splitting tendency of reinforcing bars was also reported in the literature by Cairns and

Jones (1995, 1996). In their studies, shown in section 2.1.5, they included an additional

force, F" to the "classic" equilibrium of forces suggested by Tepfers (1973), which

represented the shear stress in the concrete on the inclined bearing surface of the rib, as

shown in figure 6.8.

icrocracks
Tepfers (1973)

r = f '"cotaIp

Bond force = Fb

Fn = Force from the
inclined orbels

Cairns and Jones (1995)

Shear force on bar
from concrete = F,

t Splitting force = r.,

Figure 6.8: Approaches to the bond splitting behaviour of steel bars
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The shear stresses due to this shear force require complimentary shear stresses to

be developed at the microcrack interface, which are similar to the ones being examined

in this study. However, Cairns and Jones implied that this shear force entail only the

effect of concrete friction between bar and concrete which is something different to

what is suggested in this study.

Tepfers (1973) did not mention in his studies anything about the influence of

this concrete shear stress at the microcracks, even though the angle a. of the resultant

force, Fn, and the bar axis, is likely to accommodate this influence (angle a. = 45° for

steel deformed bars).

Based on the experience gained in this study and the suggestions of Cairns and

Jones (1996), the author resulted to a model that entails the parameters which influence

the development of bond and splitting stresses around the bar (figure 6.9). In this model,

the equilibrium of stresses in the concrete corbel is considered.

+._._-_._._.-._._._._-_

Concrete corbel

---------->
Pullout
direction

Figure 6.9: Parameters that influence the development of bond and splitting stresses

In this model bond and splitting stresses depend on:

• fn: the stresses that are induced in the surrounding concrete by the bar deformations,

which also entail the effect of the deformability of the bar in the axial and transverse
direction

• fv: the frictional force between bar and concrete induced on the inclined bar surface
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• fs: the concrete shear stresses at the location of the cracks

The bond and splitting stresses act at the edge of the corbel and their distribution

along the edge is no longer constant due to the moment introduced by the concrete shear

stresses, fs.Typical distribution of the splitting stresses, fsp'was shown in figures 6.5.and

6.7.

The above model suggests that the relationship between t and fspcan not be

expressed in a simple form, as Tepfers (1973) and Cairns and Jones (1995) suggested in

their models. The actual values of r and fspcan be calculated only by solving the corbel

stress system at a certain stress stage, since the whole stress system changes during the

pullout action. It is also important to note that in the above model any change in the

bond strength of the bar, due to a change in fsor (, is not necessarily accompanied with

a change in the direct splitting component, fsp.

In the following, the "classic" bond splitting model: introduced by Tepfers

(1973), is used in order to estimate the angle a for the G and CFRP bars, by using the

experimental results of this study. It is expected that the value of angle a will be

different for the two materials, which will further confirm the importance of the

Young's modulus on the bond splitting behaviour of these bars.

6.3.3 Estimation of angle a for GFRP and CFRP bars

The procedure of calculating the exact value of angle a is generally quite

difficult and unreliable. In the case of deformed steel bars various values were suggested

(Tepfers, 1973 - Cairns and Jones, 1995 - Eligehausen, 1979 - Tepfers and Olsson, 1992

- Orangum et al, 1972) lying in the range of 26 and 72 degrees.

In order to be able to evaluate a value of angle a for the FRP bars, the author

relied on the bond splitting results of the phase 4 beam tests. In these tests, all the single

anchorage bars had a strain gauge attached at their very end, as shown in appendix B.

The readings of these gauges provided the normal strain on the bar at the time of

splitting and, consequently, the local bond stress was evaluated, by using equation 3.3.

Splitting was assumed to initiate at the load level just after the strain at the end of the
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bar reached its maximum value. This assumption was also confirmed by observations

during the testing procedure, by monitoring the load level at the initiation of splitting.

The local bond splitting values were introduced in Tepfers (1973) partly-cracked

elastic and uncracked plastic bond splitting models (see equations 2.3 and 2.4) and the

value of angle a was calculated for each bar. Both models were used, since indications

in literature suggested that the "real" bond splitting strength falls between Tepfers

plastic and partly cracked elastic models (Den Uijl and Bigai, 1996).

The influence of the transverse reinforcement (vertical and horizontal legs of

shear links) was also considered. For this reason, the readings of the strain gauges

attached on the legs of shear links, at the time when splitting initiated, were used. The

readings of all strain gauges in beam tests can be found in detail in appendix E.3. When

no strain gauges were attached to the leg that was crossing the splitting crack, the

concrete tensile strain (s100 micro) was assumed in the links. The author acknowledges

that this simplified assumption does not represent the exact experimental conditions in

every beam tested. Since all the single anchorage bars lie in the shear span of the beams,

certain load is anticipated in the vertical legs of the shear links of the anchorage region,

and consequently in the horizontal legs too.

The results of this study are presented in tables 6.2 and 6.3. The equations used

for the calculation of angle a were the following:

Partly cracked elastic: * * d _ c + d 12 * f. A * sf * EG
r tana - 1.664 cl + s (6.1)

Uncracked plastic: A*s * Er:*tana*d=2*c* f. + f G
cl S (6.2)

where,

't = the experimental bond splitting stress at the end of the bar (MPa)

A = the area of the leg of the GFRP shear link crossing the crack

Er = the strain in the leg of the GFRP shear link

and the rest symbols according to general notations
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It can be seen from the tables that the results, despite their variation, are

relatively consistent. As expected, the value of angle a was much greater in GFRP bars

than in CFRP bars at the time of splitting which can explain the higher splitting

tendency of GFRP bars. Based on these results, it can be suggested that the value of

angle a for GFRP bars lies between 47° to 69° degrees, whereas. for CFRP bars lies

between 29° and 54° degrees. The author acknowledges at this point that much more

experimental work is needed to establish more reliable values for angle a, although the

above results can give a reasonable indication of the difference between the two

materials.
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6.3.4 Radial stresses induced by splices in the surrounding concrete

\Vhen splices are axially loaded, they impose radial pressure to the surrounding

concrete that can lead to splitting (CEB Bulletin 151, 1982). The most known

distributions of radial stresses around spliced steel bars were introduced by Tepfers

(1973), Reynolds (1982) and Cairns and Jones (1995) and are shown in figure 6.10 (see

also section 2.1.6.2 for more details). The first two distributions (Tepfers 1, 2) were

deducted analytically, whereas the other two were based mostly on experimental results.

Tepfers 1 Tepfers 2 Reynolds Cairns and Jones Single bar

Figure 6.10: Distribution of stresses around splices

In the experimental part of this study, three beams (GB31, CB33 and GB36)

,...ere reinforced with FRP bars having their spliced length in the constant moment

region, as shown in appendix B. The summary of their results are shown in table E.1.3

in appendix E.l.

In order to assess the distribution of splitting stresses around the spliced bars,

their results were compared with respective results from single anchorages. In the

following study, the bond stresses developed are assumed to be directly proportional to

the radial stresses induced in the surrounding concrete, similar to the relationship

suggested by Tepfers (see figuree.S).

Firstly, the spliced bars in beam GB31 were compared with the single anchorage

bar in beam GB30, since both beams were reinforced with 13.5 mm diameter bars,

haying the same anchorage length (300 mm) and similar concrete strength. The

contribution of transverse reinforcement in either case was assumed to be insignificant.

based on the experimental results reported in chapter 4. In figure 6.11, the arrangement

of reinforcement and the failure crack pattern are shown for both beams.
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20 56 20

GB31 GB30

Figure 6.11: Reinforcement arrangement and crack pattern in beams GB31 and GB30

The spliced bars developed bond strength at failure equal to 3.8 MPa, whereas

the single anchorage in beam GB30 developed 2.7 MPa. By comparing the size of the

concrete failure line, resisting splitting in each case (marked with the stress blocks), it

can be suggested that in spliced bars the failure line is approximately double than in the

single bar anchorage (106 mm == 2 x 50 mm).IfTepfers radial stress distribution vertical

to the plane passing though the axes of the bars was considered to be valid, the. bond

strength developed in each spliced bar should have had half the value of bond strength

developed in the single anchorage. On the contrary, the bond strength developed in

spliced bars has a much greater value than the bond strength of the single bar. This

appears to suggest that the pair of spliced bars split much less (only 70%), than a single

anchorage bar. However, the author regards this conclusion relatively unreliable

especially if it is compared with the conclusions drawn from the following two

comparisons. It is believed that a more realistic conclusion is that the pair of spliced

bars splits equally with a single anchorage bar.

The second comparison is between beams CB33 and CB32. Both beams are

reinforced with 8 mm CFRP bars having the same anchorage length (300 mm) and

similar concrete strengths. Figure 6.12 shows the arrangement of reinforcement in the

beam cross-section and the crack pattern in this case.

20 78 20

@i.mmun.i 25 l\:::::.···:;.:.<.~-.-··~.>
L :J 25 l.······\ujl§,• \

CB33 CB32

Figure 6.12: Reinforcement arrangement and crack pattern in beams CB33 and CB32
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The spliced bars in beam CB33 developed bond strength equal to 5.7 MPa

whereas the single bar anchorage in beam CB32 developed only 4.6 MPa. The concrete

failure line resisting splitting in CB33 was 118 mm, which was greater than the double

value of the concrete line in CB32 (50 mm). In order to compare the two cases, the bond

strength value of beam CB33 has to correspond to a concrete failure line equal to

approximately 100 mm (= 2 x 50 mm). For this reason, the bond strength developed in

splices (5.7 MPa) is multiplied by the ratio 1001118, resulting to a bond value of 4.8

MPa. It can be suggested that this bond value is very similar to the bond splitting value

of the single anchorage in beam GB32, which implies that the pair of spliced bars splits

equally with a single anchorage bar.

The third comparison is conducted between beams GB36 and GB34. Both beams

are reinforced with 8.5 mm GFRP bars and have similar concrete strengths. The

anchorage length in beam GB34 was equal to 370 mm, whereas the spliced length in

beam GB36 was equal to 300 mm. Figure 6.13 shows the arrangement of reinforcement

in the beam cross-section and the crack pattern developed in each case.

20 76 20

GB36 GB34

Figure 6.13: Reinforcement arrangement and crack pattern in beams GB36 and GB34

After following a similar procedure to the one described in the previous

examples for establishing similar concrete failure lines in both cases, the spliced bars in

beam GB36 appear to develop bond splitting strength equal to 3.5 MPa, whereas the

single bar anchorage in beam GB34 developed 3.2 MPa. In addition, if the difference in

the anchorage length is considered, the bond value of the single anchorage is expected

to be somewhat higher, closer to the value reported for the spliced bars.

The above results confirm the distribution of radial stresses proposed by

Reynolds (1982) and other researches, such as Orangun, Jirsa and Breen (1977), who
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supported that spliced bars and single anchorages develop similar bond splitting

stresses.

6.3.5 Additional factors that influence the bond splitting behaviour of

FRP bars

Transverse reinforcement

The experimental results of spliced bars showed that the shear links lying in the

spliced region did not contribute significantly in resisting the bond splitting mode of

failure. More specifically, no strain was detected in the shear links in beam CB33 before

the beam reached its maximum capacity (see figure 4.47). In the case of the other two

beams (GB31 and GB36), the links reacted just before the maximum load level, but.
their contribution to the splitting bond failure was very small, since the stresses

developedin the vertical legs of the links were less than 35 MPa (figures 4.36,4.47). On

the contrary, after the development of splitting cracks and the failure of the splice, the

links helped the spliced bars to sustain some load and created a "pseudo-ductile"

behaviour to the beam (see figures 4.35 and 4.46).

The above observations suggest that the links lying in a constant moment region

do not influence the initiation of splitting cracks due to the low strain at which tension

cracks form in the concrete. Similar observations were reported in the CEB Bulletin 151

(1982) for the splitting behaviour of steel deformed bars. However, it is believed that if

the links were lying in the shear span resisting the shear load of the beam, their

contribution would have been more beneficial, as it happened in the case of the single

anchorage bar in beam GB35. In this case, the anchorage bar was lying in the shear span

of the beam and the vertical leg of the link contributed to the splitting resistance of the

surrounding to the bar concrete (see figure 4.50). As a result, the local bond splitting

stress of the bar at the location of the link was higher than the respective stresses in

GFRP anchorage bars in other beams (see values of r in table 6.2).

It can be concluded that shear links (transverse reinforcement) can possibly

enhance the splitting resistance of the surrounding to the bar concrete, only when they

are already stressed (for example, located in the shear zone of the beam). Otherwise, the

initiation of splitting cracks does not seem to be influenced by the presence of shear
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links. However, after the initiation of splitting cracks, the transverse reinforcement

restrains the crack opening and contributes to the splitting bond strength of the

reinforcing bar.

Concrete cover

In steel reinforced concrete structures the role of the concrete cover has to

perform the following functions (Handbook to BS 8110, 1985):

• provide adequate bond between steel and concrete for load transference

• protect the steel from corrosion

• protect the steel from fire

The two factors relating to the external environmental conditions are usually more

critical than the bond factor, and dictate the size of the concrete cover.

The situation with FRP bars, however, appears to be quite different. It was

demonstrated in the experimental and analytical study presented in the previous

sections, that GFRP bars induce splitting at a lower bond stress than CFRP bars. If the

assumption that the lower Young's modulus materials will induce higher splitting

stresses is accepted, then it is expected that both materials will split more than steel

deformed bars. In addition, steel bars are usually bent on site to provide the necessary

anchorage resistance, whereas bends are not recommended for FRP bars. The

development of splitting cracks in the case of bent bars is delayed and even if a splitting

crack initiates, it is not crucial for the structural integrity of the structure, since the bend

provides adequate anchorage.

By considering the above, the role of cover providing adequate bond between

bar and concrete appears to be much more critical in the case of FRP reinforcement and

may be the controlling factor governing the design of concrete cover in certain types of
structures.

The size of the concrete cover will also depend on the utilisation of the tensile

strength of FRP bars in the concrete structures. There is no point in providing adequate

cover to sustain the full utilisation of an FRP bar when this is not going to happen in

practice due to serviceability constrains.
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Tile role of the beam support (active pressure)

The role of the beam support to the bond splitting strength of FRP bars is

discussed based on the experimental results of beams CB20 and CB3 7. CB20 was

reinforced with 13.5 mm CFRP bars having an anchorage length of 867 mm and

bottom/side concrete cover around 1.5/1.9d, whereas CB37 had an 8 mm CFRP single

anchorage bar of 580 mm length and a bottom concrete cover around 3d. Under a

similar mode of bond failure, the bar in CB37 beam would be expected to develop

higher bond strength than the bar in CB20. This, however, did not happen in practice,

since the bar in CB20 not only developed higher bond strength (4.2 MPa instead of 3.7.

MPa of bar in CB37) but also failed in a pull-though than a splitting mode of bond

failure. The main difference between the two cases was that the bar in CB20 extended

over the support which seems to have contributed significantly to the bond strength of

the bar.

The support action in this case prevented the splitting of the concrete cover and

forced the bar to fail in a pull-through bond failure at a higher load. As shown in figure

6.14, the vertical pressure from the support prevented horizontal splitting whereas the

frictional stress between concrete and support prevented the vertical splitting.

Potential sp Iitting
cracks 'r-- __

Restraining normal
and frictional stressesI :SUPPORT'

~c", -., '&- _ wrt

Figure 6.14: Influence of support to the initiation of potential cracks

However, the experimental results do not provide enough evidence as to

whether the pull-through bond strength at the bar-concrete interface was also increased

from the support action. Evidence in the literature (Malvar, 1994 and 1995 and Tepfers,

1997) suggests that the transverse pressure is less efficient for anchoring FRP bars than
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for steel bars, before any splitting cracks are initiated in the concrete. This may be

attributed to the lower modulus of elasticity in the transverse direction of FRP bars,

which means that the transverse pressure will be dissipated near the bar surface.

6.3.6 Influence of flexural cracking on the distribution of bond stresses

over the anchorage bar in beam elements

6.3.6.1 Distribution of normal and bond stresses between successive cracks

The distributions of normal and bond stresses between successive cracks were

examined experimentally in beams CB37 and GB34 and are shown in figures 4.56 and

4.53 respectively.

In order to understand the shape of these distributions rhe following simplified

model is considered:
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Figure 6.15: Typical strain and bond stress distributions between successive flexural

cracks

In this model, the part of the bar-concrete system between two relatively close

flexural cracks is examined. The two ends of the bar are subjected to pullout forces. The

force closer to the middle of the beam has a higher value (F+dF) than the other. Both

forces create stress distributions inside the concrete, similar to the one reported in the

analytical study for pullout specimens (see section 5.1.2.2). Due to the large stress

demand adjacent to the cracks imposed by the large difference in the cross-sectional

properties, a cone type cracking is also probable to be developed locally at the very end

of the bars, as shown in the above figure.

The resultant normal stress distribution on the reinforcing bar between the cracks

is shown in graph (ii) of the same figure. It has the same shape and value as the stress
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distributions created by the pullout forces at each side of the bar. The bond stress

distribution can then be deducted, since bond is proportional to the rate of change of

normal stress on the bar. Graph (iii) in figure 6.15 shows an indicative bond stress

distribution between successive cracks.

It can be seen that the bond stress distribution entails both positive and negative

values. This is justified by the fact that bond stress has opposite signs at the two ends of

the bar in order to resist the pullout forces (graph iv). The average bond stress developed

between the two cracks is proportional to the area enclosed by the bond curve and the

axis, which is substantially lower than the peak values. This results to relatively low

average bond strength, comparable to the average bond strength that can be developed

in a direct pullout cube test. The difference in normal stresses at the two ends (de) and

the distance between the two cracks determine the value of the average bond strength

between cracks.

The above theoretical approach confirms the normal and bond stress

distributions obtained in the experimental beams GB34 and CB37. Figure 6.16 shows

typical distributions from beam CB37.
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Figure 6.16: Experimental distributions between successive cracks in beam CB37
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6.3.6.2 Influence of flexural cracking on the bond development over the anchorage

length

The distribution of bond stress along a single anchorage bar is influenced by the

development of flexural cracks in the beam elements. In order to present this effect, the

distribution of bond stresses in beams CB20, CB37 and GB29 are considered.

Beam CB20 failed due to a pull-through mode of bond failure and the

distribution of bond stresses along the anchorage length is shown in figure 6.17:

8
7 _

~ 6-
~ 5_
(/)(/)4
~
Vi 3
'0

5 2 -/
CD 1 -

CB20
-II- F=30kN

-A-- F=70kN

___._ F=110kN

-+_F=140kN

o _~ _~ _
o 200 400 600 800

Distance from the end of the bar (mm)

Figure 6.17: Bond distribution over the anchorage length in beam CB20

In this distribution, the peak bond stress migrates from the loaded end towards

the unloaded end of the bar. The maximum bond value develops at the end of the bar

whereas the peak values in the cracked zone of the beam (a range between 250 mm up

to the midspan) are significantly lower.

The difference between the peak values can be attributed to the flexural cracking

of the beam. If the beam did not crack and behave in a completely elastic manner, the

peak bond value would have been expected to retain the same value as it migrated

towards the end of the bar, similar to the distribution of bond stresses shown in figure

5.11 in section 5.1.2.3 of the analytical study.

As it was explained in the previous section, the average bond stress developed

between successive cracks is relatively low. As a result the peak bond demand moves

towards the uncracked parts of the beam in order to develop the required resistance to

the pullout load. At higher load levels (F=ll 0 kN), the only uncracked parts are located
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close to the end of the beam where the peak bond stress manages to develop higher

values.

A similar bond stress distribution was obtained also in beam CB37 (see figure

6.18). Although beam CB37 failed in bond splitting, its bond distribution shows an

agreement with the bond distribution in beam CB20, up to the failure load (load level 80

kN).

5 _
~5kN

_._20kN

_30kN

_,._50kN

---*-80 kN

-+-85kN

~.~90kN

100 200 300 400 500

CB37

o _
o

Distance from the free end (mm)

Figure 6.18: Bond stress distribution in beam CB37

The peak bond stress also migrates towards the end of the bar as the load

increases, and the maximum peak bond value develops only at the very end of the bar,

similar to what was reported for beam CB20. However, when the peak bond stress

reaches the bond splitting resistance of the concrete cover the first crack initiates at the

end of the bar and the peak bond value decreases immediately. With a further increase

of the load, the end part of the bar has already split and the peak bond migrates back

towards the midspan of the beam (load levels 85,90 kN).

• Anchorage of bars lying entirely in tire cracked zone

Most of the phase 4 beams had the single anchorage bar lying entirely in the

cracked beam zone. A typical graph of the bond distribution in one of those beams is

shown in figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Bond stress distribution in beam CB29

In this case, the peak bond stress developed at the very end of the bar from the

beginning of loading. This was attributed to the flexural cracking behaviour of the

beam, as shown in figure 6.20. Since the average bond strength developed between the

cracks is relatively low, the bond resistance has to be activated over the whole

anchorage length even at low load levels.

This results to the concentration of the bond demand at the very end of the bar,

as it can be seen in figure 6.19. When the peak bond value reaches the bond splitting

strength of the concrete cover, a splitting crack initiates and the peak bond stress at the

end of the bar drops immediately. The peak value then migrates towards the loaded end

ahead of the splitting crack (see also section 4.2.2.1).
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Figure 6.20: Normal stress distribution over the anchorage length
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6.3.7 Discussion towards design recommendations and future work

In this section, some thoughts are presented regarding the design of anchorage

lengths for FRP reinforcing bars in concrete structures. Since the amount of the

experimental and analytical work conducted in this study is relatively limited, no final

design recommendations can be concluded. The author, however, will try to address

some important issues regarding the design of anchorages and suggest a method of

working based on the experimental results of this study, where future results can be

added towards the formulation of a design code of practice.

6.3.7.1 Parameters to be considered in the formulation of an anchorage length

formula for FRP bars

By considering the experimental results of this study, two are the main types of

bond failure that were observed; the pull-through and the splitting mode. Among the

two, the splitting mode of bond failure appears to be more dangerous, since it happens at

lower load levels. Hence, the formulation of any design recommendations is safer to be

based on the bond splitting strength of FRP bars, rather than their pull-through bond

strength. Nevertheless in certain circumstances, for example. when the bar passes above

a support or when a large concrete cover is provided to the bar. the design bond strength

of the anchorage can be increased since bond splitting can be prevented.

The bond splitting strength of FRP bars is affected by a series of parameters; the

influence of which is necessary to be investigated before the formulation of any design

codes. Some of these parameters were examined in this study. although more

experimental work is needed to establish more integrated relationships between them

and the bond splitting behaviour of FRP bars. The most important of these parameters

are briefly presented underneath:

• Elastic modulus of bar

The Young's modulus of the bar appears to play an important role to the bond

splitting strength of the bar. Bars with lower elastic modulus (e.g. GFRP bars) tend to

develop higher splitting stress than higher modulus bars (e.g. CFRP bars). The

incorporation of the effect of Young's modulus in the anchorage length formulas is

recommended. This approach was adopted by the draft Guidelines for Structural Design
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of FRP Reinforced Concrete Building Structures of the Japanese Ministry of

Construction (1995) based on the work of Fukuyama et al (1994). They suggested that

the bond splitting strength of anchorages should be a function of a factor Kco that

incorporates the effect of Young's modulus (see section 2.3.3). By examining the bond

strength values recommended in theses guidelines for GFRP and CFRP bars (Eo = 45

MPa and Ec = 115 MPa), it is obvious that GFRP bars develop only around 75% of the

bond strength of CFRP bars, similar to the findings of the research reported in this

study.

COil crete strength / cover

Concrete strength is known to affect the bond splitting strength of reinforcing

bars regardless of the type of bar used, since it controls the concrete cover resistance to

splitting. The role of the concrete strength has been extensively examined in steel

anchorages and this expertise has to be also incorporated in the anchorage formulas for

FRP bars. For example, it is accepted that the concrete tensile strength (which controls

the concrete cover resistance and thus the bond splitting strength of bars) is proportional

to the square root of the concrete cube strength (Tepfers, 1973 - CEB Bullettin 151,

1982 - ACI Code. 1995) and codes of practice base their design recommendations on

this assumption. This expertise is irrespective of the type of bar used, so a similar

approach can be adopted for FRP bars, as shown in the next section.

As far as the role of the concrete cover is concerned, it was discussed in section

6.3.5 that the concrete cover has a crucial structural importance in the case of FRP bars.

FRP bars require adequate concrete cover since they could split more readily than steel

bars and unfortunately, at the moment they can not be bent on site to provide the

necessary anchorage resistance. Therefore, special consideration has to be given in

codes of practice to define the appropriate concrete cover that will secure the structural

integrity of the concrete member. In this experimental study, two concrete cover ratios

were examined (1.9 and 3 times the bar diameter) which resulted into significant

differences in bond splitting strengths, as shown in the previous chapters.

• Transverse reinforcement

The influence of transverse reinforcement, although it was not examined as a

variable in this study, is believed to have an important role in restraining the opening of

splitting cracks and enhancing the bond splitting strength of anchorages. All the
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reported codes of practice for steel and FRP bars (see chapter 2) incorporate in their

anchorage formulas the beneficiary effect of transverse reinforcement. However, special

consideration has to be given when different material shear links are used as transverse

reinforcement, since their contribution is expected to be influenced by the value of their

elastic modulus (JSCE Code, 1997).

• Utilisation of the tensile strength of FRP bars

Another important issue that must be considered in the formulation of anchorage

length formulas, is the utilisation of the tensile strength of FRP bars in concrete

members. Although FRP bars can develop up to four times the tensile strength of steel

bars, their low elastic modulus is possible to limit their full utilisation in most concrete

structures. In addition, it has been reported (Clarke et al, 1997) that durability factors are

also very likely to limit the full utilisation ofFRP bars. For example, Clarke et al (1997)

suggest that a safety factor of 3.6 has to be imposed on the tensile strength of GFRP

bars to counteract the long-term effect of "stress corrosion". Hence, it is important for

the anchorage length formula to consider the "practical" rather than the nominal tensile

strength of an FRP bar.

• Diameter of bar

The effect of the diameter on the bond strength of an FRP bar has been

examined in this study only in the case of pullout cube tests, and it was found that the

size of the bar diameter affects significantly the bond strength of the bar (see section

4.1.3.4). It is, hence, expected to influence the value of the bond splitting strength as

well. The ACI Code (1989) incorporates the influence of bar diameter in the anchorage

length formula in the case of steel bars, so a similar approach might be reasonable to be

adopted also in the case of FRP bars where the effect is believed to be more significant.

• Bar surface deformations

Last but not least is the effect of the surface bar deformations on the bond

splitting strength. Different types of bar deformation are expected to develop different

splitting behaviour in the surrounding to the bar concrete. A standardised pullout test

might be useful to be introduced in this case, to classify the "appropriate" types of bar

surface necessary to develop an acceptable, for structural purposes, level of bond
strength.
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The beam tests used in this study, either reinforced with single anchorage bars or

splices, formed an example of "appropriate" test, since they reproduce experimental

conditions that they can be found in practical applications. The problem with this type

of tests is their complicated form compared to the standard pullout tests, as mentioned in

section 6.2.2. The author, however, could not find in the literature more simple type of

tests that can give reliable results. For example, Tepfers (1997) suggested that the

eccentric type of pullout test (shown in figure 2.27 in section 2.3.2.2), which is much

simpler than beam tests, can be considered for investigating the splitting behaviour of

bars. However, when Tepfers tested C-BARs with this type of test, C-BARs appear to

crack the concrete cover at a higher load than respective steel bars, which suggests that

C-BARs have higher splitting resistance than steel. Nevertheless, when the same bars

were tested in beam elements, they developed only 70% of the bond splitting strength of

steel bars.

6.3.7.2 Suggested method of working towards the formulation of design

recommendations

The experimental results of the beams reinforced with single anchorage bars are

used to establish a method of calculating the required anchorage lengths for the types of

bars used in this study

In order to calculate the required anchorage length for the 13.5 mm GFRP bars,

the experimental results of the single anchorage bars in beams GB29, GB30 are

considered. The maximum average bond stress values, t*, developed on the anchorage

bar of each beam are calculated by using the maximum strain gauge measurements

divided by the distance of the gauge from the end of the bar, similar to the procedure

reported in section 5.2.3.1. Figure 6.21 shows these bond values versus the distance

from the end of the bar (anchorage length, L), for both beams.

In addition to them, the results of spliced bars in beam GB31 and the beams

tested by SINTEF (1996) are also considered, since it is assumed that spliced bars

develop similar bond stresses to single bar anchorages (see section 6.3.4). SINTEF

experiments can be used in this example, since the same kind of EUROCRETE bars was

tested under very similar experimental conditions to the tests described in this study.
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Figure 6.21: Maximum bond splitting strength of 13.5 mm GFRP bar anchorages

A non-linear regression analysis was conducted to establish a trend among the

bond values, although the author acknowledges that the reliability of this curve is

limited by the small amount of data used. It is also important to note that this curve

expresses a relationship between bond-anchorage length. values under certain

experimental conditions; i.e. concrete cover/bar diameter ratio=1.85, feu= 35 MPa, 2 x

40 mm" GFRP shear links spaced at 75 mm c/c in the anchorage region, and 13.5 mm

GFRP EUROCRETE bars. When one of these factors changes, the shape of the curve

may change.

Based on this curve, an extrapolation of values is conducted to find the required

anchorage length to develop the full tensile strength of the GFRP bar, which is

estimated to be 800 MPa. By using equation the basic equation of calculating the

anchorage length of a bar (eq. 6.3) and the equation of the regression curve shown in

figure 6.21, the value of the required anchorage length is calculated to be around 1370

mm (lOOD). At this anchorage value, the bond splitting strength of the bar is around

l.97 MPa.

(6.3)

The above method is also used for the rest of the beams of this study. The bond

splitting values of the 8.5 mm GFRP single anchorage bars in beams GB34 and GB35

are plotted against the anchorage length, as shown in figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Maximum bond splitting strength of 8.5 mm GFRP anchorages

In this case, the experimental conditions are: concrete cover/bar diameter ratio =

2.5-3.0, fell= 45 MPa, 2 x 40 mm' GFRP shear links spaced at 75 mm c/c in the

anchorage region, and 8.5 mm GFRP EUROCRETE bars.

It is interesting to note that the regression curve in the.above graph considered

only the experimental results of GB34 and GB35. An extrapolation of this curve

towards larger anchorage lengths appears to predict the bond value of GB34b which

corresponds to the "unexpected" failure of one of the main reinforcing bars in beam

GB34 (see section 4.2.2.6).

Based on the regression curve, the required anchorage length to develop the full

strength of the 8.5 mm GFRP bar (estimated around 1000 MPa) is calculated. The value

of this anchorage is around 875 mm (=:1OOD) which corresponds to a bond splitting

strength of 2.4 MPa.

The same procedure was followed also in the case of CB32 and CB37 beams.

These beams were reinforced with 8 mm CFRP bars and their concrete cover/bar

diameter ratio was around 3. Although the concrete compressive strength was different

in those beams (see section 3.2.3.4) the bond-anchorage length values were plotted in

the same graph, as shown in figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23: Maximum bond splitting strength of 8 mm CFRP anchorages

The required anchorage length to yield the full strength of the 8 mm CFRP bar

(estimated around 1350 MPa) is calculated. The value of this anchorage is around

1125mm (~140D) which corresponds to a bond splitting strength of2.45 MPa. In order

to compare the bond strength of CFRP bars with the corresponding strength of GFRP

bars, the required anchorage length to yield a tensile stress of 1000 MPa is also

calculated. This length was found to be 566 mm (~71D) which suggests that GFRP bars

develop only 70% of the bond strength of CFRP bars.

In all the above examples, the calculated anchorage lengths do not include any

safety factors that will accommodate any variation in the bond strength values. In

addition, the anchorage lengths were calculated to yield the full strength of FRP bars in

each case, although this is unlikely to be required in practical conditions. As it was

mentioned in the previous section, durability and serviceability parameters are expected

to limit the full strength utilisation of FRP bars and, consequently, the required

anchorage lengths will be smaller.

Another important point is that the above approach does not consider any

beneficiary effects due to the support action, which is usually present in practical

applications. When the anchorage length lies above a support, the mode of bond failure

changes from splitting to pull-through and the respective bond strength is significantly

higher. In this case, the design code should allow the engineers to use reduced

anchorage lengths. The beneficiary effect of the support was demonstrated in the beams

of phases 1-3 in this study (see appendix E.1.1). For example in beams GB14 and

GB16, 13.5 mm GFRP bars developed their full tensile strength without bond failure by
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having an anchorage length equal to 867 mm (64D), which is significantly smaller than

the anchorage length calculated in the above examples for 13.5 mm GFRP bars (L= 1370

mm). In the case when bond splitting is prevented, the analytical approach presented in

section 5.1.2.3 might be useful for predicting the required anchorage length for

developing the full strength of an FRP bar. By considering the graph in figure 5.10, it

can be suggested that an anchorage length of around 675 mm (SOD) might be sufficient

to develop the full tensile strength of 13.5 mm GFRP bars (800 MPa).

In general, the main advantage of the method described in this section is that by

using a limited amount of experimental data, predictions can be made on the bond

strength of reinforcing bars at much larger anchorage lengths. The disadvantage,

however, is that each regression curve depends on specific experimental parameters. A

better understanding of the effect of those parameters on the bond splitting strength of

FRP bars, will help the reduction of the experimental effort required to calculate the

necessary bond-anchorage length curves and apply this method. For example, if it is

assumed that the effect of concrete strength on bond splitting is proportional to the

square root of the concrete cube strength similar to what is reported for steel bars, then

for example, based on the curve shown if figure 6.21 for 13.5 mm GFRP bars, a family

of curves can be produced for different concrete strengths by simply multiplying the

curve values with the appropriate ratio (see figure 6.24).
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Figure 6.24: Maximum bond splitting strength of 13.5 mm GFRP anchorages for

different values of concrete strength
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A similar approach can also be applied to account for the effect of other

parameters that affect bond splitting such as concrete cover and transverse

reinforcement. It can be concluded that future work needs to be focused on the

evaluation of the effect of those parameters on the bond splitting strength.

6.3.7.3 Splices

The experimental data of the beams reinforced with spliced bars in this study

suggest that spliced bars develop similar bond splitting strengths to single anchorages.

Again, the author acknowledges that the amount of data examined is very limited,

although it appears to be very consistent. Based on the above results, there is no need for

an increase of the design anchorage length in splices.
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CHAPTER 7
CLOSURE

7.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the general conclusions of this study is presented hereafter.

Specific conclusions that were discussed during the presentation of the work in the

previous chapters are not included here for the sake of compactness.

• The main aim of this study was to investigate the bond behaviour of the

EUROCRETE FRP bars in concrete elements. Two major experimental series were

conducted for this reason. In the first series, more than 100 specimens were tested in

direct pullout whereas in the second, the bond development of FRP reinforcing bars

was examined in nine beams tested in four point bending. Results from other 28

beams, tested for the EUROCRETE project, were also analysed to help the

understanding of the bond behaviour of FRP reinforcing bars.

• All the specimens in the experimental series of pullout tests failed in a pull-through

mode of failure since the concrete cube provided adequate confinement to the bars to

enable them to reach their maximum bond strength. The mode of bond failure of FRP

bars in certain cases differs substantially from the respective mode of bond failure of

steel deformed bars. For concrete strengths greater than 30 MPa, the failure occurs

partly on the surface of the bar, and not just in the concrete as in the case of steel

bars, by peeling away part of the surface layer of the bar. Consequently, the bond

strength ofFRP bars is not controlled as much by the concrete strength but appears to

be influenced by the interlaminar shear strength just below the resin rich surface

layer of the bar. For concrete strengths less than 15 MPa, the concrete is crushed in
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front of the bar deformations and the bond strength is controlled mainly by the shear

strength of concrete. For intermediate values of concrete strength a combined mode

of resin and concrete failure is expected to develop.

• The series of pullout cube tests highlighted some of the factors that influence the

bond strength of FRP bars. The influence of these factors is summarised in the

following:

Type of bar fibres: No significant difference was found between the bond strengths

developed by GFRP and CFRP bars.

Embedment length: An increase in the embedment length 1S accompanied by a

decrease in bond strength.

Concrete strength: The concrete strength influences the bond strength only when the

bond failure takes place in the concrete matrix.

Bar diameter: Smaller diameter bars develop a higher bond strength than larger

diameter bars. This difference is believed to be more significant in FRP than in steel

bars, due to their low axial shear stiffness.

Cross sectional shape of bar: Square bars develop higher bond strength than round

bars. The "wedging effect" due to the edgy cross section shape seems to be

responsible for this difference.

Surface deformations: A minimum height of deformations is necessary to develop

satisfactory bond behaviour to concrete.

• In the experimental series of beam tests, single anchorage bars and splices failed due

to bond splitting. Unexpectedly, GFRP bars developed only around 65 - 75% of the

bond splitting strength of CFRP bars under similar experimental conditions. This is

attributed to the lower Young's modulus of GFRP bars which is believed to play an

important role to the bond splitting behaviour of reinforcing bars.

• An analytical model was formed to examine the importance of the elastic modulus in

bond splitting. The results showed that the elastic modulus influences the

deformability of the bars inside the concrete and in parallel, it affects the crack

geometry and consequently the concrete shear strength at the location of the crack.

Both factors influence the splitting tendency of reinforcing bars.
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• By comparing the experimental results of spliced FRP bars to single anchorages, it

was found that spliced bars develop similar bond strength values to single anchorage

bars. The distribution of radial stresses induced to the surrounding concrete by a pair

of spliced bars is, therefore, assumed to be similar to the stress distribution induced

by a single bar. Consequently, there is no immediate need for increasing the design

anchoring length in the case of splices.

• The contribution of the transverse reinforcement to the bond splitting strength of FRP

reinforcing bars was also examined. Shear links enhanced the splitting resistance of

the surrounding to the bar concrete, only when they were already stressed (for

example, located in the shear zone of the beam). Otherwise, the initiation of splitting

cracks did not seem to be influenced by the presence of shear links. However, after

the initiation of splitting cracks, the transverse reinforcement restrained the crack

opening and contributed to the residual splitting bond strength of the reinforcing bar.

• Concrete cover has a significant role in the bond splitting strength of FRP bars.

Although in steel reinforcement the concrete cover is more needed for the protection

of reinforcement from the external environment, in FRP bars its structural role to

resist bond splitting is far more crucial, since FRP bars tend to split more than steel
bars.

• Transverse pressure to the potential splitting plane (for example, support action) can

delay or even prevent the initiation of splitting crack and thus, enhance the bond

strength of the reinforcing bar.

• The flexural cracking in beam elements influences the bond development over the

anchorage length. Between successive flexural cracks, bond develops both positive

and negative values resulting to a relatively low average bond stress. The peak bond

stress develops its maximum value always at the very end of the bar. After the

initiation of the first splitting crack, the peak bond stress migrates towards the centre

of the bar, ahead of the development of the splitting crack.

• The suitability of the traditional pullout cube tests for measuring the bond strength of

FRP bars is questioned. Although these tests can give an indication of the maximum

achievable bond strength for a reinforcing bar, their results can not be used for
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comparing the bond strength of bars in practical conditions where splitting IS

expected to be the mode of bond failure.

• The bond strength values of FRP bars were proved to be dependent on the

experimental conditions. A study was conducted to compare the bond strengths

developed in three different types of tests (cube, beam and slab tests), and it was

found that the stress conditions in the surrounding to the bar concrete influence the

value of the bond strength of the bar.

• A FE analytical study was conducted to investigate the bond behaviour of FRP bars

in concrete. Pullout cube tests and selected beam tests were modelled by using

ANSYS50a and ABAQUS FE packages.

• In the case of pullout tests, a modeling procedure was introduced where non-linear

springs were used to model the bond behaviour at the bar-concrete interface. The

basic spring characteristic load-slip curve was taken from the results of the

experimental study. The analytical results showed a very good correlation with the

respective experimental and helped develop a further understanding of the bar-

concrete interaction during pullout. As a step further, the above modeling procedure

was used for evaluating the bond behaviour of larger embedment lengths when no

bond splitting was expected.

• In the case of beam tests, four beams were modelled; beam CB 19 that did not fail in

bond, beam CB20 that failed in a pull-through mode of bond failure and beams CB32

and CB37 that failed due to bond splitting. In all models, the smeared-crack concrete

option of ABAQUS package was introduced. Springs were also used in all model

beams (except in CB 19) to simulate the bond behaviour at the bar-concrete interface.

The characteristics of springs were taken from the pullout cube tests and they were

modified accordingly to encounter the experimental conditions and the mode of bond

failure in each specific case.

• The smeared-crack approach used by the FE package was proved to be inadequate to

simulate accurately the discrete flexural cracking in the experimental beams and

resulted to differences in the bond development between experimental and model

beams. However, the overall modeling results were compared with the respective

experimental and showed, generally, a good agreement. The FE model was found to
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be sensitive to small mesh sizes « 70 mm) since it did not manage to converge into

ultimate solutions in this case. A parametric study was also conducted, as part of the

modeling procedure, on the load-slip values of the characteristic spring curve used in

the models. It was found that changes in the value of the maximum load were more

important on the bond strength of the bar than changes in the slip values. Finally, the

modeling procedure was further validated since the results were proved not to depend

on the spring size used in the models.

In summary, the current thesis has contributed towards the understanding of the

bond behaviour of FRP bars in concrete elements by identifying the various parameters

that influence bond development and failure, by understanding the influence of those

parameters and by introducing new methods of evaluating the effect of those parameters

towards the formulation of design codes of practice for the evaluation of required

anchorage lengths for FRP bars.

7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE \VORK

A number of interesting questions still remam unanswered, new topics of

research have been opened for investigation and several propositions require validation.

The subject of bond of FRP bars in concrete is very wide, may be even wider than bond

of steel bars, and this study has contributed only a tiny amount of knowledge hoping

that further investigation will continue towards the better understanding of the subject. It

is believed that further development is required in the following:

• More experimental work is required in understanding and quantifying the effect of

the various parameters that influence the bond splitting strength of FRP bars. Beam

type tests are more suitable for this purpose, since they reflect more accurately
practical conditions.

• The distribution of radial stresses induced by spliced bars in the surrounding concrete

and the corresponding bond strength of spliced bars with respect to single

anchorages, requires more experimental and analytical investigation.
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• There is a pressing need for the establishment of a standardised test for measuring the

bond splitting strength of various types of FRP bars, since the growing number of

types of FRP bars reaching the market is making difficult the formulation of

universal anchorage length guidelines.

• The effect of shear on the bond behaviour of reinforcing bars is believed to be an

important issue that requires further investigation.

• Further development on the analytical modeling of the bond interaction is required,

in order to consider the effect of concrete cover, transverse reinforcement and

pressure, and shear transfer in concrete microcracks.
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APPENDIX A

Reinforcement arrangement and instrumentation of Beams in
Phases 1-3

A.I Reinforcement arrangement in beams GB5 to GB8

L 767 mm l 766 mm l 767 mm l
1 1 1 1

U~ ~;::,::~::,~o::n~"".'mm
E No onchorogl.

Shlor r.lnforelmenl:

C.f.R.P .• Ink, .4mm thick. lOmm wid.

l00m~.p~ __ -----==:::::~: -------,l<J~i,,- H"~=,:'::.:.
BEAM IG86 I 150mm

® ®

BEAM ICBS I

\ I D ""n nlnlo".monl,
cn~.p bort, 3 ~o dlo. 13.Smm

No anchorag ••

ffi ®
BEAM~

1TTm11~llmnrlllllllm=rm!III! ~rm=n-~ liIi-~JI III iTrriHnlllli11~1IIm;n::n:;;=lllill

104011'1r.lnforC:lmlnl:

[OJ
H.Y. Slut, 2 No ate. 16mm

No anchorogl.

Shear reinforcement:

G.r.R.p. link. "mm thick. 10mm ....Id.

Spacing: 35mm c/c.

1.4011'1 reinforcement:

[OJ
H.Y. 51.. 1, 2 No oto. 8mm

No onchoroo •.

Shlar reinforcement;

G.r.R.p. link, ..mm thick. 10mm wid.

Spacing: 128mm c/c.
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A.2 Reinforcement arrangement in beams GB9 to GB16

767 mm L
1

766 mm 767 mm

1
BE,1.IA Icm I

,_ p :::: q,oo_
BEAM I GB10 I

illlllllilli 111111111111

255mm 255mm

L 767 mm 766 mm 767 mm1

BEAM[GBI6)

m[J I fTflll ffi=111 ~II j =t=t=I! I l-----r=r=rl II ~iI 1:;:::;::::;:111:::r=:;::::;:1I \=;:::;--'11]

n~".,.'"'.'."om,.',
GfRP bars, .3 No dio. 13.5mm

No oncharoge.
E
o
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C.r.R.p. links "(rlln 'hick, 1011'111'1wid.\\"Jt Sp"'·9' 7',7mm 'I"~

~ ,.m' 'Omm

15011'111'1
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tt ~ ",I, ""'''''M''''
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11",ji Sp.,'." 7','mm ,I"~
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O
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G,r.R,p. Unlet: 4mm ihh:k: IOmm wide 0 16.7mm
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O
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C.r.R.p. Lln\u; 4mm Ihlc1(: 10mm w1dl
Spoclng: 76.7mm e/c.
Conertl. co"III\"'.nl:
Strop. 12mm wid. ~ O.~mm Ihlel;. " 61mm tIc

c.:\neRE\A.CAODWGS\BI1_16
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A.3 Reinforcement arrangement in beams CB17 to CGB22

l' 767 mm \' 766 mm L 767 mm ~', 1

n~~:::'::,::':'::":,."'mm

E No ar'!(;t"~rCl<;l••
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erRP bars, 2 No dla. Il.~mm

Noanchorag •.

Spacing: 76.7mm cleo
Sl'I.or reinforcement;
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f 767 mm t 766 mm l' 767 mm t
BEAM ICGB21 )

I~~~~~ n~~:~r;;ln::;:~~'~I:".I"mm
:; No Orlehorag •.

Shlar "Inlarum.nl:
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IOOmm1 ;\, 2300mm ~ a
lO
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A.4 Reinforcement arrangement in beams AB23 to AB28

L 767 mm 766 mm 767 mm

1

1t-"
\

2300mm
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757 mm 766 mm 767 mm

8EAM~

,~~1
8EAM~

1I111I11 I
2300mm J ~'oo~

111111111
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11
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l!i 11111 j
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n~ Ma'" "'"'"oom.""
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Eo
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• •• "MO
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Shlar reinforcem,,'!!!

C.r.A.p. Unlcl Imm thick, LOmm .. IdeH'-:::.:'::.,.
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O
crRP bar •. l Ho die. 8.5mm

No ol'lchorgg ••

Shlaf fllnlorClme"1:

C.r.li.p. 1\I.,It•• mm Ifllck, 10mm ....Id.
Spacing: 109.6mm c/e.
CanUnm.n!

Strop. 2S ~ mm wid, " a.s mm 11>1.. 1( ... )0 mm ..le

U ~
".""'"'m.m,""
"rRP baril, 2 Nfl din. 8.SITlIT1
No anel\oroo.,

Sh,ar "in'arc.m.r'lI~

G.r.R.p. Unk' 4mm Ihld.•• lOmm ...Id,\\"Jl Spo.'"" "' .emm ./ e.

~ .0..,' 'Omm

'SOmm

o "rRP bar., :s No dlo, e.5mm
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G.t.R.P. link •• ",m Ihle". 10m", ...Id,
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Slrop. 2S,4 mm lI! 0.8 mm thick Q )0 mm c/e
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A.S Arrangement of strain gauges in beams of phases 1-3
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APPENDIXB

Reinforcement arrangement and instrumentation in Phase 4 beams

B.l Reinforcement and strain gauge arrangement in beams GB29 and GB30

767mm 766 mm 767mm
------------------~,-----------------~

->
Compressive
Reinforcement:
2 steel bars 16mm

~
I

\ \ I \ I \
1-'7 cra7 ....7

I I I I

!
..I. lJ.)

•• 2_5_09j__m_m__ ____: --.!

283 100 1100 100 45 100 mm

Bottom reinforcement
----1

C53 C51 C49 C47 C45 C43 C41

'L= 250 mm
I 14 ~

C73 C71 C69 C67 C65 C63

383 250 100 mm

C61 C59 C57 C55

767 mm 766mm 767mm
----------------~~------------------I~

:\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

,)
F Compressive

Reinforcement:
2 steel bars 16mm

41-- ~2~5~OID~I~m~m~_-'_)__ ~ ~

Bottom reinforcement
283 100' 100 100 90 100 mm

C~3 C51 G,49 C47 C45 C43 C41

~L = 300 mm ~
C73 C71 C69 C67 C65 C63
+ = + m m

\
383

I 290 100 mm
I IC61 C59 C57 C55m m

Beam GB29

20mm

LE50mm

25mm
1-4-~ Cover
150 mm

Links:
GFRP 10x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm clc

Main reinforcement:
3 GFRP Bars
13,5 mm diameter

Beam GB30

20mm
C ver

250mm

t..::=~* 25 mm
1-4-~ Cover
150 mm

Inks:
GFRP 10 x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm cle

Main reinforcement:
3 GFRP Bars
13,5 mm diameter
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B.2 Reinforcement and strain gauge arrangement in beams GB3! and CB32

767mm 766mm 767mm Beam GB31
+-----------------~-----------------~------------------I~

*
F Compressive

-:» Reinforcement:
() 2 steei bars 16mm

~[ ~,.-------~----.---~~ ~() 0"

- -)
2500 mm

20mm

dt50mm

25mm
~-~ Cover
150 mm

I J- cl-
,~------------------~--------~------~---------------------~

Bottom reinforcement
I 233 L= 300 mm
~ .:~ ~

Links:
GFRP 10 x 4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm C/C

C55 C53 C51 C49

Main reinforcement:
4 GFRP Bars
13.5 mm diameter

C71
I

I
C47 C45 C43

CG9 C'67 C65

C41

C63 C61 C59
,

C57

767 mm 766mm 767mm Beam CB32+-----------------~I------------------,~------------------~

111\1111111

- -> 20mm
C ver

F

,- \1 f'rt'f't IIII 250mm

2500 mm~----------------~~~--~--------------~> -
L:::::::::=t=*l= 25 mm
~--~ Cover
150mm

Bottom reinforcement
283 100' 100 100 90 100 mm Links:

GFRP 10 x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm C/C

Main reinforcement:
3 CFRP Bars
8 mm diameter

C,f,3 C51 CA9 C47 C45 C43 C41

/.4L= 300 mm
C73 C71 C69 C67 C65 C63

* I. = =
I

383 , 290 100 mm
I I IC61 C59 C57 C55• * =
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Be3 Reinforcement and strain gauge arrangement in beams CB33 and GB34

767mm 766mm 767mm
I-------------------~

I)

Illllllllllllc7~JJl7U 111111111111

2500mm >
~--------------------~------------------~---------------------I~

Bottom reinforcement , 233 L= 300mm
~--~-----,~

,
C55 C53

,
C51 C.49

C47 045 C43 C41, ,
C71 C69 C67 C65, ,

, I

C63 C61 C59 C57

767mm 766mm 767mm
~I------------------~I------------------~-------------------I~

*F Compressive
- -) Reinforcement:

2 steel bars 16mm
)

~I II \ \ II \ \ I , \rr 7 C:7i
)

..l.
~ Crack ~- .) ,~,------ ~2~5~0~6~.~m~m~~ ~in~d~u~~~rs~ I~

383 ,130 160 mm

Bottom reinforcement G45 C43 C41

) L= 370 mm,. ~
C~7 C65 ... C49 C47

l---4

\ 70mm".:'f'C73
d.

Beam CB33

20mm
C ver

250 mm

~~=*F25mm
,.-~ Cover
150 mm

Links:
GFRP 10x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm C/C

Main reinforcement:
4 CFRP Bars
8mm diameter

Beam GB34

20mm
Cover

250 mm

~==t=*t: 25 mm
~-~ Cover
150 mm

Links:
GFRP 10x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm cJc

Main reinforcement:
3 GFRP Bars
8.5 mm diameter

Detail:
C65 C63 C61 C59 C57 C55 C53 C51 C49
= - = • = = m = =

20 20 20 mm
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B.4 Reinforcement and strain gauge arrangement in beams GB35 and GB36

767mm 766mm 767mm Beam GB35
~ ~

1 2 3

~F >
C71[}'[}'O

20mm

i 111i.i
6iII C73 C77

DU
( ) ( j

\ \ \ \ I \ I \ I I 'I I Il I 50mm

!..! 25mm
.> 14-~ Cover

<4
2509 mm 150 mm.,

383 250 447 mm Links:
GFRP 10 x4 mm

Bottom reinforcement
,

Spacing: 75 mm clcC47 C45 C43 C41

Main reinforcement:
, 3 GFRP Bars

C67 c'65 C63 C61 8.5 mm diameter

'L=300mm
, 14 ~

C59 C57 C55 C53 C51 C49

----t--I
283 100,100100 50 mm

767mm 766mm 767mm Beam GB36;------------------~I------------------:~-----------------.,
... >

Compressive
Reinforcement:
2 steel bars 16mm

20mm
Cover

F

250 mm

~ ~2~50~6~.m~m~ __ ~ _
L.::::~:::tj:: 25mm

Cover
150 mm

Bottom reinforcement , 233 L= 300 mm
14---H<4 ~

L nks:
GFRP 10 x 4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm clc

C55
, ,

C~3 C51 C.49
Main reinforcement:
4 GFRP Bars
8.5 mm diameter

C47 045 C43 C41, ,
C7;1 C69 C,67 C65

,
C63 C61 CS9

,
C57
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B.5 Reinforcement and strain gauge arrangement in beams CB37

767mm 766mm 767 mm Beam CB37
~ i~I I~ ~

Compressive
Reinforcement:
2 steel bars 16mm ODD 20mm

dJ
er

250 mm

f 25mm
I<I-~ Cover
150mm

.>
n -"~ -'\ I C75 C77 C79

, ,

\ \ \ \ \ 1 \ \
I

1 2 3
I

I) ~A > ~ Crack
~ 2_5_0_u_m__m ~ ~in~d~u~ce~r~s ~

383 260 160 mm Links:
GFRP 10x4 mm
Spacing: 75 mm clcBottom reinforcement q45 C43 C41

I L = 580 mmI<I--------------~
C~7 C65 ... C49 C47

Main reinforcement:
3 CFRP bars
8.5 mm diameter

J C65 C63 C61 C59 C57 C55 C53 C51 C49

Detail: = = = = = = = = =

20 20 20 mm
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B.6 Arrangement of LVDTs used in beam testing

I~----~'------~I
Inclinometer n03

_ LVDTNuJIL LVDTNn32 _

L1 - LVOTNo 27

.,.._ LVOT No 28
~ LVOTNo29

inclinometer no 4

LVDT No 9
size: 50mm

_LVDT No 3D --

1,,,,"'\ \ ;:: lN5~~J ~:~l~g~m ;~~Tl~~J It 1
--1~~~~ ~761~m~m~ ,~ ~7Mm~m~ ~~, n~7~m~m ~~~''''~,

IOmm
DC LVDT~

2SSmm 2S6mm 2SSmm

LVOT No 22
size: 100mm

LVDT No 10
size: 30mm

LVOT No 14
size: 1QOmm

LVDTNo 18
lIi7..c100mm

----LVDT No 12
size: 50mm

----LVDT No 16
size: 50mm ----LVDT No 20

size: 30mm

LVDT No 26
size: 50mm
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APPENDIXC

Pullout test results

C.l Summary of the pullout test results

Table C.I.I

D L Fm.. Om.. 81 82 t* feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

37Gr2DI 13.5 27 14.5 101 12.7 37 PO

37Gr2DII 13.5 27 16.7 116 14.6 37 PO

37Gr4DI 13.5 54 31.7 221 13.8 37 PO

37Gr4DII 13.5 54 27.3 190 11.9 37 PO

49Gr6DI 13.5 81 43.0 300 12.5 49 PO

49Gr6DII 13.5 81 44.7 312 13.0 49 PO

46Gr6DI 13.5 81 43.1 301 12.6 46 PO

46Gr6DII 13.5 81 45.3 316 13.2 46 PO

46Gr6DIII 13.5 81 26.9# 188 7.8 46 PO

46Gr6DIV 13.5 81 48.2 337 14.0 46 PO

49Gr8DI 13.5 108 51.2 357 11.2 49 PO

49Gr8DII 13.5 108 45.3 316 9.9 49 PO

46Grl0DI 13.5 135 48.4 338 8.5 46 PO
46GriODIl 13.5 135 53.5 373 9.3 46 PO
30Cr2Dl 13.5 30 13.5 94 10.6 30 PO
30Cr3DI 13.5 45 21.2 148 11.1 30 PO
30Cr4.5DI 13.5 60 27.5 192 10.8 30 PO
30Cr5.50l 13.5 75 23.4# 163 7.4 30 PO
46Cr6DI 13.5 81 40.4 282 11.8 46 PO
46Cr6Dll 13.5 81 50.1 350 14.6 46 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of bar I dimensions of bar's 82 = Unloaded end slip at Fm••
cross section t* = Maximum average bond stress

L = Embedment Length PO = Pull-out mode of failure
Fmax= Maximum pull-out load # = Not reliable result
om.. =Maximum normal stress
81 = Loaded end slip at Fmu
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Table C.1.2

D L Fm.. amax 51 152 t* feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

45Gr2D 13.5 27 13.4 93 0.58 0.57 11.7 45 PO

45Gr4D 13.5 54 23.0 160 0.66 0.47 10.0 45 PO

45Gr6D 13.5 81 41.0 286 0.91 0.48 11.9 45 PO

45GrSD 13.5 108 40.5 2S3 0.96 0.21 8.9 45 PO

45Gr10D 13.5 135 51.9 362 1.03 0.32 9.1 45 PO

45Cr2D 13.5 27 15.1 105 0.43 13.2 45 PO
45Cr4D . 13.5 54 32.1 223 0.44 0.34 14.0 45 PO

45Cr6D 13.5 81 30.1 210 0.44 0.25 8.8 45 PO

45CrSD 13.5 108 44.S 313 0.55 0.32 9.8 45 PO

45Cr10D 13.5 135 44.2 308 0.53 0.19 7.7 45 PO

45Ar6D 13.5 81 34.S 242 0.42 0.33 10.1 45 PO
45Hr6D 13.5 81 37.3 260 0.72 0.23 10.9 45 PO
45Gr10d 8.5 81 16.5 328 0.66 0.40 8.1 45 PO
45Crl0d 8 81 15.3 303 0.49 0.25 7.5 45 PO
45Cc 21 81 46.1 172 8.6 45 PO
45Gsm 16 81 4.9 24 0.65 1.2 45 PO
45Hsm 8 81 2.6 51 0.19 0.02 1.3 45 PO
45Gs 8x8 81 24.5 339 0.99 0.41 8.9 45 PO
45Cs Sx8 81 25.0 346 0.57 0.32 9.0 45 PO
45As 8x8 81 14.8 204 5.4 45 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of bar / dimensions of bar's
cross section

L = Embedment length
Fma. = Maximum pull-out load
om .. = Maximum normal stress
SI = Loaded end slip at Fmax
152 = Unloaded end slip at Fmu
t* = Maximum average bond stress
PO = Pull-out mode of failure
Cc = CFRP bar with ring cross section

(rou,=2Imm, r>n=10mm)
Gsm = GFRP smooth surface bar
Hsm = Hybrid smooth bar
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Table C.1.3

D L Fm.. am.. SI 82 t* feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

15Gr2D 13.5 27 3.2 22 0.79 0.65 2.8 15 PO

ISGr4D 13.5 54 7.1 50 0.44 0.42 3.1 15 PO

ISGr6D 13.5 81 6.7 46 0.80 0.70 1.9 15 PO

15Gr8D 13.5 108 11.5 80 0.67 0.47 2.5 15 PO

15GriOD 13.5 135 14.8 103 0.81 0.42 2.6 15 PO

15Cr2D 13.5 27 4.2 29 0.44 0.43 3.7 15 PO

15Cr4D 13.5 54 8.0 56 0.48 3.5 15 PO

15Cr6D 13.5 81 10.8 75 0.30 0.16 3.1 15 PO

15Cr8D 13.5 108 13.0 91 0.40 0.29 2.8 15 PO

15Crl0D 13.5 135 12.7 88 0.49 0.41 2.2 15 PO

15Ar6D 13.5 81 4.2 29 1.17 1.11 1.2 15 PO

15Hr6D 13.5 81 7.6 52 0.65 0.53 2.2 15 PO

15GrlOd 8.5 81 4.8 95 0.70 0.51 2.3 15 PO

15Crl0d 8.0 81 4.4 87 0.43 0.28 2.2 15 PO

15Arl0d 8.0 81 4.9 97 0.37 0.23 2.4 15 PO

15Cc 21.0 81 15.6 58 0.74 0.62 2.9 15 PO

15Gsm 16.0 81 0,3 2 0,37 0,36 0.1 15 PO

15Hsm 8.0 81 1.4 28 0.09 0.7 15 PO

15Gs 8x8 81 8.7 120 0.42 0.14 3.1 IS PO
15Cs 8x8 81 5.6 76 0.48 2.0 15 PO
15As 8x8 81 7.4 102 0.24 0.00 2.7 15 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of bar I dimensions of bar's
cross section

L = Embedment length
Fma. = Maximum pull-out load
am.. = Maximum normal stress
SI = Loaded end slip at F
32

ma.
= Unloaded end slip at F

t*
m..

= Maximum average bond stress
PO = Pull-out mode of failure
Cc = CFRP bar with ring cross section

(rou,=21mm, r.n=10mm)
Gsm = GFRP smooth surface bar>
Hsm = Hybrid smooth surface bar
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Table C.1.4

D L FmlX Cfml)( 51 52 t* feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

41Gr6dI S.5 48 15.6 274 1.27 1.16 12.2 41 PO

41Gr6dII S.5 48 11.9 20S 1.01 O.SO 9.3 41 PO

41Gr8dI 8.5 64 21.9 386 1.07 0.75 12.8 41 PO

41GrSdII S.5 64 24.S 436 1.07 0.71 14.5 41 PO

41Grl OdI S.5 SO 25.6 451 1.31 0.65 12.0 41 PO

41Grl OdII S.5 SO 2S.S 50S 13.5 41 PO

41Cr6dI S 4S 16.9 336 0.43 0.37 14.0 41 PO

41Cr6dII 8 4S 15.4 305 0.46 0.31 12.7 41 PO

41Cr8dl S 64 22.1 439 0.59 0.37 13.7 41 PO

41CrSdII S 64 22.2 440 0.51 0.02 13.S 41 PO

41Cr10dI S SO 25.7 510 0.73 0.41 12.8 41 PO

41CrlOdII S SO 2S.7 571 0.53 0.34 14.3 41 PO

41G24/6dt 10.5 60 10.4 120 0.24 0.96 5.3 41 PO

41G24/6dtI 10.5 60 S.O 92 0.23 0.02 4.0 41 PO
41G24/Sdt 10.5 SO 11.0 127 0.39 0.04 4.2 41 PO
41G24!Sdtl 10.5 80 13.3 153 0.51 0.16 5.0 41 PO
41G24/1 Odt 10.5 100 12.4 143 0.37 O.OS 3.S 41 PO
41G24/1 OdtI 10.5 lOO IS.7 216 0.55 0.13 5.7 41 PO
41G30!6dt 10.5 60 9.2 106 0.27 0.04 4.7 41 PO
41G30/6dtl 10.5 60 9.1 105 0.26 0.06 4.6 41 PO
41G30/Sdt 10.5 80 18.3 211 0.60 0.18 6.9 41 PO
41G30/8dtI 10.5 80 10.6 122 0.37 0.10 4.0 41 PO
41G30/10dt 10.5 100 20.2 233 0.51 0.05 6.1 41 PO
41G30/10dtl 10.5 lOO 22.0 254 6.7 41 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of bar G36/= GFRP round bar with different type of
L = Embedment length surface deformations (36 rovings)
Fmix = Maximum pull-out load
0mlX= Maximum normal stressS) = Loaded end slip at F
52 mIX

= Unloaded end slip at Fmn
t* = Maximum average bond stress
PO = Pull-out mode of failure
G24/= GFRP round bar with different type

of surface deformations (24 rovings)
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Table C.1.S

D L Fm.,. °mn 51 52 t· feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

39GSAI 8x8 64 32.1 501 0.88 0.67 15.7 39 SPO

39GSAII 8x8 64 32.5 508 0.70 0.19 15.9 39 SPO

39GSAIII 8x8 64 31.9 498 0.87 0.16 15.6 39 SPO

39Gr8dl 8.5 64 20.1 354 0.92 0.63 11.7 39 PO

39Gr8dII 8.5 64 20.3 358 0.95 0.65 11.9 39 PO

39Gr8dllI 8.5 64 16.6 292 0.63 0.34 9.7 39 PO

39Cr8dl 8 64 19.4 386 0.57 0.45 12.0 39 PO

39CrSdII 8 64 15.7 312 0.64 0.07 9.8 39 PO

39Cr8dlll 8 64 16.9 336 0.57 0.50 10.5 39 PO

39GSDI 8x8 64 25.5 398 0.96 0.37 12.5 39 PO

39GSDII 8x8 64 31.5 492 1.00 0.42 15.4 39 SPO

39GSDIII 8x8 64 22.5 351 0.95 0.44 11.0 39 PO

39CSI Sx8 64 31.4 491 0.45 0.20 15.3 39 SPO

39CSII Sx8 64 30.3 473 0.50 0.00 14.8 39 SPO

39CSlIl 8x8 64 27.8 434 0040 0.00 13.6 39 SPO

39Gsl 8x8 64 26.6 415 0.S4 0.64 13.0 39 PO

39GsII 8x8 64 26.0 406 0.94 0.70 12.7 39 PO

39CsI 8x8 64 24.6 384 0.57 12.0 39 PO

39CsII 8x8 64 21.9 342 0.60 0.39 10.7 39 PO

39GSTI 10xl0 81 7.5 75 6.80 6.20 2.4 39 PO
39GSTII 10xl0 81 11.0 110 6.65 5.10 3.4 39 PO
39Ar8dl 8 64 18.0 358 0.55 0.24 11.2 39 PO
39Ar8dII 8 64 15.4 306 0.49 0.22 9.6 39 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of barf Dimensions of bar GSD= GFRP square Daron (different kind of
L = Embedment length resin)
Fmil<= Maximum pull-out load CS = CFRP square Zoltek / Atlass80 (different
am.,. = Maximum normal stress . kind bar surface deformations and resin)01 = Loaded end slip at FmIX GST =. GFRP square smooth bar with twistedO2 = Unloaded end slip at F shapemIXt* = Maximum average bond stress
PO = Pull-out mode of failure
spa = Sudden pull-out failure
GSA = GFRP square Atlas 580 (different

kind bar surface deformations and resin)
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Table C.1.6

D L Fmax Om., ~I 82 t* feu Failure
(mm) (mm) (kN) (MPa) (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) mode

36GSAI 8x8 64end 29.2 456 0.92 0.07# 14.3 36 SPO

36GSAII 8x8 64end 27.3 426 0.73 0.35 13.4 36 SPO

36GSAIII 8x8 32end 13.5 211 0.18# 0.28 13.3 36 PO

36GSAIV SxS 32end 17.4 272 0.54 0.37 17.2 36 SPO

36Gr4dl 8.5 32end 10.1 178 O.SO 0.75 11.8 36 PO

36Gr4dII 8.5 32end 11.8 208 0.51 0.40 13.8 36 PO

36Gr4dIII 8.5 32mid 10.2 180 0.50 0.31 11.9 36 PO

36Gr4dlV 8.5 32mid 10.1 178 0.96 0.94 11.S 36 PO

36Cr4dl 8 32end 8.7 173 0.57# 0.62# 10.8 36 PO

36Cr4dIl S 32end 10.1 201 0.72 0.54 12.6 36 PO

36Cr4dIII S 32mid 10.2 203 0.44 0.37 12.7 36 PO

36Cr4dlV S 32mid 8.6 171 0.33 0.33 10.7 36 PO

36CSI SxS 64end 27.2 425 0.50 0.36 13.3 36 SPO

36CSII SxS 64end 27.2 425 0.27 13.3 36 SPO

36Gsl 8x8 64end 18.8 293 1.13 0.49 9.3 36 PO

36Gsll 8x8 64end 22.1 345 0.83 0.76 10.9 36 PO
36CsI 8x8 32end 10.5 164 0.43 0.39 10.4 36 PO
36Csll 8x8 32end 14.0 218 0.60 0.38 13.9 36 PO
36Stl 8 64end 26.7 531 0.S8 0.87 16.6 36 PO
36Stll 8 64end 26.5 527 0.29# 0.78 16.5 36 PO

Notation:

D = Diameter of bar I Dimensions of bar
L = Embedment length
Fmax = Maximum pull-out load
Om .. = Maximum normal stress
01 = Loaded end slip at Fmax
O2 = Unloaded end slip at Fmax
t* = Maximum average bond stress
PO = Pull-out mode of failure
SPO = Sudden pull-out failure
GSA:: GFRP square Atlas 5S0 (different

CS
kind bar surface deformations and resin)
= CFRP square ZoltekiAtlas 580
(different kind bar surface deformations
and resin)

St == High strength steel deformed bar

# .. Not reliable result
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C.2 Bond-Slip curves for pullout tests presented in Table C.1.2

12 _ 45Gr2D 12 _ 45Gr4D

10 10 __
-;- c;- rc.. 8 c.. 8~ ~
VI

VI -VI 6 VI 6 _~ e... .....VI
VI'0 4 -_ Unloadedend '0 4 _ Unloadedendc c0 0co

2 -Loaded end co
2 -Loaded end

0 0
0

2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6 ,'.

12 45Gr6D 10 _ 45Gr8D

10
8

111 c;-c.. c..~ ~ 6VI
VIVI 6 VIe Cl)... "-VI ..... 4VI'0 4

- Unloadedend '0c
C _ Unloadedend0
0co

2 -Loaded end co 2 -Loaded end

0 ------ 0
0

2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6

10 _ 45Gr10D 14 _ 45Cr2D

12 -- I-;-
~ 10 _c..

~ 6 ~VI 8 _VI VI~ VI... 4 e 6VI .....
'0 VI
C - Unloadedend '00 c 4co 2 0 -Loaded end-Loaded end co

2
0

00
2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0

2 Slip (mm) 4 6
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14 45Cr4D 10. 45Cr6D
12

8
-;;- 10 -;;-a. a.~ 8 ~ 6III

IIIIII
IIIQ)
CIl... 6 ...... ... 4III
Cl)

"tJ
-_- Unloaded end "tJ

--..-- Unloaded ende 4 e0
0al -Loaded end al 2 -- Loaded end2

0 ---~-~.---- 0
0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6

10 _ 45Cr8D 8 _ 45Cr10D

8
-;;- ii 6 -a. a.~ 6 ~Cl)

IIIIII
Cl) 4Cl> e...... 4 ...III
Cl)"tJ

~ Unloaded end -e ____ Unloaded endc
g 20

al 2 -Loaded end al -Loaded end

0 0 ----------- _. --- ----0
2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6

12 45Ar6D 12 . 45Hr6D
10

- Unloaded end 10r-:-;;-
-Loaded end -;;-a. 8 a. 8~ !.III

IIICl) 6_
III 6e
~

...
Cl)

III"tJ 4
-e 4c:
e - ___Unloaded end0
0al

2 co -Loaded end2

0
00

2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0
2 Slip (mm) 4 6

9 _
8 _ 45Gr10d

_ 7 .
III

~ 6
';5
Cl)

~ 4
Cl)

"tJ 3e
~ 2

1 .
o ___

o

- Unloaded end
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6
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7

-6
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III 3
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o
o

2 Slip (mm) 4
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1.4 45Gsm 3 _ 45Hsm

1.2

iQ ~
0. 0.
:E ~-; 0.8 CII
CII CII

~ 0.6 ~...
CII CII
"0 "0 _ Unloaded end§ 0.4 c

-- Loaded end 0cc cc 0.5 . _Loaded end
0.2

0 0
0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4

6

9 45Gs 10 _ 45Cs

B 9

7 8
iQ iQ 7~ 6 _ 0.

~ 6-;5 CII
CII CII 5
~ 4 ~... 4CII CII
"0 3 _ Unloaded end "0 3 _ Unloaded endc c0 2 0CC -- Loaded end cc 2 _Loaded end

1
0 -._. --.------ 0 --------------

0 2 sr 4 6 0 2 Slip (mm) 4 6ip Irn m )
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C.2 Bond-Slip curves for pullout tests presented in Table C.1.3
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C.2 Bond-Slip curves for pullout tests presented in Table C.1.4
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C.2 Bond-Slip curves for pullout tests presented in Table C.1.S
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C.2 Bond-Slip curves for pullout tests presented in Table C.1.6
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APPENDIXD

Microscope images of FRP bond failures

Figure D.l: CFRP bar before testing

Figure D.2: CFRP bar after testing
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Figure D.3: GFRP bar before testing

Figure D.4: GFRP bar after testing
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Figure D.S: Concrete side bond failure interface for CFRP bar

Figure D.6: Concrete side bond failure interface for GFRP bar
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APPENDIXE

Beam test results

E.l Summary of beam test results

Table E.l.1

Max. Max.
Beam Main - Shear Load Type of Max. peak average Concrete

reinforcement - capacity failure recorded bond bond strength
confinement of beam normal stress stress (MPa)

(kN) bar strain (MPa) (MPa)

GB5 3 GFRP bars d=13.!imm 105.1 Concrete, 0.0101 3.4 1.8 31.2
GFRP links, 35mm clc compressive

GB6 3 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 43.9 Shear 0.0040 1.1 0.7 32.9
No links

SB7 2 Steel bars d=16mm 126.5 Concrete, 0.0063 7.8 2.3 32.9
GFRP links, 35mmc/c compressive

SB8 2 Steel bars d=8mm 34.9 Flexural, >0.0030 5.9 1.6 32.9
GFRP links, 128mm clc Steel yield

GB9 3 GFRP bars d=13.!imm 103.6 Concrete, 0.0104 4.4 1.8 39.8
GFRP links, 76.5mm clc compressive

GBIO 3 GFRP bars d=13.!imm 103.0 Concrete, 0.0099 3.7 1.7 39.8
GFRP links, 76.5mm clc compressive

GBl1 3 GFRP bars d=13.!imm 97.9 Shear 0.0093 5.5 1.6 39.8
GFRP links. 1!i3mm clc

GB12 3 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 133.1 Shear 0.0086 6.4 2.1 39.8
GFRP links, 1S3mm clc
(Reduced anchorage
length = 612 mm)

GB13 2 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 90.6 Concrete, 0.0139 5.5 2.4 43.4
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

GB14 2 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 106.5 Bar failure 0.0166 6.3 2.9 43.4
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc
Concrete confinement

GB15 2 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 94.6 Concrete, 0.0158 3.2 2.8 43.4
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc

compressiveConcrete confinement
+ Bar failure

GB16 2 GFRP bars d=13.Smm 103.4 Bar failure 0.0158 6.8 2.8 43.4GFRP links, 76.7mm clc
Concrete confinement
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Table E.1.2

Max. Max.
Beam Main - Shear Load Type of Max. peak average Concrete

reinforcement - capacity failure recorded bond bond strength
confinement of beam normal stress stress (MPa)

(kN) bar strain (MPa) (MPa)

CBI7 3 CFRP bars d=13.Smm 127.6 Concrete, 0.0049 5.9 2.2 34.0
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

CBl8 3 CFRP bars d=13.Smm 163.5 Concrete, 0.0085 8.5 3.8 34.0
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive
Concrete confinement

CBl9 2 CFRP bars d=13.Smm 109.6 Concrete, 0.0079 7.2 3.5 34.0
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

CB20. 2 CFRP bars d=13.Smm 146.2 Bond failure 0.0094 8.2 4.2 34.0
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc
Concrete confinement

CGB21 2 HFRP bars d=13.5mm 58.0 Concrete, 0,0078 5.1 1.5 18,1
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

CGB22 3 HFRP bars d=13.5mm 98.7 Bond failure 0.0106 4.8 2.1 18.1
No links

Concrete confinement

AB23 2 AFRP bars d=13.Smm 64.1 Concrete, 0.0074 3.9 1.9 18.1
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

AB24 3 AFRP bars d=13.Smm 36.6 Concrete 0.0027 1.3 0,7 18,1
No links shear failure

CB25 2 CFRP bars d=8.Smm 86.3 Bar failure 0.0118 10.1 3.7 47.8
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc

CB26 3 CFRP bars d=8.Smm 122.6 Bar failure 0.0114 7.0 3.2 47.8
GFRP links, 76.7mm clc

AB27 2 AFRP bars d=8.Smm 70.6 Concrete. 0.0175 4.4 2,9 47.8GFRP links, 76.7mm clc compressive

AB28 3 AFRP bars d=8.Smm 84.6 Bond failure 0.0224 8.4 3.7 47.8GFRP links, 76.7mm clc
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Table E.1.3

Beam Reinforcement Main I Shear Max. Type of failure CJmax Bond Concrete

arrangement I reinforcement Load stress strength

L (mm, times (kN) values (MPa)

bar diameter)
(MPa)

GB29 Single bar 3 GFRP bars 110 (I) Bond splitting 0.0170 t,l= 2.0 35

anchorage I (13.5mm) I crack under the t*= 3.2
L=250 (19D) GFRP links middle bar

75 mm clc (II) Bar failure

GB30 Single bar 3 GFRP bars 122 (I) Bond splitting O.OISO t,l= 2.2 35

anchorage I (13.5mm) I crack under the t*= 2.7
L=300 (22D) GFRP links middle bar

75 mm clc (II) Bar failure

GB3l Spliced bars I 4 GFRP bars 45 Face and side 0.0070 t*= 3.S 35

L=300 (22D) (13.5mm) I bond splitting
GFRP links failure
75 mm clc

CB32 Single bar 3 CFRP bars 75 (I) Bond splitting ~.0092 t.l= 3.9 35

anchorage I (S mm)1 crack under the t*= 4.6
L=300 (38D) GFRP links middle bar

75 mm clc (II) Bar failure

CB33 Spliced bars I 4 CFRP bars 45 Side bond 0.007S t*= 5.7 35

L=300 (38D) (S mm) I splitting failure
GFRP links
75 mm clc

GB34 Single bar 3 GFRP bars 75 (I) Bond splitting 0.0215 (I) 45

anchorage I (S.5mm) I crack under the t,l= 2.6

L=370 (44D) GFRP links middle bar t*= 3.2

75 mm clc (ll) Bond splitting (II)

crack under the t*= 2.7

edge bar

GB35 Single bar 3 GFRPbars 69 (I) Bond splitting 0.0215 t.l= 2.8 45

anchorage I (S.5mm) I crack at the side t*= 3.0
L=300 (35D) GFRP links face of beam

75 mm clc (II) Bar failure

GB36 Spliced bars I 4 GFRPbars 34 Face and side 0.0130 t*= 4.1 45

L=300 (35D) (S.5mm) I bond splitting
GFRP links failure
75 mm clc

CB37 Single bar 3 CFRP bars 99 (I) Bond splitting 0.0117 t.l= 2.4 45
anchorage I (S mm) I crack under the t*= 3.7
L=580 (72D) GFRP links middle bar

75 mm clc (11) Bar failure

Notations:
tsl : estimated average bond value developed when the anchorage started slipping
t* : maximum average bond value developed in the anchorage length
Cfmax : maximum recorded normal bar strain at the loaded end of the anchorage bar
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 GB 5

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
65 100 519 867 1250

0 39 2 485 347 627
10 49 8 629 765 1020
20 47 10 906 1423 1692
30 53 3 1185 1953 2264
.to 64 .t 19·+3 2856 3211
50 72 7 2621 3800 4199
60 83 24 3275 4727 5179
70 82 62 3883 5680 6144
80 201 834 4533 6689 7198
90 263 981 5109 7652 8207
100 343 1114 5849 8739 9381
105 382 1177 6195 9336 10101

11000 T

I --+-0
10000 t -'-20

9000 -1- --*-40
i

-+-60BOOO..L

7000 ---+-BO
III _100c:
'i!j 6000...

--0--105Vi
~ 5000tJs
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1200 1400
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BEAM GB 5 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, l\1Pa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 33 83 310 692 1058.5

(I 0 0.09 -0.16 0.21 -0.07 0.11
10 0 0.11 -0.18 0.27 0.12 0.10
20 0 0.11 -0.16 0.39 0.35 0.11
30 0 0.12 -0.22 0.52 OA6 0.12
-40 0 0.15 -0.26 0.85 0.73 0.14-
50 0 0.17 -0.28 1.14 0.81 0.16
(,0 0 0.19 -0.26 1.42 0.92 0.18
70 0 0.19 -0.09 1.67 1.05 0.18
80 0 0.47 2.75 1,.61 1.22 0.20
90 0 0.61 3.12 1.80 1.36 0.22
100 0 0.80 3.35 2.06 1.58 0.25
]05 0 0.89 3.45 2.19 1.52 0.30

41

': 1
--.--0

--G-20

--'-40
I -60I

2'1 ~80
'i" -'-100
Do
~ --+-105
1/1 2 T
1/1

1.51

~
~
"tlc:
0
Cl)

Distance from the end of the bar (mm)
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMGB6

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 17 10 13 22 21 217 670 6·B
10 25 .t8 32 22 37 281 1060 1180
20 22 17 29 26 52 380 1603 1849
30 20 20 31 30 59 1202 2.tl0 2673
"'0 34 34 37 51 65 2141 3482 3696
4", 30 30 39 55 82 2631 3821 4015
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I

I
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BEAl\1 GB 6 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 3-15 693 1059

0 0 0.087 -0.031 0.014 0.036 -0.003 0.085 0.198 -0.01]
10 II O.]28 0.100 -0.07] -O.O..B 0.063 0.106 0,3 ..W 0.0-'8
20 0 0.] 13 -0.025 0.056 -0.0] 5 0.] 12 O.]-'3 0.533 0.098
30 0 0.103 0.000 0.0-'8 -0.007 0.127 0.-198 0.527 0.104-
40 0 0.173 0.000 0.012 0.060 0.063 0.90-1 0.584 0.085
4-1 0 0.154 0.000 0.039 0.069 0.116 1.111 0.519 0.077
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 SB7

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
100 170 519 867 1250

() -16 -15 388 270 236
10 -18 --l -l71 -l85 -l02
20 -8 3 595 737 593
30 1 12 713 961 765
.to -3 25 850 1203 950
50 5 65 1085 1523 1222
60 25 96 1319 1800 1-l62
70 65 324 1550 2114 1738
8() 186 601 1761 NS6 2033
90 2-l3 749 1950 2Y68 239./
lOO 327 880 2158 rn
110 402 1011 2./39 3,/29
120 493 1133 r25 ./-IS-
127 542 1226 295- 6316

7000 T
-+-0I

I
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BEAl\1 SB7 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Loatl (liN) Avcrage bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 50 135 3./5 693 1059

() 0 -0.13 0.01 0.93 -0.27 -0.07
10 0 -0.15 0.16 1.09 0.03 -0.17
20 0 -0.07 0.13 1.36 0.33 -0.30
30 0 0.01 0.12 1.61 0.57 -OAI
"'0 0 -0.03 0.33 1.89 0.81 -0.53
50 0 O.O~ 0.69 2.3~ 1.01 -0.63
60 0 0.20 0.82 2.81 1.10 -0.70
70 0 0.52 2.96 2.81 1.30 -0.79
SO 0 IA9 -U4 2.66 1.66 -0.95
90 0 1.9~ 5.79 2.76
100 0 2.62 6.31 2.94
110 0 3.22 6.96
120 0 3.95 7.31
127 0 ·U4 7.82
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 SB8

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, 111m)
100 170 519 867 1250

0 18 15 26 386 66
5 3 26 -to 723 553
10 2 37 60 1066 1079
15 5 29 77 I-t23 1621
20 8 31 I-t6 2033 27-13
25 26 37 155.+ 2-t26
30 8 52 2169 3053
35 18 72 2629

40001 ~o
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BEA1\1 SB8 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I{N) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 50 135 3-15 693 1059

0 0 o.u -0.03 0.02 0.83 -0.67
5 0 0.02 0.27 0.03 1.57 -0.36
10 0 0.01 OAI 0.05 2.31 0.03
15 0 O.O~ 0.28 0.11 3.09 0.41
20 0 0.06 0.26 0.26 ~.33 1.~8
25 0 0.21 0.12 3A8 2.00
30 0 0.06 0.50 ~.86 2.03
35 0 O.I~ 0.62 5.87
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6 t
5 1

~ 4t
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMGB9

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I{N) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 ~ ~7 3 13 2 752 1036 995
10 ~ 6-l -12 36 7 8-l2 1291 IH8
20 12 65 16 22 23 1178 1980 1930
30 18 95 2 47 28 15~5 2751 2660
~o 10 89 5 H 2~ 1978 3~76 332~
50 16 110 20 31 6~ 2777 4~85 4337
60 3 117 29 60 131 3~6~ 5~88 5328
70 6 138 28 97 289 ~216 6~86 6337
80 19 178 35 175 612 5018 7539 7387
')0 32 231 81 ~1~ 1260 5831 8626 8~82
100 19 292 337 122-l 2238 6515 9798 9.5~5
103 22 296 ~81 1507 2520 6735 IOn9 9975
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10000 --.-20I
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BEAl\1 GB9 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I{N) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from tile end oft/le bar, mm)
0 15 .18 83 118 153 3.15 693 1059

0 0 0.02 0.19 -0.19 O.O-l -0.05 0.33 0.12 -o.oz
10 0 0.02 0.26 -0.33 0.21 -0.13 0.36 0.20 -0.02
20 0 0.06 0.23 -0.21 0.02 0.01 0.50 0.35 -0.02
30 0 0.09 0.33 -OAO 0.19 -O.OS 0.66 0.53 -0.04
-l0 0 0.05 0.3-l -0.36 0.17 -0.09 0.S5 0.65 -0.06
50 0 O.OS OAI -0.39 0.05 0.1-l l.18 0.74 -0.06
GO 0 0.02 0.49 -0.38 0.13 0.31 1.45 0.88 -Cl.06
7() 0 0.03 0.57 -O.-lS 0.30 0.83 1.71 0.99 -Cl.06
so 0 Cl.I0 0.69 -0.62 0.61 1.89 l.92 1.10 -0.06
~O () 0.16 0.S6 -0.65 US 3.67 l.99 1.22 -O.()6
100 0 0.10 1.18 0.20 3.85 -l.-l0 1.86 1.43 -0.10
103 0 0.11 1.19 0.80 4.45 4.39 l.84 1.61 -0.18
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMGBIO

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, 111m)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 -.. -.. 5 22 28 303 562 638
10 0 .. -3 -+2 19 398 10..3 1112
20 -6 8 12 26 ..6 556 1768 1832
30 -8 19 13 32 ..7 727 2..11 2-+4..
40 5 18 15 56 33 1556 3286 3422
50 8 18 17 63 38 2305 408.. 4299
60 0 ..3 18 56 59 3290 5033 5389
70 .. ..7 19 83 119 ..169 5852 6301
SO .. 50 15 118 300 5007 6809 7328
90 -.. 62 28 181 658 5671 7899 8..57
JOO 2 53 ..3 393 11..8 6326 8997 9571
J03 7 70 SO ..83 1323 6..86 9362 99..2
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BEAl\1 GBIO (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (liN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from tile end of the bar, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 3-15 693 1059

0 0 -0.02 0.00 0.04 Cl.07 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.03
10 0 0.00 0.02 -0.03 0.19 -0.10 0.17 0.28 0.03
20 0 -0.03 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.22 0.53 0.03
30 0 -0.04 0.12 -0.02 0.08 0.06 0.30 0.73 0.01
.to 0 0.02 0.06 -0.02 0.18 -0.10 0.66 0.75 0.05
50 0 0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.20 -0.11 0.99 0.78 0.08
60 0 0.00 0.19 -0.11 0.17 0.01 1.41 0,76 0,14
70 0 0.02 0.18 -0.12 0.28 0.16 1,77 0,73 0.18
80 0 Cl.02 0.20 -0.15 O..l5 0.79 2.05 0,79 0.21
90 0 -Cl.02 0.29 -0.14 0.66 2.07 2,18 0.97 0,22
lOO 0 0,01 0.22 -0.04 1.52 3.28 2,26 1.16 0.23
103 0 CUB 0.27 -0.09 1.88 3.65 2.25 1.25 0.23
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 GB11

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 17 15 23 16 33 728 745 734
10 20 20 30 18 40 911 1228 1180
20 12 25 28 19 41 1318 1949 1891
30 6 19 51 31 31 1747 2669 2596
40 5 31 46 28 53 2444 3501 3431
50 -30 46 49 .t2 57 3367 4411 4337
60 -22 27 79 93 380 4046 5-B3 5305
70 -40 38 78 190 717 4620 6312 6176
80 -45 60 107 377 1207 5200 7253 7123
90 -4 85 240 907 2062 5929 8446 8297
98 6 86 407 1279 2538 6454 9278 9Q97
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BEAl\1 GB11 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (liN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 .18 83 118 153 3.15 693 1059

0 0 Cl.09 -0.01 0.0 .. -0.03 0.08 0.30 0.01 0.00
10 0 0.10 0.00 0.0 .. -0.05 0.10 0.38 0.1-1- -0.02
20 0 0.06 0.06 0.01 -0.0-1- 0.09 0.56 0.28 -0.02
30 0 0.03 0.06 0.1'+ -0.09 0.00 0.75 0.'+0 -0.03
-1-0 0 0.03 0.11 0.07 -0.08 0.11 1.0.+ 0.46 -0.03
50 0 -0.15 0.33 0.01 -0.03 0.07 1.H 0.45 -0.03
GO 0 -0.11 0.21 0.22 0.06 1.2-1- 1.60 0.60 -0.05
70 0 -0.20 0.3-1- 0.18 0 ...8 2.29 1.70 0.7-1- -0.05
80 0 -0.23 OA5 0.21 1.17 3.60 1.7-1- 0.89 -0.05
90 0 -0.02 0.38 0.67 2.89 5.01 1.69 1.10 -0.06
98 0 0.03 0.35 1.39 3.79 5.-1-6 1.71 1.23 -0.07
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 GB12

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of tile bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 27 16 21 29 2 517 555 675
10 29 18 ol5 32 22 623 1010 8ol5
20 35 29 50 ol5 26 854 1522 1173
30 16 48 42 51 46 1097 2034 1500
40 18 56 46 62 52 2069 2577 2118
50 20 55 54 63 73 3038 3164 2870
60 28 51 116 311 1152 3596 3801 3626
70 34 86 217 733 19o13 4265 4449 -l382
80 55 177 626 1-l34 2862 4850 5053 5081
!)O 67 377 1070 2033 3-l95 5517 5686 5772
100 76 680 1496 2590 -l001 62-l4 6347 6493
110 95 9-B 1853 3005 4387 6913 7022 7169
120 122 1265 2277 3-l-l5 -l820 7648 7777 789-l
130 153 1632 2676 3918 5176 8375 8499 8608
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BEAl\1 GB12 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 ./8 83 118 153 3./5 693 1059

0 0 0.1~ -0.05 0.02 O.O~ -0.12 0.22 0.02 0.05
10 0 0.1~ -O.O~ 0.11 -0.05 -0.05 0.26 0.17 -0.07
20 0 0.17 -0.02 0.09 -0.02 -0.08 0.36 0.29 -0.14
30 0 0.08 O.l~ -0.02 O.O~ -0.02 OA6 0.41 -0.21
40 0 0.09 0.16 -O.O~ 0.07 -0.05 0.88 0.22 -0.18
50 0 0.10 0.15 0.00 0.04 O.O~ 1.29 0.05 -0.12
60 0 ().1~ 0.10 0.28 0.8~ 3.65 1.06 0.09 -0.07
70 0 0.17 0.23 0.57 2.2~ 5.25 1.01 0.08 -0.03
80 0 0.28 0.53 1.95 3.50 6.20 0.87 0.09 0.01
911 Cl 0.3~ 1.35 3.01 ~.18 6.35 0.88 0.07 o.os
IOU 0 0.39 2.62 3.5~ 4.75 6.12 0.98 0,04 0.06
110 0 0.48 3.68 3.95 5.00 6.00 1.10 0.05 0.06
120 0 0.62 ~.96 4.39 5.07 5.97 1.23 0.06 0.05
130 0 0.77 6A2 ~.53 5.39 5,46 1.39 0.05 O.O~
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 GB13

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from tile end Of th e bar, mm)
65 lOO 135 170 519 867 1250

0 8-l 110 87 108 8-l9 1198 667
to 89 118 95 109 1151 2061 17.t9
20 112 103 118 112 16-l2 3250 3054
30 123 117 113 129 2124 4358 4260
40 127 135 141 136 3189 592.t 5711
50 143 171 160 170 4500 7718 7363
60 1-l6 177 201 322 546.t 9066 8661
70 172 191 -l2-l 1059 7003 1070-l 10325
80 182 327 1124 2038 8219 11776
~o 267 775 2035 2759 8856 13878
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BEAM GB13 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 33 83 118 153 3./5 693 1059

0 0 0.36 0.11 -0.10 0.09 0.32 0.15 -0.21

10 0 0.38 0.13 -0.10 0.06 OA5 O.·W -0.12

20 0 (lA9 -0. Cl-l 0.07 -Cl.02 Cl.67 0.70 -0.08

30 0 0.53 -0.02 -0.02 0.07 0.87 0.97 -O.O-l

-to 0 0.55 o.or 0.03 -0.02 ' 1.33 1.19 -0.08
50 0 0.62 0.12 -0.05 O.O-l 1.89 lAO -0.1-l
(i0 0 0.6-l 0.13 0.11 0.52 2.2-l 1.57 -0.16
70 0 0.75 (l.08 l.01 2.76 2.59 l.6l -0.15
SO () 0.79 O.G3 3.-l6 3.96 2.69 1.55
90 0 1.16 2.2Cl 5A7 3.l-l 2.66 2.19
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1GB14

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of til e bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 20l 96 613 908 987 1970 2285 21ol8
10 22 98 616 913 1029 2068 2643 2652
20 13 106 618 950 1233 2582 3982 ol138
30 21 116 623 1059 1505 33ol3 5230 5441
40 22 122 650 1180l 1820 ol221 6583 6869
50 10 129 685 1282 2105 5031 7823 8200
60 -2 113 7ol0 1400 2ol1ol 5919 9154 9647
70 -6 120l 795 1509 2671 6678 10336 10889
80 1 loll 821 1663 2968 7633 11771 12519
90 -11 162 1029 1925 33ol7 8537 13201 lol013
100 -26 300 1433 2344 3797 9603 15074 16.112
106 -16 422 1685 2636 4060 10252 16560 16045
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BEAM GB14 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of tire bar, mm)
0 15 ./8 83 118 153 3-15 693 1059

0 0 0.12 0.31 2.2ol 1.28 0.3ol OA3 0.14 -0.05
10 0 0.11 0.33 2.25 l.29 0.50 0.45 0.25 0.00
20 0 0.06 OAO 2.22 1Aol l.23 0.59 0.61 0.06
30 0 0.11 OAI 2.20 1.89 1.9ol 0.80 0.82 0.08
.to 0 0.11 0.ol3 2.29 2.31 2.76 l.OS l.03 0.11
50 0 0.05 0.52 2.ol1 2.59 3.57 l.28 l.22 0.15
60 0 -0.01 0.50 2.72 2.86 4AO 1.53 lA1 0.20
70 0 -0.03 0.57 2.91 3.10 s.o, 1.75 1.59 0.22
80 0 0.01 0.61 2.95 3.65 5.66 2.03 1.80 0.30
90 0 -0.06 0.75 3.76 3.89 6.17 2.26 2.03 0.32
10n 0 -0.13 Ul 4.92 3.95 6.30 2.53 2.38 0.41
106 0 -0.08 1.90 5.ol8 4.13 6.18 2.70 2:75 -0.20
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMGB15

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (l<N) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

() 51 35 56 ~9 775 1~08 1508
10 29 65 ~~ 63 1287 1973 1981
20 ~1 61 69 60 2069 3063 316~
30 39 75 72 62 27~5 39-l0 ~157
.til 62 100 90 87 3~91 5201 5568
50 66 136 86 115 .t278 6973 7~67
(,0 ~7 161 97 136 516~ 8559 8978
7() 69 168 132 306 6293 10528 10773
8() 70 205 3I~ 695 7337 12321 12393
90 82 305 653 12~8 82~3 1~915
9~ 103 366 789 I~99 8821 15792
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BEAl\1 GB15 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the emf of the bar, mm)
0 33 83 118 153 3./5 693 1059

() 0 0.22 -0.07 0.09 -0.03 0.32 0.28 0.04
10 0 0.12 0.16 -0.09 0.08 0.53 0.30 0.00
20 0 0.18 o.os 0.03 -0.04 0.88 o...n l1.O4
30 0 0.17 0.16 . -0.01 -0.04 1.17 0.52 0.09
40 0 0.27 0.17 -0.05 -0.01 l.48 0.74 0.15
50 0 0.28 0.30 -0.22 0.13 l.81 l.17 0.20
GO 0 0.20 0.50 -0.28 0.17 2.19 1.48 0.17
70 0 0.30 0.43 -0.16 0.75 2.61 1.85 0.10
80 0 0.30 0.59 0.47 1.66 2.89 2.17 0.03
90 0 0.36 0.96 l.5l 2.58 3.05 2.91
94 0 0.45 1.14 1.84 3.08 3.19 3.04
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 GB16

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of tile bar, mm)
65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 -2 16 5 2 1002 1019 1085
10 19 1.+ 8 1220 1991 20.+0
20 15 11 8 20 1683 33.+3 3378
30 8 25 11 30 21-+7 .+706 .+672
-+0 8 1.+ 26 13 3008 6196 6126
50 2.+ 6 39 26 .+176 7586 7517
60 19 30 .+3 .+2 5266 9257 9127
70 20 38 H 12.+ 6229 10765 10562
80 20 .+5 103 3.+.+ 728.+ 12.+0.+ 12093
90 268 106.+ 2565 3318 8330 1400.+ 13665
100 .+86 1531 3098 3765 9577 158.+1 1543.+
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BEAl\1 GB16 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (liN) AYCJ"age bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bur, mm)
0 33 83 118 153 3-15 693 1059

0 0 -0.01 0.08 -0.05 -0.0] O.H 0.0] 0.03
to 0 0.08 -0.08 0.06 -0.03 0.53 0.3~ (1.02
20 0 0.06 -0.02 -0.01 0.05 0.72 0.72 0.01
30 0 O.O~ 0.(17 -0.06 0.08 0.92 1.l2 -0.01
"'0 0 O.O~ 0.02 0.05 -0.06 1.31 1.39 -0.03
50 0 0.10 -0.08 0.14 -0.05 1.81 lA9 -0.03
60 0 0.08 0.05 0.06 -0.01 2.28 l.7~ -0.05
70 0 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.35 2.66 1.98 -0.08
80 0 0.09 ().11 0.25 1.04 3.02 2.23 -0.12
90 0 ) .16 3A5 6.51 3.27 2.18 2A7 -0.13
too 0 2.11 ·U3 6.80 2.90 2.53 2.73 -0.16
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CB17

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 31 13 -3 29 10 318 376 350
to .n 13 -8 -l8 9 376 559 507
20 28 -II 24 -l0 13 525 901 811
30 -l2 7 -3 60 12 666 1207 1113
-l0 37 2 7 62 15 896 1579 1484
SO 27 -8 39 49 45 1246 1960 1892
60 50 17 11 83 43 1619 2387 2342
70 38 25 37 82 124 2013 2779 2790
80 88 110 312 595 778 2557 3208 3198
90 212 360 693 1000 1190 2975 361-l 3649
100 277 4·B 713 1I05 1270 3340 -l01O 4D74
110 304 486 765 1189 1351 3691 4454 4515
120 321 537 814 1259 1431 4071 4910 4973
127 331 569 857 1325 1495 4435 5320 5407
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BEAl\1 CB17 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average hood stress, MPa (Distance from the end ofthe bar, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 3.15 693 1059

0 0 0 ..+5 -0.20 -0.18 0.35 -0.21 0.3'+ 0.06 -0.03
10 0 0.62 -0.33 -0.23 0.62 -0.-+3 0.-+1 0.20 -0.05
20 0 0..+1 -0.'+'+ 0.39 0.18 -0.30 0.57 0.42 -0.09
30 0 0.61 -0.39 -0.10 0.70 -0.53 0.73 0.60 -0.09
-'0 0 0.55 -0.39 0.05 0.61 -0.52 0.98 0.76 -0.10
50 () 0.39 -0.39 0.53 0.11 -0.05 1.3-' 0.79 -0.07
60 () 0.7.+ -0.37 -0.07 0.80 -0. -'.+ 1.76 n.86 -0.05
7() () (l.55 -Cl.l.+ 0.13 0.50 0.-+7 2.10 0.85 0.01
80 0 1.28 0.25 2.2'+ 3.1'+ 2.03 1.98 (l.73 -0.01
9() 0 3.10 1.6.+ 3.69 3.'+0 2.11 1.99 0.71 0.03
100 0 .+.0'+ 1.8.+ 2.99 '+.35 1.83 2.31 0.75 0.07.
110 0 -' ..+-' 2.02 3.10 '+.70 1.80 2.61 n.85 (l.O6
120 0 -'.70 2.-+0 3.07 .+.9'+ 1.90 2.9'+ 0.93 0.06
127 0 .+.8'+ 2.6'+ 3.19 5.18 1.88 3.27 0.99 o.os
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CB18

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bat"

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of tit e bar, mm)
30 65 135 170 519 867 1250

20 17 19 -~5 -25 559 7~1 850
30 16 21 -~~ -16 708 101~ 1130
~O 17 15 -27 -25 997 1375 1~60
50 -2 2 -3 -15 1312 1773 1903
60 14 25 -26 6 1608 2128 2259
70 17 23 -5 20 1929 2515 2708
80 -~ 6 1~8 27~ 2207 2853 3125
90 27 83 522 889 H~8 3229 3552
100 68 180 922 1383 2822 3585 39H
110 122 302 1083 1671 307~ 3969 4370
120 165 ~16 1365 1922 3359 ~358 ~&33
130 202 ~89 151~ 2088 3686 ~733 5275
UO 251 595 1621 2285 3952 5331 5863
150 2~9 635 1808 2~36 n52 5717 6715
160 288 7~6 1953 263~ 4533 8370
163 283 750 2034 2672 4760 8513
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BEAl\1 CB18 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of tile bar, mm)
0 15 -18 100 153 3-15 693 1059

20 0 0.25 0.02 -0.35 0.22 0.65 0.20 0.11
30 0 0.23 0.06 -0.36 0.31 0.81 0.3-l 0.12
40 0 0.25 -0.02 -0.23 0.02 1.1-l 0.42 0.09
SO 0 -0.02 O.O-l -0.03 -0.1-l 1A8 0.51 0.13
60 0 0.21 0.12 -0.28 0.35 1.78 0.58 0.13
70 0 0.24 0.07 -0.15 0.27 2.13 0.65 0.20
80 0 -0.06 0.12 0.78 lAO 2.1S 0.72 0.28
90 0 0.39 0.63 2.-l3 -l.07 1.74 0.87 0.33
100 0 0.99 1.24 -l.ll 5.10 1.60 0.85 0.36
110 0 1.78 2.00 4.33 6.52 1.56 l.00 OA1
120 0 2.42 2.78 5.26 6.18 1.60 1.11 0.-l8
130 () 2.95 3.18 5.69 6.36 1.78 1.17 0.55
UO 0 3.67 3.81 5.69 7.37 1.86 1.53 0.54
ISO 0 3.64 4.28 6.51 6.96 2.02 1.63 1.01
160 0 -l.21 5.08 6.69 7.55 2.11
163 0 4.14 5.18 7.12 7.07 2.33
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CB19

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 19 25 2.+ .+79 573 605
10 -11 .+2 -3 31 5.+1 782 987
20 .+ .+2 .., .+6 715 1139 1559.)

30 25 27 25 32 928 1.+81 2185
.to 19 28 .+0 30 132.t 2029 2856
50 1.+ -+-+ 45 .+3 189.+ 2686 352.+
(ill 38 53 95 187 2363 3239 .+127
70 56 152 279 639 295.+ 3910 .+808
811 502 896 1161 1.+73 3579 .+565 5536
')0 563 1062 1221 1.+27 3985 5199 6191
lOO 598 1139 1275 1.+50 .+.+12 582.+ 6888
Ill') 621 1197 1288 1.+08 .+859 6655 7906
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BEAM CB19 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I,N) Average bond stress, MPa (Distancefrom the end ofthe bar, 111m)
0 33 83 118 153 3./5 693 1059

0 0 CUI 0.07 -0.26 0.25 0.51 0.11 0.03
10 0 -0.07 0.58 -0.~9 0.38 0.57 0.27 0.21
20 0 0.02 0.~2 -O.H 0.~8 0.75 0.~7 0..+3
30 0 0.15 0.02 -0.02 0.08 l.00 0.62 0.71
~O 0 CUI 0.11 0.13 -0.11 1,44 0.78 0.84
50 0 0.09 0.33 0.01 -0.02 2.06 0.88 0.85
o(l () 0.23 0.17 0.~6 1.02 2,42 0.98 0.90
70 0 0.3~ 1.07 lAl 3.99 2.58 l.07 0.91
811 0 3.00 -U7 2.94 3.46 2.34 1.10 0.98
90 0 3.36 5.5~ 1.76 2.28 2.85 1.35 l.01
lOO 0 3.57 6.00 1.51 1.94 3.30 1.57 1.08
109 0 3.71 6.38 1.02 1.33 3.84 2.00 1.27
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Ee2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMCB20

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, 111m)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 19 20 -9 -1 -2 229 589 606
10 24 22 -6 9 6 390 835 777
20 9 2 7 8 -1 659 1433 1226
30 12 23 2 1 23 879 1859 1528
40 7 3 19 13 13 1136 2426 1911
50 0 18 23 4 53 1557 3065 2443
60 8 29 29 29 102 2068 3716 3030
70 -6 20 44 54 188 2531 4322 3975
80 6 47 99 19.+ 503 2950 4967 4677
90 38 98 188 420 848 3345 5541 5243
100 29 134 30.+ 571 1139 381.+ 6100 5170
110 76 252 507 957 1557 4253 6768 6409
120 112 476 857 1457 2080 4744 7429 7023
130 176 744 1307 1956 2580 5203 8166 7665
).to 309 964 1614 2220 2766 5632 8997 8417
146 353 974 1483 1973 2551 5899 94-l7 9303
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BEAl\1 CB20 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I.:N) Average hond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of tire bur, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 3-15 693 1059

0 0 0.2~ 0.01 -0.32 0.09 -0.02 0.26 O.~O 0.02
10 0 0.31 -0.02 -0.32 0.17 -O.O~ 0.~3 0.50 -0.06
20 0 0.12 -0.08 0.05 0.01 -0.09 0.73 0.86 -0.21
30 0 0.15 0.13 -0.23 -0.01 0.24 0.95 1.09 -0.34
.to 0 0.09 -O.O~ 0.18 -0.07 0.00 1.25 lA4 -0.52
50 0 0.00 0.20 0.05 -0.22 0.55 1.67 1.68 -0.63
(,0 0 0.10 0.2-l 0.00 0.00 0.81 2.19 1.8-l -0.69
70 0 -0.08 0.29 0.27 0.11 1.49 2.61 2.00 -0.35
80 0 (l.O8 OA6 0.57 1.06 3A3 2.73 2.25 -0.29
90 0 0.49 0.67 1.00 2.56 4.75 2.78 2A5 -0.30
100 0 0.38 1.16 1.89 2.96 6.30 2.98 2.55 -0.33
1](1 0 0.99 1.94 2.83 -l.99 6.65 3.00 2:80 -0.36
120 0 1.-l5 -l.04 4.23 6.65 6.91 2.97 2.99 -0.41
130 0 2.28 6.29 6.24 7.20 6.92 2.92 3.30 -lI.51
140 0 4.00 7.26 7.20 6.72 6.06 3.19 3.75 -0.59
146 0 4.57 6.88 5.65 5.·n 6.40 3.73 3.95 -0.15
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CGB21

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bor, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 9 4-7 88 175 4-84- 1157 765 740
10 20 82 83 194- 507 1442 1619 1664-
20 16 80 99 225 569 2056 2655 2771
30 14 93 126 249 64-9 2672 36·U 3899
40 34- 151 218 4-34- 1029 3518 4-681 5114
50 60 298 500 857 1728 4580 5818 6521
58 135 513 909 1367 24-31 5010 674-8 7772
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BEAl\1 CGB21 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I<N) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance front the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 ./8 83 118 153 3./5 693 1059

0 0 0.05 0.19 0.19 0.-l2 lA9 0.33 -0.19 -0.01
10 0 0.11 0.30 0.00 0.5-l l.51 0045 0.09 0.02
20 0 0.09 0.31 0.09 0.61 1.66 0.72 0.29 0.05
30 0 0.08 0.38 0.16 0.59 l.93 0.98 0.47 0.] I
40 0 0.19 0.56 0.32 ] .O-l 2.87 1.21 0.56 0.] 9
50 0 0.3-l 1.15 0.97 1.72 -l.20 1.38 0.60 0.31
58 0 0.76 1.82 1.91 2.21 5.13 1.25 0.8-l OA5
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CGB22

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end a/the bar, mm)
30 65 lOO 135 170 867 1250

0 29 2-l I-l 30 3-l 101 113
10 27 30 I-l -l5 -l7 780 759
20 26 28 2-l 55 65 1569 1590
30 25 31 37 66 82 2279 2331
-l0 16 5-l 77 lSI 267 3128 3263
50 36 1O-l 291 510 917 3989 -l205
(iO 13-l 315 706 1112 1687 -l89-l 5195
70 2-l7 560 1035 I5-l5 2161 578-l 6227
80 395 789 1367 1960 25-l3 67-l9 7-l18
90 588 1108 1811 2-l50 3072 77-lS 90-l0
99 S-l9 I-l69 2328 3062 3622 10626
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BEAl\1 CGB22 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of tile bar, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 519 1059

0 0 0.16 -0.02 -0.05 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.01
10 0 0.15 0.01 -0.08 0.15 0.01 0.18 -0.01
20 0 0.15 0.01 -0.02 0.15 0.05 0.36 0.01
30 0 O.I~ 0.03 0.03 0.1~ 0.08 0.53 0.02
-w 0 0.09 0.18 0.11 0.35 0.56 0.69 0.06
50 0 0.20 0.33 0.90 1.06 1.96 0.7~ 0.10
(,0 0 0.75 0.87 1.89 1.96 2.77 0.78 0.13
70 0 1.39 1.51 2.29 2.~6 2.97 0.88 0.20
SO 0 2.22 1.90 2.79 2.86 2.81 1.02 0.29
90 0 3.31 2.50 3.39 3.08 3.00 1.13 0.57
99 0 ~.78 2.99 ~.1~ 3.5~ 2.70
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAMAB23

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
30 100 135 170 519 867

0 17 3 0 -1 -l01 538
10 -13 -1-l 0 0 7-l6 1162
20 -3 0 19 1168 195-l
30 -1 22 0 58 2175 3282
40 30 282 -l17 929 3118 4401
50 226 795 1096 1708 4239 5736
60 -l01 1125 1511 2062 4956 6870
64 -l-l3 1209 1625 217-l 5291 7419
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BEAl\1 AB23 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, M.Pa (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 65 118 153 3·1-/ 693

0 0 0.13 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 0.26 0.09
10 0 -0.10 0.00 0.09 0.00 OA8 0.27
20 0 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.12 0.75 0.51
30 0 -0.01 0.07 -0.14 0.37 1.37 0.72
40 0 0.22 0.81 0.88 3.31 1.42 0.83
50 0 1.71 1.84 1.95 3.95 1.64 0.97
60 0 3.02 2.34 2.50 3.56 1.88 1.24
64 0 3.34 2A7 2.69 3.55 2.02 1.38
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 AB24

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I<N) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 22 13 35 26 3-l -l23 -l30 462
10 24 33 25 31 52 613 859 900
20 32 25 32 5-l -l9 953 1533 1591
30 29 40 -l0 59 86 1499 2089 2195
37 22 22 43 77 88 2125 2617 2702
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BEAM AB24 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 -18 83 118 153 3-1-1 693 1059

0 0 0.1694 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.05 0.25 0.00 0.02
10 0 0.1788 0.06 -0.05 0.04 0.14 0.36 0.16 0.02
20 0 0.2388 -0.04 0.04 0.15 -0.03 0.59 0.38 0.03
30 0 0.2154 0.08 0.00 0.12 0.18 0.92 0.38 0.06
37 0 0.1687 0.00 0.13 0.22 0.07 1.32 0.32 0.05
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CB25

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I.:N) Microstrains (Distance front the end of the bar, mm)
100 170 518.5 867 1250

0 0 -24 470 572 1759
10 2 -15 771 1348 2191
20 28 9 1195 2440 2937
30 41 4 1935 3730 .+719
"'0 39 27 3088 5.+17 6469
50 16 11 -+206 6859 7956
GO 54 176 5278 8288 8908
70 107 1233 6336 9312 11844
80 726 3043 7517
8G 1.+12 .+029
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BEAl\1 CB25 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (I{N) Average bond stress, I\1Pa (Distance/rom the end a/the bar, mm)
0 50 135 3·/./ 693 1059

0 0 -0.66 0.86 0.35 0.07 0.76
10 0 -0.66 0.89 0.55 OAI 0.5-l
20 0 -0.59 0.88 0.83 0.87 0.32
30 0 -0.56 0.82 1.35 1.26 0.63
40 0 -0.57 0.91 2.l-l 1.6-l 0.67
50 0 -0.62 0.93 2.9-l 1.86 0.70
60 0 -0.53 1.37 3.57 2.11 O.-W
70 Cl -OAO -l.88 3.57 2.09 1.62
80 0 1.11 9.0-l 3.13
86 0 2.79 10.08
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 CB26

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance from the end of the har, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 18 37 -3 11 2 559 742 941
10 17 26 2 34 -9 861 1379 1480
20 10 40 -1 41 3 1250 2200 2293
30 ..1.3 17 32 23 22 1658 3037 3089
40 44 20 38 29 31 2201 3886 3943
50 20 43 25 68 21 3024 4797 4884
60 33 35 42 64 28 3797 5709 5800
70 33 68 45 80 58 4992 6608 6746
80 32 64 49 100 79 5783 7488 7657
90 52 49 85 171 439 6317 8405 8585
]00 49 78 187 551 1177 6881 9268 9..t71
]10 79 323 860 1628 2519 7507 10245 10431
120 570 1463 2346 3333 4034 8229 11113 11298
122 857 1780 2769 3724 4366 8475 11276 11446
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BEAl\1 CB26 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, 111m)
0 15 .:/8 83 118 153 3.:/5 693 1059

0 0 0.15 0.13 -0.28 0.10 -0.06 0.39 0.13 0.13
10 0 0.13 0.06 -0.17 0.22 -0.30 0.61 0.36 0.06
20 0 0.08 0.21 -0.29 0.30 -0.27 0.87 0.67 0.06
30 0 0.35 -0.18 0.11 -0.06 -0.01 1.15 0.97 0.03
40 0 0.36 -0.17 0.13 -0.07 0.02 1.52 1.18 0.04
50 0 0.17 0.15 -0.12 0.30 -0.33 2.11 1.24 0.06
60 0 0.27 0.01 0.05 0.16 -0.25 2.64 1.34 0.06
70 0 0.27 0.24 -0.16 0.24 -0.16 3.46 1.13 0.09
80 0 lUG 0.22 -0.11 0.36 -0.15 4.00 1.20 0.11
90 0 0.43 -0,03 0.25 0.60 1.87 4.12 1.46 0.11
100 0 0.40 0.20 0.76 2.54 4.37 4.00 1,67 0.13
110 0 0.64 1.71 3.75 5.36 6.22 3.50 1.92 0.12
l2() 0 4.6-+ 6.24 6.17 6.89 4.89 2.94 2.02 0.12
122 0 6.98 6.45 6.90 6.67 4.49 2.88 1.96 0.11
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 AB27

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867

0 26 56 9 24 44 897 ]5]9
10 57 3] 39 20 51 ]577 2384
20 56 40 46 26 73 2615 3761
30 81 64 55 70 68 4478 6]28
40 83 102 53 74 105 7079 9224
50 1]0 116 64 88 130 9282 12128
60 84 123 68 133 217 10981 )4606
70 139 212 545 1028 1523 17110
71 230 588 1015 1713 2419 17517
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BEAl\1 AB27 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance from the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 .J8 83 118 153 3./.1 693

0 0 0.12 0.12 -0.19 0.06 0.08 0.35 0.25
10 0 0.27 -0.11 0.03 -0.08 0.13 0.62 0.33
20 0 0.27 -0.07 0.02 -0.08 0.19 1.04 0,47
30 0 0.38 -0.07 -0.04 0.06 -0.01 1.80 0.67
40 0 0.39 0.07 -0.20 0.09 0.13 2.85 0.88
50 0 Cl.52 0.02 -Cl.21 0.10 0.17 3.74 1.16
60 0 OAO 0.16 -0.22 0.26 0.34 4.40 1A8
70 0 0.66 0.30 1.35 1.97 2.01
71 0 1.09 1A5 1.74 2.84 2.87

800

Distance from the end of the bar (mm)
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E.2 Test results of Phase 1-3 beams

BEAl\1 AB28

Normal strains on the main reinforcing bar

Loall (kN) Microstrains (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
30 65 100 135 170 519 867 1250

0 13 14 18 9 31 595 1374 1841
10 25 28 12 25 36 610 1609 2666
20 10 8 38 15 48 707 2345 4288
30 19 28 27 20 54 852 3136 5899
.to 12 13 51 23 62 1809 4674 7752
50 33 34 27 61 76 3163 8905 10359
Gn 12 25 64 55 194 4845 10856 14247
7n 32 39 60 170 374 6348 12716 17079
SO 37 163 350 743 1248 8556 14449 20889
85 2151 2930 -+201 5-+21 9456 17158
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BEAM AB28 (cont.)

Bond stress on the main reinforcing bar

Load (kN) Average bond stress, MPa (Distance/rom the end of the bar, mm)
0 15 ./8 83 118 153 3././ 693 1059

0 0 0.06 0.00 0.01 -O.O~ 0.09 0.23 0.32 0.17
10 0 0.12 0.01 -0.07 0.05 0.04 0.23 0.41 0.39
20 0 0.05 -0.01 0.12 -0.10 0.1~ 0.27 0.67 0.72
30 0 0.09 O.O~ 0.00 -0.03 0.14 0.33 0.93 l.03
40 0 0.06 0.00 0.16 -0.11 0.16 0.71 1.17 l.14
50 0 0.16 0.00 -0.03 0.14 0.06 l.26 2.35 0.54
60 0 0.06 0.05 0.16 -0.04 0.57 1.90 2.46 1.26
70 0 0.15 0.03 0.09 0.~5 0.83 2.4~ 2.60 1.62
80 0 0.17 0.51 0.76 1.60 2.05 2.99 2.41 2.39
85 0 8.75 3.17 5.17 ~.96 1.65 3.15

10I
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam GB29
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E.3 Strain gauge readingsof phase 4 beams

Beam GB30
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam GB31
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam CB32
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam CB33
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam GB34
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam GB35
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam GB36
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E.3 Strain gauge readings of phase 4 beams

Beam CB37
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